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MESSAGE

During the past three years, I have been extremely heartened to note that
CGWWA has instituted many welfare programmes towards the overall development
of our ladies and children. It has also contributed effectively towards various
social issues, as well as served as an interactive platform for community
development. For all this, CGWWA members deserve the highest accolades from
the ICG fraternity.

I acknowledge with gratitude the contribution of CGWWA in improving the
quality of life of the families of our officers and men. I am certain that CGWWA
will continue to flourish, scaling new heights of success and setting examples for
the entire ICG community.

The editorial team of “Urmi” has done a commendable and laudable job by
communicating issues of relevance across the service.

In parting, I would like to convey my very best wishes and warm regards to
the entire Tatrakshika Team.

    Jai Hind

(Anil Chopra)
Vice Admiral
Director General
Indian Coast GuardNew Delhi

27 Oct 2011



MESSAGE

Dear Ladies,

It is indeed an honour and privilege to be at the helm of Tatrakshika and it gives
me great pleasure to pen down this message to all Tatrakshikas.

Your commitment, sincerity and genuine warmth has made CGWWA a forum for
sharing, learning, caring and giving. Enjoy this unique togetherness and the opportunity
it gives you to welcome the newer members of the fold as they step up to their new roles
and challenges-it will enhance the spirit of well being of our families and will enrich you
with the experience.

Nurture this bond of support, self reliance and it will give us the strength to address
issues both small, large and enable us to make the lives of our Coast Guard families more
wholesome and enriching.

I would like to complement the “Urmi Team” for their tireless efforts in bringing
out  this edition of “Urmi”- one more avenue for expression, creativity and ideas for our
families.

I take this opportunity of wishing all Tatrakshikas and their families good health,
happiness and contentment in the future.

(Mrs Ragini Chopra)
President TatrakshikaNew Delhi

28 Oct 2011



MESSAGE

It is indeed my pleasure to reach out to the CGWWA fraternity again. I am

extremely delighted at the way the CGWWA has been functioning and trying to

make a difference. My warm felicitations and sincere thanks to each member of the

fraternity.

The editorial team has worked hard and done a commendable job in bringing

about this edition of ‘URMI’. I also thank the contributors who have helped make

the effort such a success.

My good wishes to all of you and your families and wish you success in all

your endeavours. I am sure that we will continue in the same spirit and work towards

shaping the lives in and outside our homes.

Place: New Delhi (Mrs Urmila Singh)

20 Oct 11
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MESSAGE

In today’s fast pace of life, we are actually walking away from the rich culture and

traditions of our country. The aptly selected theme of Customs and Traditions for URMI

2011 will enable the ladies to understand, relate and intertwine modernisation with

traditions passed down over generations. It will also enlighten the children about the

importance and scientific approach behind the origin of these customs.

Every passing year is a reminiscence of how much each member has contributed

towards improving relationships, educating people, extending helping hand to others and

working together for the global cause of a greener environment. Thank you ladies for

being the pillars of strength of this great organisation and continue the good work.

I extend warm wishes to all the ladies on the occasion of Tatrakshika Day.

(Mrs Harkiran Basra)Mumbai

19 Oct 2011
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MESSAGE

It gives me immense pleasure to communicate through the present issue of URMI

depicting the various activities of the Tatrakshika. I must express my gratitude to all those

who have contributed articles for this interesting issue.

The locations of Coast Guard stations are widely dispersed, yet the spirit of Camaraderie

and the will to excel is evident amongst the families and is indeed heart warming.

A lot has been achieved by the Tatrakshika particularly in augmenting the welfare of

families of both the serving as well as personnel demised whilst in active service, enhancing

quality of education in the Coast Guard schools and conservation of environment around

Coast Guard residential areas. To make our residential areas free of plastics and to prevent its

harmful effects, Bio-degradable bags are required to be utilized for our day to day activities.

The role of the Tatrakshika complements the role of their spouses and needs to be

focused on issues related to protecting the environment and vigorously promoting such cause

in pursuant to our policy “GO Green”. In addition, let us strive hard not only to improve our

own community, but also the lesser-privileged ones who live in close proximity.

(Mrs Ila Sharma1
Chennai
19 Oct 2011
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MESSAGE

“Great oaks from acorns grow” aptly describes the growth of CGWWA. While the

men in white brave the high seas, or soar through skies, their families are assured of support
and care from their own CGWWA. Over past 34 years Indian Coast Guard has grown in leaps
and bounds so has CGWWA and its has emerged to stand steady in its commitment to promote
unity, harmony and self-reliance.

‘URMI’ serves as an excellent platform for sharing our thoughts and ideas, which
not only keep readers informed of the multifarious activities undertaken by CGWWA but also
apprise them about the innumerable benefits given to its members. This magazine is a media
through which we are able to reach out to all the Tatrakshika members. It also contains
treasures of wisdom that can enrich and enhance the lifestyle, as well as, confidence of every
person who reads this magazine. On behalf of Tatrakshika (North-West) I would like to
compliment one and all for their valued contribution and extend warm greetings to all the
members of Tatrakshika and their families on the occasion of “Tatrakshika Day”.

I take this opportunity to compliment the editorial committee for their perseverance

and tenacity in bringing out this magazine.

Smt. Santosh YadavPlace :  Gandhinagar

Date :    15 Sep 2011
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EDITORIAL

Dear Readers,

‘Urmi’ – 2011 is in your hands. The Editorial team have immense pleasure in putting the material
presented by various regions & units together to make it an interesting reading for you.

The chosen theme for Urmi–2011 as suggested by the members was “Traditions & Customs”
and we appropriately dedicate this issue of Urmi to the vibrant Indian culture which is a mosaic of
centuries old traditions & customs.

Indian languages, religions, dances, music, architecture, food, clothes and customs differ from place
to place within our country but nevertheless possess a commonality.   India is the only country in the
world to have so many religions, beliefs and faiths. The culture of India is an amalgamation of these
diverse sub – cultures , spread all over Indian sub - continent and traditions that are several millennia
old, reflecting unity in diversity in the true sense.

Staying in one part of this vast nation, does not give the feel of its rich heritage unless and until one is
on the move. This aspect is well taken care in the Defence Services. The people in the forces come
from varied backgrounds carrying with them the baggage of their customs, traditions, linguistics etc.
However, the positive aspect of this stressful job is the offering of a strong bond between the families.
The Forces too operate like a larger family, thus, enabling sharing and knowing of each-other’s traditions.
From Lohri to Christmas, the year is filled with festivals offering multi-cuisine opportunities.

The services, in the true sense, respect all religions and at the same time promote secularism. These
‘Services’ can be termed as a mini country in itself harboring diverse customs and traditions and still
standing  united so it can be said undoubtedly that the services stand out as far as cultural unity is
concerned.

Families play a significant role in the Indian culture. From an early age, children are reminded of their
roles and places in the society. Several elements of India’s diverse culture have a profound impact on
the right kind of upbringing of the children who imbibe and uphold rich social values. Of the parents, the
mothers play a more important and crucial role in imparting the moral, ethical and social values to the
children. Here comes the essence of our role as ‘Coast Guard wives’ and, therefore, it shall be our
endeavour to make our children grow with the great sense of nationalism and patriotism wherein the
traditions and customs is a way of our daily life.

Finally, we come to the acknowledgements. Urmi-2011 would not have come in this shape without
the fine contributions from various quarters. We are thankful to all those who have contributed to
annual edition of the Urmi. We place on records our sincere gratitude to Mrs Ragini Chopra, the
President Tatrakshika and Mrs Urmila Singh, the Vice President, Tatrakshika for their assistance and
valuable guidance in making of this edition a memorable and an enriching experience.

We Wish Everyone A Happy Reading
- Editorial Team

Mrs. Sunita Nautiyal, Mrs. Priya Paramesh,
Mrs. Sajna Janardhanan & Mrs. Amita Madhukar



òÑßÚð Ñðð¿¨î±ðÂð,

¡ðÑð¨÷î Ñððçð `£Ùðóá'-2011 ¨îð ¡ü¨î èø | Ñðòëð¨îð ¨îð÷ Üð÷µð¨î ×ðÐððÐð÷ ¨÷î òâð¦ òãðòØðÐÐð êð÷ëðð÷ü ¡ðøÜ ÚðõòÐð¾ð÷ü ÎðÜð ÑßçÃðôÃð
çððÙð±ßó ¨îð÷ Ñðòëð¨îð Ùð÷ü äððòÙðâð ¨îÜÃð÷ èô¦ çðüÑððÇ¨îóÚð Çâð ¨îð÷ ¡ÑððÜ ÑßçðÐÐðÃðð èð÷ Üèó èø |

£Ùðóá-2011 ¨÷î òâð¦ µðôÐðó ±ð‚á òãðæðÚðãðçÃðô `ÑðÜüÑðÜð¦ü ¡ðøÜ ÜóòÃð-òÜãðð¸ð' ¨îð÷ çðÇçÚðð÷ü ÎðÜð ÑßçÃððòãðÃð ò¨îÚðð ±ðÚðð Æðð
ÃðÆðð èÙð £Ùðóá ¨÷î ‚çð ¡ü¨î ¨îð÷ ØððÜÃðóÚð çðüç¨öîòÃð, ¸ðð÷ò¨î çðòÇÚðð÷ü ÑðôÜðÐðó ÑðÜüÑðÜð¡ð÷ü ¦ãðü ÜóòÃðòÜãðð¸ðð÷ü ¨îð ¦¨î çðü±ßèî èø,
¨îð÷ çðÙðòÑðáÃð ¨îÜÃð÷ èøÈ |

èÙððÜ÷ Ç÷äð Ùð÷ü ¦¨î çÆððÐð çð÷ ÇõçðÜ÷ çÆððÐð ¨îó Øððæðð¦ü, ÏðÙðá, ÐðöÃÚð, çðü±ðóÃð, ãððçÃðô¨îâðð, ¡ðèðÜ, ãðçëð ÃðÆðð ÜóòÃðòÜãðð¸ð
òØðÐÐð èøÈ, ò¨üîÃðô ‚çð¨÷î ×ððãð¸ðõÇ Øðó Úðè ¦¨î ¸ðÐðçððÏððÜÂðÃðð ¨îð÷ çðÙð÷¾÷ èô¦ èø | òãðäãð Ùð÷ü ØððÜÃð èó ¦¨î ¦÷çðð Ç÷äð èø
ò¸ðçðÙð÷ü ‚ÃðÐð÷ ÏðÙðá, òãðäãððçð ¡ðøÜ ¡ðçÆðð ãððâð÷ âðð÷±ð èøÈ | ØððÜÃð ¨îó çðüç¨öîòÃð çðüÑðõÂðá ØððÜÃðóÚð £ÑðÙðèðÎóÑð Ùð÷ü Òøîâðó ‚Ðð
òãðòãðÏð £Ñð-çðüç¨öîòÃðÚðð÷ü ¡ðøÜ ÑðÜüÑðÜð¡ð÷ü ¨îð ¦¨î çðÙððÙð÷âðÐð èø | Úð÷ çðüç¨öîòÃðÚððü ¡ðøÜ ÑðÜüÑðÜð¦ü çðòÇÚðð÷ü ÑðôÜðÐðó èøÈ ¸ðð÷
ãððçÃðãð Ùð÷ü òãðòãðÏðÃðð Ùð÷ü ¦¨îÃðð ¨îð÷ ÑßÇòäðáÃð ¨îÜÃðó èøÈ |

‚çð òãðäððâð Üðæ¾à ¨÷î ¦¨î òèççð÷ Ùð÷ü ÜèÃð÷ èô¦ ¨îð÷‚á ‚çð¨îó çðÙðöÊ òãðÜðçðÃð ¨îð Ãð×ð Ãð¨î ¡ÐðôØðãð Ððèóïü ¨îÜ çð¨îÃðð ¸ð×ð
Ãð¨î ãðè ÇõçðÜ÷ çÆððÐð ¨îð ØßÙðÂð Ðð ¨îÜ÷ | ‚çð Ñðèâðõ ¨îð÷ Üêðð çð÷ãðð¡ð÷ü Ùð÷ü Øðâðó-ØððüòÃð Ç÷®ðð ¸ððÃðð èø | ×ðâðð÷ü Ùð÷ü ¨îÙðóá
òãðòØðÐÐð Ñðöæ¿ØðõòÙðÚðð÷ü çð÷ ¡ðÃð÷ èøÈ ò¸ðÐð¨÷î ÜóòÃðòÜãðð¸ð, ÑðÜüÑðÜð¦ü, Øððæðð¦ü ‚ÃÚððòÇ òØðÐÐð-òØðÐÐð èð÷Ãðó èøÈ | èðâððüò¨î,
ÃðÐððãðÑðõÂðá ‚çð Ðððø¨îÜó ¨îð çð¨îðÜðÃÙð¨î Ñðèâðõ ÑðòÜãððÜð÷ü ¨÷î ×ðóµð ¦¨î çðäð©Ãð ×ðüÏðÑðëð ¨îð÷ ÑßçÃððòãðÃð ¨îÜÃðð èø | ‚çð
Ñß¨îðÜ, ×ðâð Øðó ¦¨î òãðçÃðöÃð ÑðòÜãððÜ ¨îó ÃðÜè çðüµððâðÐð ¨îÜÃð÷ èøÈ ò¸ðçðÙð÷ü ¦¨î-ÇõçðÜ÷ ¨îó ÑðÜüÑðÜð¡ð÷ü ¨îó ¸ððÐð¨îðÜó ¡ðøÜ
çðèØððò±ðÃðð èð÷Ãðó èø | âðð÷èÀÿó çð÷ òªîçðÙðçð Ãð¨î ÑðõÜ÷ ãðæðá ¨÷î ÇðøÜðÐð ÐððÐðð Ñß¨îðÜ ¨÷î Ñð¨îãððÐðð÷ü ¨îð÷ çðÙð÷¾÷ èô¦ ÃÚððøèðÜ
ÙðÐððÐð÷ ¨÷î ¡ãðçðÜ òÙðâðÃð÷ èøÈ |

çðèó ¡Æðð÷áÈ Ùð÷ü, çð÷ãðð¦ü çðØðó ÏðÙðð÷áÈ ¨îð çðÙÙððÐð ¨îÜÃðó èøÈ ¡ðøÜ çððÆð-çððÆð ÏðÙðáòÐðÜÑð÷êðÃðð ¨îó ØððãðÐðð ¨îð÷ Øðó ×ðÁÿðãðð Ç÷Ãðó
èøÈ | ‚Ðð `çðøÐÚð ×ðâðð÷ü' ¨îð÷ òãðòãðÏð ÜóòÃðòÜãðð¸ð ¡ðøÜ ÑðÜüÑðÜð¡ð÷ü ¨îð÷ òâð¦ èô¦ ¦¨î ¶ð÷¾÷ Ç÷äð ¨÷î ÞÑð Ùð÷ü Øðó ÑðòÜØððòæðÃð
ò¨îÚðð ¸ðð çð¨îÃðð èø ÃðÆðð ¸ðð÷ òÐðçÃð×Ïð ÞÑð çð÷ çðüÚðô©Ãð èø | ‚çð Ñß¨îðÜ, ¸ðèðü Ãð¨î çððüç¨öîòÃð¨î ¦¨îÃðð ¨îð çðü×ðüÏð èø, Úðè
òÐðòäµðÃð ÞÑð çð÷ ¨îèð ¸ðð çð¨îÃðð èø ò¨î çðøÐÚð çð÷ãðð¦ü ¡ÑðÐðó ¸ð±ðè ‚çð ÑðÜ ¨îðÚðÙð èøÈ |

ØððÜÃðóÚð çðüç¨öîòÃð Ùð÷ü ÑðòÜãððÜ ÙðèÃãðÑðõÂðá ØðõòÙð¨îð òÐðØððÃð÷ èøÈ | ×ðµðÑðÐð çð÷ èó ×ðµµðð÷ü ¨îð÷ çðÙðð¸ð Ùð÷ü £Ðð¨÷î çÆððÐð ¡ðøÜ
ÇðòÚðÃãðð÷ü çð÷ ¡ãð±ðÃð ¨îÜð òÇÚðð ¸ððÃðð èø | ØððÜÃð ¨îó òãðòãðÏð çðüç¨öîòÃð ¨÷î òãðòØðÐÐð ¡ü±ðØðõÃð ×ðµµðð÷ü, ¸ðð÷ çðÙðöÊ çððÙððò¸ð¨î
ÙðõâÚðð÷ü ¨îð÷ çðüØððâðÃð÷ ¡ðøÜ ¡ðÃÙðçððÃð ¨îÜÃð÷ èøÈ, ¨÷î ÑððâðÐð-Ñðð÷æðÂð ¨÷î çðèó ÃðÜó¨÷î ÑðÜ ±ðèÐð ÑßØððãð ÀðâðÃð÷ èøÈ | Úðèðü,
Ãð¾Üêð¨î ÑðòÃÐðÚðð÷ü ¨÷î ÞÑð Ùð÷ü èÙððÜ÷ ¨îðÚðá ¨îð çððÜ ¡ðÃðð èø | ‚çð Ñß¨îðÜ, èÙððÜð Úðè ÑßÚððçð èð÷Ððð µððòè¦ ò¨î èÙð ¡ÑðÐð÷
×ðµµðð÷ü ¨îð òãð¨îðçð Üðæ¾àóÚðÃðð ¡ðøÜ Ç÷äðØðò©Ãð ¨îó £µµð ØððãðÐðð ¨÷î çððÆð ¨îÜ÷ü, ò¸ðçðÙð÷ü ÑðÜüÑðÜð¦ü ¡ðøÜ ÜóòÃðòÜãðð¸ð èÙððÜ÷
ÇøòÐð¨î ¸ðóãðÐð ¨îð ¦¨î òèççðð ×ðÐð ¸ðð¦ |

¡üÃð Ùð÷ü, ¡ðØððÜ ÑðÜ ¡ðÃð÷ èøÈ | £Ùðóá-2011 ¨îð Úðè ¡ü¨î òãðòØðÐÐð òÃðÙððòèÚðð÷ü Ùð÷ü ÑßðÑÃð ÑðòÜæ¨öîÃð Úðð÷±ðÇðÐðð÷ü ¨÷î
ò×ðÐðð çðüØðãð Ððèóïü Æðð | £Ùðóá ¨÷î ãððòæðá¨î ¡ü¨î ¨÷î òâð¦ çðèÚðð÷±ð Ç÷Ðð÷ ãððâð÷ çðØðó ¨îòÙðáÚðð÷ü ¨÷î ¡ðØððÜó èøÈ | èÙð, åóÙðÃðó
Üðò±ðÐðó µðð÷ÑðÀÿð, ¡ÏÚðêðð Ãð¾Üòêð¨îð ÃðÆðð åóÙðÃðó £òÙðáâðð òçðüè, £ÑððÏÚðêðð Ãð¾Üòêð¨îð ¨îð÷ ‚çð ¡ü¨î ¨îð÷ ¦¨î ÚððÇ±ððÜ
¡ðøÜ ¦¨î çðÙðöÊäðóâð ¡ÐðôØðãð ×ðÐððÐð÷ Ùð÷ü £Ðð¨îó çðèðÚðÃðð ¡ðøÜ ÙðõâÚðãððÐð Ùðð±ðáÇäðáÐð ¨÷î òâð¦ çðÇØððãð çð÷ ¨öîÃðìðÃðð ãÚð©Ãð
¨îÜÃð÷ èøÈ |

èÙð çðØðó ¨îð÷ çðôÑðð¿Ðð ¨îó äðôØð¨îðÙðÐðð Ç÷Ãð÷ èøÈ |

- çðüÑððÇ¨îóÚð Çâð

Jherh lquhrk ukSfV;ky] Jherh fiz;k ijes'k

Jherh ltuk tukZnuu ,oa Jherh vferk e/kqdj
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ANNUAL  REPORT 2010 - 2011

INTRODUCTION

Tatrakshika continue to remain engaged in institutionalising many welfare programmes towards
overall development of Coast Guard ladies and children. The year 2010-11 has been yet another
busy year for the Tatrakshika. We have been able to contribute effectively towards various social
issues. We have proven to be an effective interactive platform for communication and community
development. The endeavors of Tatrakshika have led to improvement of skill levels of its members,
which in the long run will make the ladies self-reliant and more confident.

SURUCHI (Welfare)

The aim of Suruchi is to bring about financial independence and confidence in ladies by teaching
them various skills. Regular classes and demonstrations are conducted at our welfare centres.

CGWWA (HEADQUARTERS)

Troops get-together was organised on 22 Jan 11. Active participation and overwhelming response
from the children was observed during the occassion. Varieties of cultural programme were displayed
by the young talents and the hard work exhibited by the kids was especially appreciated by the President
Tatrakshika.

Tailoring and embroidery classes including singer sewing certificate course was successfully
conducted. Ladies who underwent examination post completion of the course were awarded the
qualification certificate from M/s Singer India Ltd on 07 May 11.

A trained instructor was appointed for conducting Karate classes for the children of Kamath Enclave,
Sector 52 from 09 Feb 11 onwards. The classes are conducted thrice a week and 10 children are
availing this facility.

A 10 days block printing classes was organised by CGWWA at Kalyan Kendra, Noida. Active
participation was seen and finally 09 ladies successfully completed the course.

Beautician classes/training were conducted for the interested ladies at regular interval. Mehendi
designs, hair styling and bridal make-up session were organised during the classes. On successful
completion of the training, ladies were certified from Trendy cuts parlour, Noida.

08 days baking classes were conducted at Kalyan Kendra, Noida.Interested ladies were taught
baking of cakes, biscuits and preparation of Nans.
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Following Demonstration activities were conducted:

� Tie and Dye
� Candle making
� Make-up
� Block printing

Cotton bags, coasters, pouches, table mats and stitching of salwar suits were carried out by
Suruchi team. The items were subsequently displayed in Sanchita for sale.

CGWWA (WEST)

Courses in Basic beauty care, Tailoring, Fabric Painting, Mehendi and Zardozi were
conducted at Welfare Centre, Powai. Demonstrations on Block Printing, Free Hand Painting,
Rakhi making, preparation of variety of Pickles and Chutneys, Muffin making, Paper craft etc
were conducted on a regular basis. Workshop on “Make up and hair styling” and Pin tuck
cushions were also conducted. Apart from morning classes, extra-curricular activities
comprising of drawing, dance classes and academic tuition classes were conducted regularly
for children in the evening at Welfare Centre to provide and ensure overall development and
growth.

Fabric painting and dance classes have been started at welfare centre for the ladies. A
demonstration on “Gift wrapping” was conducted by Mrs. Dazy Bahl on 20 Sep 11

CGWWA (EAST)

Regular long courses in Stitching and Fabric painting were conducted at the welfare centres.
Practical examination was conducted in Mar 11 and certificates were awarded. ‘Singer Diploma
Certificate’ in ‘Stitching Course’ was awarded by M/s SINGER to 05 ladies. Short courses in calligraphy
was organised in Dec 10 and glass painting in the month of Mar 11. Presently stitching, embroidery,
self grooming, tailoring and mehendi designing classes are run at the welfare centres with over 30
ladies attending various courses .

Various demonstrations like preparation of channa-masala, bhelpuri etc. by M/s Nestle in
Nov 10, Tie and die demo in Jan 11, artificial flower making with organdi cloth in Jul 11 were held at the
welfare centres. Soup and Rasmalai preparation demo in Aug 11, Microwave cooking and beauty tips
demo in Sep 11 all were conducted to assist ladies refine their skills.

Competitions in ‘cooking’, mehendi designs, ‘creativity in best out of waste’ and hair styling
demo were conducted to encourage ladies to take ‘A Step Ahead’ in their life.

Talent show for children was organised in Nov 10 and best talents in the categories of dance,
skit and poem recitation were selected to perform in the ‘Troops Get Together’ function in Feb11.
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Hobby classes for children have been rolled in the evening hours at the welfare centres. Western
dance, classical dance and Karate classes are ongoing with over 40 children benefiting from it.

CGWWA (NORTH WEST)

On 19 Jan 11, Mrs. Santosh Yadav, the new President Tatrakshika (NW) attended the first meeting
of Tatrakshika (NW) after taking over. The new regional president was accorded a warm welcome.
The F&B department of Hotel ‘Fortune Haveli’ conducted a mocktail-making demo on the occassion.

On 20 July 11, AGM was held, wherein new committee was introduced and welfare co-ordinators
were selected.

CGWWA (Andaman & Nicobar)

Teacher’s day was celebrated on 05 Sep 10 to honour the teachers. A two month course on yoga
was conducted for the wives of officers during the months of October and November 10. Various other
activities like Saree draping competition, mehendi competition, tailoring competition and a lecture on
principles of Vaastu Sastra was also arranged.

To commemorate Coast Guard Raising Day 2011, CGWWA organised a painting competition for
children of different schools in Port Blair on 07 Jan 11.  Above 150 children from 18 different schools
participated in the competition.

 Classes for Coast Guard ladies offering short term courses on computers, self grooming and
tailoring for a duration of 3-6 months commenced at the CGWWA Kendra w.e.f 15 Jul 11.

The Annual General Body meeting was conducted on 14 Jul 11. A large no of Officers’ & EP’s
ladies attended the meeting. A talk was rendered by Mrs. Preeti Bajpai on Weight loss and self
grooming. During the occasion, education grant for children of widow’s of CG EP were also given.

SAKSHARTA (Education)

The mission of Saksharta is to encourage our ladies and children to inculcate a habit of reading
every quarter Tatrakshika subscribes new books and magazines for ladies and children.

CGWWA (HEADQUARTERS)

Handwriting competition for all CG children was organised at ARKAJA, Noida on 21 Nov 10.
Overwhelming response was received and the winners were rewarded on completion of the event.

Hindi handwriting competition was organised for ladies of TRV, Sec-23, Noida at ARKAJA
auditorium on 08 Jan 11. Winners were rewarded on completion of the event.
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On the spot essay competition was organised for the children of Kamath Enclave on 30 Apr 11.
Winners were adjudged based on the concept and ideas of the script.

An orientation programme on ‘A changed pattern in CBSE curriculum’ was organised for the
parents at ARKAJA auditorium on 19 Aug 11. The programme was conducted by one of the teachers
from KV, Noida, wherein she explained the new CBSE pattern and clarified the queries raised by the
parents.

CGWWA (WEST)

Spoken English classes were conducted for ladies in the evening at Welfare Centre Powai. A
debate competition was organised on topic ‘House Wife Versus Working Women’.  Workshop on how
to drape saree in different styles and enhancing the confidence level was conducted by a professional
Mrs. Kavya Jaswani. Writing competition on subject “An efficient housewife earns by saving” was
conducted by Saksharta team and Mrs. Parminder Sharma was adjudged the winner.

A lecture on Bonding between Parents and Children was delivered by Mrs. Arpita Sonak. A
lecture on Personality Development and grooming was also delivered for children above 12 years of
age by Mrs. Anaxi Shah, President NGO ‘SMILE’.

Literary Day was celebrated on 08 Sep 11 at welfare centre. A writing competition was held on
this occasion on topic “Importance of Education in following Tradition & Customs”. All the teachers
working for CGWWA were felicitated on this day.

A lecture on “Time Management” was organised by Saksharta team for all Coast Guard Children
aged 12 – 18 yrs on 07 Oct 11. Mrs. Arpita Sonak gave valuable tips to children for making proper
time table so that the stress level is reduced and they can work more efficiently.

CGWWA (EAST)

A workshop called ‘Express English’ was conducted on 07 Mar 11 with the objective to give
exposure to the ladies in Spoken English and framing simple sentences, and letter writing.

A class followed by a quiz on Hindi Idioms and Proverbs was conducted on 26 Apr 11.

To bring-in awareness among the ladies with regard to Coast Guard pay & allowances, pension
regulations, nomination forms, retirement and other benefits a presentation on this subject was organised
at the welfare centres of Mugappair, Royapuram and Nunganallur in the month of Aug 11. As part of
Hindi week celebrations a competition in story and paragraph writing was conducted at welfare centres
on 22  and 23 Sep 11.
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CGWWA (ANDAMAN & NICOBAR)

A counseling session was conducted on 30 Jan 11 for the children studying in  X, XI and XII
standards. Around 20 children participated. Various issues related to examination anxiety, nervousness,
importance of good sleep and balanced diet were discussed.

SANJEEVAN (Health)

“Health is wealth”, is the motto of Sanjeevan. Various camps, lectures and medical check-up
camps are conducted on regular basis.

CGWWA (HEADQUARTERS)

A lecture by Col BS Shama (Retd), Psychiatrist of Moolchand Hospital was organised on
28 Nov 10 at ARKAJA, Noida. The doctor discussed methods for enhancing study skills of children,
parent child communication and child psychology.

A Mega health check-up camp at Kalyan Kendra was organised on 16 Dec 10 by Escorts Heart
Institute, New Delhi. The camp included blood pressure test, ECG, ECHO and consultation with
cardiologist. Officers, Enrolled Personnel and families availed this facility and were benefitted by the
expert opinion.

A cancer detection camp for spouse of officers, EPs and domestic help of Kamath Enclave was
organised on 25 Feb 11 at Kalyan Kendra, Noida.

 A free eye check-up camp was organised at Kalyan Kendra on  22 Jul 11.  A team of
Ophthalmologists from Sumitra Hospital conducted the camp. 170 ladies and children alongwith CG
KG school kids availed this facility.

A free health check-up camp for children and parents was organised by the team of Surbhi
Hospital on 26 Jul 11 at CG KG school at Noida. The check-up included dental, pediatric and diabetic
check. An overwhelming response was found during the camp.

A camp on ‘Rajyoga and Stress Relief’ was conducted in association with ‘Brahma Kumari Ishwariya
Vishwa Vidyalaya’ on 27 Aug 11. Topics such as Stress relief, Spirituality and Self awareness were
coverd for the benefit of all participants.

Counseling session by Dr Renu Verma is conducted every Saturday for families and CG personnel.

CGWWA (WEST)

Meditation and Yoga classes for ladies were conducted by ‘Brahma Kumaris’ at Powai. A health
lecture on “Breast and Cervical Cancer” was organised at Powai, wherein aspects of Cancer were
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explained as well as conduct of self examination of Breast Cancer was taught. Preventive health
check-up programme for all ladies comprising of basic check-up for Thyroid, Anemia, Sugar, Blood
Pressure and Obesity was conducted at three different places at Mumbai.

A health lecture on ‘Immunity’ was conducted by Dr Shefali Purohit where she explained
and discussed the factors responsible towards increasing immunity/ body strength and how these
help to fight against various ailments such as Stress, Anxiety, Excessive use of medicines, Devitalised
food, Unnatural environment, Sedentary life style, etc.

Two day workshop on “How to tone up your body muscles” was conducted at welfare centre.
Easy exercises with help of one litre water bottles were displayed by Mrs. Gayathri.

A health lecture on Pre-menstrual syndrome (PMS) was conducted by Dr Shefali Purohit. She
explained the ladies about all physical and psychological changes. She also motivated the ladies
for cancer screening test which will be conducted by INHS ASVINI.

CGWWA (EAST)

A lecture on ‘Maintaining Good Relationship’ and ‘Keeping Healthy Mind’ was delivered by
Bhramakumari’s at welfare centre in Oct 10. A health talk was given by Dr Sudha Nath on
topics – H1N1, Hepatatis and cervical cancer during coffee morning in Dec 10. A presentation
was given on Osteoarthritis in Jan 11 during the occasion of combined coffee morning. Over
130 ladies gained knowledge and awareness.

 A dental camp was organised on 20 Feb 11 in association with Vasan Dental Care at welfare
centre. A total of 55 CG personnel and families benefited from the camp.

 A presentation on ‘Health problems in summer and remedial measures’ was conducted
on 26 Apr 11. This was followed by a health quiz on the subjects covered. Medical check-up
was carried out for children of CGKG school in July 11 and health cards were issued to all children.
An eye check up camp was conducted in association with ‘Vasan Eye’ at the welfare centres
of Mugappair,and Royapuram and Air station in July 11.

CGWWA (NORTH WEST)

On 15 Dec 10, a demonstration on methods of tying various types of bandages was given
by the medical assistants. Importance of first aid was emphasised upon. A quiz on the first aid
methods was organised for the ladies & gifts distributed.

On 02 Feb 11, a motivational talk regarding blood donation was organised to clear the doubts &
misconceptions of the ladies.
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On 20 Jul 11, a health lecture on prevention of diseases caused during monsoon was given by
RMO, Surg Lt Cdr. Marak Pertin. It was followed by health quiz for the ladies.

On 29 & 30 Aug 11, a general health-screening camp was organised, where ‘Health booklets’
were distributed to the ladies. Two incidental hypertension cases were successfully identified.

CGWWA (ANDAMAN & NICOBAR)

A dental and general health check-up camp for all Coast Guard families was conducted on
09 & 10 Sep 10.

A lecture on ‘Skin and hair problems’ was given by Dr Santhosh Rath from Pathanjali on
20 Jan 11

The lecture on ‘Healthy life style’ was given by Surg Capt SK Sinha. Director (Medical), Coast
Guard Headquarters, New Delhi on 07 Mar 11.

SURAKSHA (Widow Cell)

Suraksha works as a key link between families of deceased personnel and the Coast Guard
to enable them to get their dues in the shortest possible time by constant liaison with concerned
authorities.

CGWWA (HEADQUARTERS)

The co-ordinator is in regular touch with the widows of deceased CG personnel. On the eve of
Diwali, sweets were distributed to the wives of deceased CG personnel. On 12 Jul 11, an interaction
with the wives of deceased CG personnel in the presence of Vice President Tatrakshika was held at
CGHQ, New Delhi. Issues related to welfare were discussed during the meeting. Educational Grant
was given to the children of CG deceased personnel during AGM by President Tatrakshika. A counseling
session was organised for the wives of deceased CG personnel at family welfare centre in sec-23,
Noida. Ladies were educated and counseled on the matters meriting their wards future prospects.

CGWWA (WEST)

Suraksha Mumbai disbursed an amount of ` 5,000/- as ex-gratia amount to Mrs. Nanny Suresh,
W/o late R Suresh, Pradhan Sahayak Engineer of ICGS Samudra Prahari.

Annual financial grant from CGWWA was awarded to the wards of the deceased CG personnel by
President Tatrakshika(West) during Annual General Body Meeting. Two ladies were present on this
occasion. Bank drafts for 07 outstation ladies were despatched to their respective places.
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CGWWA (EAST)

Regular interaction is maintained with the widows and necessary support extended by the region.
A meeting was conducted with the widows in Feb 11 to discuss their welfare. The Coast Guard
fraternity deeply mourned on the sad demise of Rajendran, E/F of CGAS, Chennai on 23 Jul 11. The
bereaved family was visited and handed over a sum of ` 5000/- as ex-gratia grant from CGWWA
funds. On 29 Jul 11 ‘Annual Fee’ grant cheques were handed over to the widows.

SANCHITA (CGWWA Shopl)

The CGWWA production unit under the title Sanchita endeavours to bring quality products at
affordable price tags to its members. Sanchita also serves as a platform for ladies to come forward
and showcase their talent in various fields like stiching, embroidery, painting, arts and craft work etc as
well as help them make a good earning using these skills.

CGWWA (HEADQUARTERS)

Items like table clothes, artificial jewellery sets, table napkins, dupattas, refrigerator covers, coasters,
table mats etc prepared by the CGWWA members were made available for sale through Sanchita
Shop.

CGWWA (WEST)

In continuation of the creative work, new items such as table runners, bed runners, table covers,
cushion covers, dinner/cocktail napkins, hand painted/embroidered towels were prepared. Other than
this, ready made products from Gujarat and Nashik were also kept in Sanchita for sale. Products of
Warli painting (tribal art of Maharashtra) were put up in the exhibition through NGO.

Sanchita has received an overwhelming response with numerous orders from its rapidly increasing
clientele. Sanchita prepared set of table cover and napkins for 842 Sqn (CG) and CG KG School also.
Sanchita continues funding CGWWA through the production of different handmade items.

CGWWA (EAST)

Sanchita team prepared hand embroidered and fabric painted towels and runners. It has recently
added to its shelves wine bottle covers, aroma candles, potpourris, incense sticks, roller perfumes,
jute bags, and glass stirrers.

CGWWA (ANDAMAN & NICOBAR)

‘Candle workshop’ was conducted in the month of Oct 10. Beautiful handmade items like bags,
curtains, shoe-bags, dinner mats, napkins, paper bags, table mats, and dining table covers are made
and put up for sale in Sanchita.
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SANSKAR (Coast Guard KG School)

The main aim of Sanskar is to light the lamp of knowledge and education by organising various
competition, camps and courses for the Coast Guard children.

CGWWA (HEADQUARTERS)

‘Grandparents Day’ was celebrated for the first time in CG KG School. A small cultural programme
with fashion show and games were also organised for the grandparents. Sweets and decorated diyas
were distributed as part of Diwali celebrations.

Children’s Day was celebrated in school on 12 Nov 10, on this occasion Srishti team presented
X’Mas tree to the school.

To encourage participation of the young ones, Sports Day was organised on 19 Nov 10 for school
children. March-past, aerobics and various race items were the main attractions of the event. An
active participation was seen from the kids.

Magic show for kids was organised on 30 Nov 10 at ARKAJA auditorium, which was thoroughly
enjoyed by the kids.

Colouring competition, X’Mas party, Church visit and baking an X’Mas cake were the main events
organised in Dec 10.

A mock session covering interviews/counseling for parents was conducted by Dr Renu Verma in
Jan 11. The month also witnessed Republic day celebrations.

Awareness on Coast Guard activities was imparted through an audio-visual programme at CG
KG School. Further, the children celebrated Basant Panchami and visited Noida stadium for flower
show, where they participated in the painting competition, in which one of the Coast Guard children
bagged third prize. Rhyme Olympiad was also conducted in Feb 11.

Recitation of rhymes with an act was conducted on 04 Mar 11 at the school. Maximum participation
and enthusiasm was seen among the kids. The children exhibited their hidden talents and expressed
their favourite rhyme through an act. Annual day was celebrated during Mar 11 and academic certificates
were handed over to the deserving students.

‘Baisakhi’ was celebrated at the CG KG school on 13 Apr 11. A cultural programme was put up
by the students on the occasion. The children also observed World Earth day and book week in the
month of Apr 11.

New school building was inaugurated by President Tatrakshika, Mrs Ragini Chopra on
15 Apr 11.
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The ‘Significance and presence of mother in a child’s life’ was celebrated as ‘Mothers’ day’ on
08 May 11. A lemonade party for the children was organised on 12 May 11 prior closure of the school
for summer vacation.

A Post summer vacation, medical check-up camp for the children was organised by Dr Deepti
Sablok. The camp, organised once in a year, includes general health check-up for all the children.

A splash pool party was organised on 22 Jul 11 for children. An artificial pool was created at
CGOM, Noida where children enjoyed their day, playing in the water. Various games also formed part
of the event.

Sawan Jhula and Mehendi was celebrated on 05 Aug 11 at CG KG school. Swings in the school
premises were decorated and Mehendi were applied on the children hands. The fun filled event was
enjoyed by the children.

President Tatrakshika, Mrs Ragini Chopra was accorded a warm welcome by the teachers and
students during her visit to the CG KG School. President walked around the school and interacted with
the kids. She distributed chocolates to the children. A review meeting by the co-ordinator on the school
progress was also held during the President's visit.

A number of activities and field trips were conducted for the students all through the year. All
major, national and religious festivals were celebrated in the school to educate the children on India’s
tradition and customs.

CGWWA (WEST)

A large number of activities are conducted throughout the year to bring out the hidden talents of
the children. All major national and religious festival are celebrated with an aim to enlighten the kids
about the rich culture of the country. School picnic was organised to National park at Borivali.

Medical check-up for all school children was done by DMO/ DHQ-2, Mumbai. Annual sports day
was celebrated on 19 Feb 11 with pomp and show.  New school building was inaugurated by
Commander Coast Guard Region (West) on 31 Mar 11 and Sangole, P/NVK was given certificate of
appreciation for transforming the walls of school with his fabulous paintings and artwork. Graduation
ceremony was organised for UKG Students on the same day. The new session of school started in
new school building. New syllabus has been introduced.

School celebrated ‘Animal Welfare Day’. To mark this day, a small exhibition was organised,
during which the projects made by children with help of teachers were displayed.
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CGWWA (EAST)

Schools celebrated children’s day in Nov 10 with the conduct of Fancy Dress Competition,
Sports day and craft exhibitions were organised in the month of Jan 11. Republic Day was
celebrated with patriotic and cheerful fervor at schools. Annual day was celebrated in Feb 11 and
schools closed for summer vacations in Mar 11.

To guide and help the school’s to find  new horizons in education and to ensure all round
development in children, an orientation programme for parents was conducted on 17 Apr 11.

To encourage children to start their academic year on a bright note, after the long summer
vacation, they were greeted by Mickey Mouse and Bunny rabbits on 27 Jun 11.

In the month of July 11, Nature walk was conducted for children to help them identify the parts
of plants and different colours of butterflies. Vanmahotsav was celebrated to make kids understand
the importance of jungles and tress. In the month of Aug 11 children learned to identify colours and
green vegetables by celebrating ‘Red Day’ and ‘Green Day’. Friendship day was also celebrated
by children tying friendship bands. On Rakshabandan, children were taught to make hand
made rakhis using naturally available materials. Independence Day was celebrated with patriotic
fervour with children waving flags made by them as part of their craft activity. A Magic Show was
also organised for children by ICGS Vikram.

In Sep 11, the schools celebrated Teacher’s Day. A card making competition was held for the
children and gifts were given to teachers. Blue day was celebrated in schools in Sep 11 with children
wearing blue bands, clips and hankies etc. Onam was celebrated with beautiful rangolis. A talk on
nutritious food and hygeine was held for children. A sandwich party was organised for kids and they
were also taught how to make the sandwich. PTA meet was held in both schools on 30 Sep.

CGWWA (NORTH WEST)

A very special “Tatrakshika Milan” was organised on 12 Nov 10 to celebrate the maiden visit of
Mrs. Ragini Chopra, President Tatrakshika, to Gandhinagar. During this Milan, an informative lecture
on the history of step wells & its importance was delivered.

On 24 Nov 10, all ladies were taken to witness the unique ‘Sanskar Activity’ at Calico Museum of
Textiles, run as a part of the Sarabhai foundation. The visit to this unique treasure trove of exquisite
textiles, was an enriching and educative experience for the ladies.

On 11 Dec 10, Tatrakshika (NW) ladies, led by Mrs. Ila Sharma, regional President Tatrakshika,
participated in a heritage walk organised by the municipal corporation of Ahmedabad. The walk offered
an insight into the amazing architectural structures located in the old city.
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On 28 Feb 11, as a part  of an environmental initiative, all ladies planted various indoor potted
plants at Sec 13, with the objective of later relocating some of them to CGOM, Sec 9, Gandhinagar.

An educative and unique visit was organised for ladies on 28 Aug 11 to learn about one of the
oldest traditions of sari weaving existing in the local area-Patan. Ladies had a - first hand glimpse at
the breathtaking sarees being woven and the art of tie & dye. About 120 kms from Gandhinagar, the
place was also home to historical places like ‘Rani Ki Vav’ and Sabastraling Sarovar.

CGWWA (ANDAMAN & NICOBAR)

An educational trip to ‘Science centre’ was organised by CGWWA and the little scholars were
exposed to various scientific instruments and inventions which were explained to them in simple
language by their teachers.

On 02 Dec 10, CG KG School celebrated its annual function titled “LAPAZO”. Scintillating
Rajasthani, Gypsy, Bengali and Spanish dances were performed by the children. Various plays and
skits were enacted by the children on national integration.

To mark the ‘Van Mahotsav’, ‘Plantation Day’ was celebrated on 29 Jul 11. President, CGWWA
(A&N) and Committee members along with students planted saplings in the school campus.

SRISHTI (Environment)

Srishti works on the issues of nature and environment. It’s main objective is to educate the Coast
Guard family about the various types of pollution caused by the mankind and how to reduce it by
preventive and proactive measures.

CGWWA (HEADQUARTERS)

A lecture on environment and usage of herbal plants was delivered in Dec 10 at ARKAJA
auditorium by Srishti team.

Tree plantation was carried out during the inauguration ceremony of CG KG school on 15 Apr 11
by President and Vice President Tatrakshika. The activity was carried out to encourage the sense of
green living and also inculcate awareness and concern for the environment.

Tree plantation activity was carried out at TRV, Sector 23, Noida in Jul 11 by Srishti team. The
saplings of Ashoka and Neem trees were planted.

Under the ageis of Srishti, large number of saplings were arranged from the local nurseries
and same were planted at various parts of accommodation area in TRV and Kamath Enclave at
Noida.
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CGWWA (WEST)

As part of children’s Day celebration, Srishti team organised a workshop on Re-cycling and re-
use of paper by ‘Sanskar India Foundation’. A demonstration on ‘how to make paper bags’ was
conducted which provided awareness and insight on its environmental benefits and related aspects. A
drawing competition themed 3Rs i.e ‘Recycle, Reuse and Reduce’ to save environment was also
organised.

In order to make Coast Guard colonies clean and make residents aware of their surroundings,
Srishti team alongwith MES staff co-ordinated the cleaning of debris and removal of construction
material from TRV and CORA Powai. Soil beds were created for further plantation and residents were
requested to maintain cleanliness around their respective accommodation and surrounding areas.
Placards with Hindi slogans on saving the environment were put up at all areas.

Independence Day was celebrated with environment awareness campaign and a step ahead
was taken by undertaking plantation activity towards beautification of the buildings. Bougainville was
planted in such a manner that eventually it covers the entire boundary wall of the building, thereby
providing a greener and aesthetic look.

On the occasion of Ganesh Chaturthi, a workshop on Eco-friendly Ganesha was organised on
31 Aug 11. The immersion of large idols made of artificial materials such as Plaster of Paris and
Chemical colours pollutes the water of sea and lakes, affecting the marine life and related flora and
fauna. Special invitee Mrs Chaitali Gupta took keen interest to teach the technique of making Eco-
friendly Ganesha idols using only natural materials including special type of clay. The workshop received
an overwhelming response from kids and parents.

CGWWA (EAST)

An inter school painting competition with the theme ‘Save our Environment’ was conducted
by the Tatrakshika in Feb 11 as part of Coast Guard day celebrations. More than 200 children from
20 schools participated in the event. A plantation programme was organised in Apr 11 in the new
school premises of Mugappair.

On 05 Jun 11 ‘World Environment Day’ was celebrated by planting saplings. To set in impetus
to use of bio-degradable plastics, a talk was delivered on the theme ‘Say No to Plastics’ by
Mr. TS Shanker, MD of ‘Bio Tec Bags’ on 29 Jul 11. Implementation of bio-degradable plastic in units
is under consideration.In Sep 11, a plantation drive was undertaken in CGRA at Royapuram and about
100 saplings were planted.
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CGWWA (ANDAMAN & NICOBAR)

An informative powerpoint presentation on “Say No To Plastic” was organised on 20 Sep 10 which
emphasized on the usage of bio-degradable products and recycled paper. A workshop was conducted
on 27 Dec 10 and the ladies were taught to make paper bags from old newspapers or any waste
paper. The importance of avoiding plastic bags was also stressed upon.

‘Green Thumb’ competition was held for the ladies of CG Enclave. They were given time duration
of 45 days, within which they had to grow a kitchen garden in their backyard. A myriad of vegetables
and lush greens like palak, pudina and coriander leaves adorned the backyard of many ladies. Two
best gardens were selected and suitably rewarded.

SANCHAR (Communication)

The Sanchar teams of all regions work tirelessly throughout the year to bring out three editions
of the quarterly news letter Sandesh, which gives an account of the general CGWWA activites
conducted during the quarter in the respective regions. Poems, articles and short stories are also
included in the newsletter alongwith illustrations and photographs of the concerned activities.

CGWWA (HEADQUARTERS)

URMI-2010 was released on 15 Dec 10 by President Tatrakshika. The magazine highlighted the
activities and contribution made by the participating CGWWA members of entire CG fraternity.

Other than the Annual CGWWA magazine URMI, the Sanchar team brought out three editions of
the quarterly newsletter - Sandesh.

‘The Kitchen Diaries’ a community recipe book and delightful compilation of the regional, ethnic,
personalized and well tried ideas for home cooking was released on 19 Feb 11 by President Tatrakshika.

On the spot story writing competition was organised for children between 10-15 years of age
on 21 Aug 11 at ARKAJA, Noida. 55 children participated in the competition and the winners were
rewarded with prizes.

CGWWA (WEST)

Theme - based Tatrakshika Sandesh which consists of compiled activity report of entire Western
Region as well as articles from CG fraternity have been successfully published every quarter.

To receive good quality hand written articles according to the theme of forth coming Urmi, a
writing competition was conducted on the following topics:-

� The Great Indian Woman - Balancing Traditions and Customs with her Ultra-modern Life.
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� Traditions and customs - Backbone of Society.

� Hiding beneath the age old customs and traditions - Rural Women.

� The Scientific Approach to origin of Traditions and Customs.

CGWWA (EAST)

Tatrakshika Sandesh is being promulgated every quarter. Articles for publication in forthcoming
‘Urmi’ magazine have also been sent from the Regions.

CGWWA (NORTH WEST)

The quarterly news Letter, Tatrakshika Sandesh is regularly promulgated. Contribution from the
Region have been sent for publication in next edition of ‘Urmi’.

CGWWA (ANDAMAN & NICOBAR)

Tatrakshika Sandesh is promulgated on quarterly basis. Articles received from the personnel
and families have been forwarded for publication in annual publication of  ‘Urmi’.

SNEHA (Outreach)

CGWWA not only looks into the welfare of its members but also extends a helping hand to
various other charitable institutions. During every outreach programme, rations, essential items, old
clothes, toys etc are donated to the institutions.

CGWWA (HEADQUARTERS)

Outreach team visited Salaam Balak Trust, New Delhi in Nov 10. The team donated sufficient
amount of ration/food items and winter clothing to the trust.

Medicines were collected by Sneha team from all CG Personnel and were kept at MI room,
Sec-23 Noida. The medicines were later given to the needy, under the supervision of service
doctor.

The team under the guidance of the Vice President distributed sundry items to the domestic help
of Kamath Enclave, Noida on 16 Mar 11.

The team collected partially used note books from Coast Guard children and usable pages were
bound into notebooks and subsequently distributed to the needy children.
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CGWWA (WEST)

CGWWA Committee members visited “Seva Sadan Society”, an orphanage for under-privileged
girl children. A workshop was organised for girls in co-ordination with counselor from “Proctor & Gamble
Pvt. Ltd”, in which the physiological changes in the body and other health related aspect were shown
through a documentary film. Tatrakshika also donated provisions, clothes and other utility items to the
orphanage.

With a new approach to showcase talent and yield knowledge, outreach team with the help of
Mrs. Savita Nandodkar conducted a Warli painting workshop for under-privileged ladies of the NGO
“Smile”. This initiative was taken keeping in mind the objective to make these ladies independent so
that they could earn their livelihood. As part of CG Day celebration, day at sea was organised on board
ICGS Samrat for under-privileged children from Dharavi Slums Municipal School.

In order to keep children away from the ill-effects of TV and Computers, and also to utilise their
time more creatively, Sneha team organised ‘Summer Activity’ for school going children during
vacations.  A workshop on Warli was organised. Children good at artwork painted Warli on paper bags,
envelopes, bookmarks, tag cards and earned money through sale of these products to NGOs. Sneha
team donated old clothes and eatables to families of Worli slum.

To help casual labouers working for Coast Guard, Sneha team distubuted bedsheets to all casual
labourers on occasion of Ganesh Chaurthi. A total of 68 employees (including school, welfare centre
and residential areas) were helped by CGWWA.

CGWWA (EAST)

CGWWA  members  organised a visit on 28 Dec 10 to ‘Udavum Karangal’- a home for 2000
orphans, aged & spastic people in Chennai. Provisions were distributed to the inmates. Again the
members visited children’s ward of Cancer Institute Adyar, Chennai in Mar. The members had
comforting interactions with the inmates, donated bedsheets and biscuits. ‘Pathway School’, - an
orphanage for mentally retarded at Chennai,  providing full care and education to over 100 children
with special needs was visited on 17 Aug 11. As a token of love, stationery items and snacks were
distributed to the childrens there.

CGWWA (NORTH WEST)

On 01 Dec 10, all Committee members visited the Samarpan School at Sector-28, Gandhinagar.
After interaction with the children, toys and stationery items were gifted to them.

On 25 Feb 11, a painting competition was organised for ‘Deaf and Dumb’ children of Samarpan
School as part of CG Week celebrations. Winners were gifted with book - prizes.
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On 25 Aug 11, all the ladies visited ‘Child Haven International (India) Orphanage’ at Gandhinagar.
The ladies interacted with 50 children (20 girls and 30 boys) housed in two different locations. The
children performed dance, recited poems and prayers for all present. Refreshments were provided to
all the children, and at the end of the visit, 02 bicycles, dry rations and clothes contributed by CG
families, were presented to the Orphanage.

CGWWA (ANDAMAN & NICOBAR)

CGWWA reached out to the under-privileged children and the orphans at “Seva Niketan” and
Multi Rehabiliation Centre during the months of Nov 10, Feb 11 and Aug 11 during which clothes and
ration collected from Coast Guard families were distributed. Distribution of ration and clothes to
domestic servants of TRV were undertaken by CGWWA. Ladies of Tatrakshika alongwith DWWA visited
Rehabilitation Centre and donated food and clothes.
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SCIENTIFIC APPROACH
FROM WOMEN’S PERSPECTIVE

It is Sunday morning and as every Sunday allows us to be, we all got up late. After finishing my
routines, I open and my front door to adorn my foyer with a new rangoli, as it is my custom to do so,
day after day, month after month, year after year. As I bend down to clean the space, draw the lines to
join the dots, I realize that this few minutes of activity dedicated with focus and concentration, exercises
my whole body as I go around, stretching my arms, lower back, ankles, stomach the entire works
alongwith my mind expanding its imaginative skills. My day has begun, though late by almost 3 hours
as the best time for this exercise is between 4.30-6.00 as popularly known as deva gana or Brahma
muhurtham [Story is that all the devas or angels are there in the sky waiting to bless all those who wake
up at that time]. Now science says that ozone is at its best
during that time and if it is in a scientific magazine, we
accept it. If elders say so, we shrug it off.

I immediately take a bath because I generally do
not enter the kitchen before that. My friends make fun of
me that I am an old-fashioned dame in modern attire. As
far as my memory goes, the elders of my family have
been observing this ritual. I remember my mother used
to enter the kitchen with the towel draped around her head
and the first thing she used to do is light the lamp and
prostrate before God and as she proceeded with the kitchen work, she continued with reciting her
prayers. Now, as I follow the procedure, I do it more scientifically as I am aware that kitchen is the place
of sustainability, a place where food is cooked and served for the entire family. In our traditional system,
food, by itself is medicine that can heal and nourish our body and mind. I remember many occasions
when it has been so whether it is a cold or fever, stomachache or headache, items from the kitchen
have healed me. This differs from place to place because of the climate, geographical conditions and
many other factors. In Indian traditions, there is a whole science about the fuel, the combinations, the
methods of preparation, the way of serving food, etc. Food prepared with pure body and devoted mind
can be divine and delicious; we would have observed that bhog offered to God is very tasty. Have we
ever wondered why?

In recent times, Pre-menstrual syndrome or menopausal symptoms are a cause of worry and
the topic of conversation when women gather. The field of gynecology is a growing business these
days because statistics say that every six women out of 10 suffer from some problems associated with
the reproductive tract. Did our grandmothers or mothers have such problems to such an extent to talk
in public forums? Apart from the quality of food, life styles, there was a system where women could rest
during their monthly cycles. Simple food usually made out of urad dhal, khichidi, cooked rice soaked
in water with onions were given. [all these strengthen the hip muscles and are cooling agents] To force

Items from the
kitchen have
healed me.
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this practice, God was brought into the picture because fear is one key to make many things
happen. Later, it became taboo and women felt treated as outcasts, and as rituals lost its
meaning somewhere we started to living life the normal way during those days too. Result is
irritations, palpitations, depression, migraines, irregular periods are the norms and considered
fashionable. Pregnancy and Post delivery customs were also extensive in our Indian traditions.
Does anyone know and wonder about the ‘Why?’ behind it?

I would like to talk about the symbols of marriage life, marriage rings, anklets, toe rings,
bangles that adorn women. According to science, more precisely, acupressure, the ring finger, the toe
in which we put our toe rings are nerve joints, the subtle body again associated with our reproductive
tracts. The bangles on the wrist and the anklets are associated with lower part of the digestive
systems and pressure points to activate the fertility points. So, wearing particular metals, helped to
exercise continued pressure on these points, ensuring good health of these organs. That is why even
men wore certain basic ornaments those days. Nowadays they are at least wearing their marriage
rings.

Most of the Indian traditions, customs, and festivals are on the lunar cycles and the seasons.
Whether it is Karva Chauth, Budha Pournima or Ramzan, the lunar cycles are behind it. Now science
says that moon has a great influence on the earth we live on and on the emotional and mental well-
being of the people living in it. If we remember, the elders had a host of stories to tell on what happened
to people on Amavasya or Pournima. Insane people became a little more insane, sick people becoming
sicker, etc…About seasonal festivals, it is a way of acknowledging the nature that helped in the process
of sustenance and reaffirm our bonding with the mother earth and the sky above, the panchatathva or
the five elements. In fact, if we refer all ancient cultures around the world, fire, water, air, animals, trees,
ether and plants are integrated into the way of life by worship, rituals and customs.. Now the entire
world is talking about all these things in the forms of environment and sustainability laws and regulations.

The art of story-telling is a ritual and customs
followed during satsangs and festivals. These
mythological fables subtly told helped us to identify
the cause and effects of actions. In a capsule, we
reap what we sow and again, the majority is
unable to make conscious choices and the fear
was instilled that God shall punish us for the bad
deeds to make us a little beware of our actions.
However, little are we aware that our own actions
come back to us punishing us, rewarding us
accordingly; the action we do is what elders
termed as Godly? Nevertheless, we also see that bad people really get good deals or good people
who get bad deals; hence, past lifes actions or Karma as popularly known, is a concept explored
extensively for many thousands of years in Indian traditions. Now, this same concept is called as
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‘Regression therapy’ and is repackaged by western cultures and discussed, portrayed in Indian
televisions. What an irony!

In our country, the field of education was much ahead beyond its time. The custom of Guru-
Shishya parampara gave teachers the highest regard in society and considered as secondary parents,
Even a prince of the kingdom got the same treatment as a peasant. Parents never interfered with the
methods adopted by the teachers. Students learnt from practical way of life and books, scriptures too
were an essential part of the curriculum. This custom is what we call in modern times as the Boarding
schools though sadly to say, in most cases, the purpose is lost somewhere down the sands of time.

Whether it is yoga, pranayama, herbs,
mantras, chakras, yagna or even self-help
books, these old and ancient techniques of
living life come back to us in a different package
and at a costlier price tab. If we go to the ritual
of any Indian tradition of recitation of verses,
you can find that there is a big science behind
it. They are of a specific meter and pronounced
with certain intonations having vibrations that
can influence our emotional, mental and
physical well-being. In current times, popularly
known as affirmations or the power of positive
thinking, such books sell like hot cakes. India
has suffered a lot because of invasions, foreign
rule, that somewhere down the line, our minds
and hearts are still slaves of this rule. We lack
self-esteem, become defensive and want to impress the peer group that we are in tune with the current
times. What we forget is that a tree cannot survive without roots and ours run deep. Ours is the oldest
civilizations, our children’s history books have a long story to say!

Right from morning to night, from birth to death, India is traditions and customs based. Our Indian
tradition, customs are a way of life and encourage the person to look within, if understood in the right
concept. That is what has helped us to bond with each other, keep the structure of society a little intact
in these times of commercialization, and downfall in ethical values, and let us be sane in these insane
times. Like a Phoenix, we keep rising from the ashes of the past, secular, patient and tolerant. Instead
of brushing our traditions off, if we look at it deeply and try to understand it and then make a conscious
choice to accept or reject it, we would leave this planet a little enriched than even before. Our incredible
India follows the principla of ‘ATITHI DEVO BHAVA’, the most important tradition and custom of our
ancient country. Finally, if this article sets you on a thinking process, I have another wonderful reason
to smile. Thank you so much!

- Mrs Viji Chandramouli
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INDIAN TRADITIONS AND CUSTOMS - DO YOU KNOW?

One of the first things that strike anyone who comes across an Indian is the fact that we carry our
customs and traditions wherever we are. No matter how “modern” any Indian appears, at the core of
most lies the fact that we have some basic values and traditions that come packaged with us.

As women, it is the untold responsibility of each one of us to live these values and traditions so
that the family imbibes them automatically. As time rolls by, it is evident that many of these traditions
are dying out due to the constant race against time, yet we need to invest time and interest in carrying
forth some of the beautiful traditions ahead to avoid them from getting extinct. Being in service does not
necessarily give you the “ideal” conditions for lot of practices, but once it is a part of you, there is no
worry of packing and transporting them! They are engrained in you already!

One must be reminded that no matter what the religion is, the basic understanding is that we are
not human beings on a spiritual journey but actually are spiritual beings on a human journey! Hence
in any religion the effort is always to remind ourselves of our true nature. The customs and traditions
prescribed in any religion are nothing but gentle reminders on this human journey that our goal is to
reach the God.

Given below are some of the most common traditions followed in many Indian homes and why
they are followed.

(a) Greeting with a “Namaste”.

(i) Indians greet each other with namaste. The two palms are placed together in front of
the chest and the head bows whilst saying the word namaste. This greeting is for all –
people younger than us, of our own age, those older than us, even strangers to us. 

(ii) Namaste could be just a casual or formal greeting, a cultural convention or an act of
worship. However there is much more to it than meets the eye. In Sanskrit namah + te =
namaste. It means – I bow to you – my greetings, salutations or prostration to you. The real
meeting between people is the meeting of their minds. When we greet another, we do so
with namaste , which means, “May our minds meet,” indicated by the folded palms placed
before the chest. The bowing down of the head
is a gracious form of extending friendship in
love and humility. 

(iii) The spiritual meaning is even deeper. The
life force, the divinity, the Self or the Lord in me
is the same in all. Recognizing this oneness
with the meeting of the palms, we salute with
head bowed the Divinity in the person we meet.
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(b) Touching elders feet / Prostrating before elders.

(i) Indians prostrate before their parents, elders, teachers and noble souls by touching
their feet. The elder in turn blesses us by placing his or her hands on or over our heads.
Prostration is done daily, when we meet elders and particularly on important occasions like
the beginning of a new task, birthdays, marriages,
festivals etc.

(ii) The flow of anything is always from a higher
plane to a lower plane. When one prostrates, the
positive energy from the elders flows down to the
youngsters in the form of blessings. Words also have
an important effect in creating the right vibrations;
hence the heartfelt encouraging words from the
elders do have a lasting impact on the youngsters.

(iii) Good wishes springing from a heart full of love, divinity and nobility have a tremendous
strength. When we prostrate with humility and respect, we invoke the good wishes and
blessings of elders which flow in the form of positive energy to envelop us.

 (c) Lighting of lamp.

(i) In almost every Indian home a lamp is lit daily before the altar of the Lord. All auspicious
functions commence with the lighting of the lamp, which symbolises knowledge and
eradication of darkness, ignorance, etc.

(ii) The Lord is the “Knowledge Principle”
who is the source, the enlivener and the
illuminator of all knowledge. Hence light is
worshiped as the Lord himself. Knowledge
removes ignorance just as light removes
darkness. Also knowledge is a lasting inner
wealth by which all outer achievement can
be accomplished. Hence we light the lamp
to bow down to knowledge as the greatest
of all forms of wealth.  Why not light a bulb
or tube light? That too would remove
darkness. But the traditional oil lamp has
a spiritual significance to add. The oil or
ghee in the lamp symbolises our vaasanas or negative tendencies and the wick, the ego.
When lit by spiritual knowledge, the vaasanas get slowly exhausted and the ego too finally
perishes. The flame of a lamp always burns upwards. Similarly we should acquire such
knowledge as to take us towards higher ideals.
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(d) Offering Food to God before eating / Food Prayers.

(i) It is not an uncommon sight to see people praying or offering food to God before
partaking the same. This has many reasons and equally many results! Firstly, we thank
God for filling our plate with food.  Everyone works hard for this very basic necessity - to have
atleast 2 good square meals per day. The number of malnutrition children and adults around
the world are so alarming that it is imperative we thank the Lord in gratitude for the filling our
plates and stomachs.

(ii) Secondly, when we pray we are sending positive vibrations to the food. It has been
scientifically proven that the internal structure of the food items change when they receive
good vibes through prayers. Thus the prayers not charge our food and make them more
nutritious but also remove any negative vibes that were contained in them due to the mood
of the cook or the place where it was cooked. So the next time, you are angry while cooking
make sure your family says a food prayer to remove the anger element from the otherwise
delicious food!

(iii) The more significant and spiritual aspect of praying stems from the fact that God resides
in each one of us and when we pray before eating, we are actually offering the food to the
inner God.

(e) Applying Vermillion / Kumkum / Tilak on the Forehead.

(i) The vermillion covers the spot between the eyebrows, which
is the seat of memory and thinking. It is known as the Aajna
Chakra / Third Eye Chakra  in the language of Yoga. The tilak is
applied with the prayer – “May I remember the Lord. May this
pious feeling pervade all my activities. May I be righteous in my
deeds.” Even when we temporarily forget this prayerful attitude, the mark on the forehead of
another reminds us of our resolve. The tilak is thus a blessing of the Lord and a protection
against wrong tendencies and forces. 

(ii) Scientifically, the entire body emanates energy in the form of
electromagnetic waves – the forehead and the subtle spot between
the eyebrows especially so. That is why worry generates heat and
causes a headache. Also the dot where vermillion is applied, two nerves
cross each other causing more heat to be generated which is cooled
by the vermillion and prevents energy loss. Using plastic reusable
“Sticker Bindis” or “Tiklis” is not very beneficial; it is just an object of external decoration!

I am sure you are convinced that each one of our simple traditions have behind them a wealth
of reasoning! So the next time someone asks your “ Tell me why” you can confidently explain and say
“This is why!”

- Mrs K Sucharitha
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WHY IS LIGHTING THE LAMP IMPORTANT
AT ALL RELIGIOUS CEREMONIES?

In India, there is a tradition of lighting a lamp at the beginning of a religious, social or cultural
ceremony in the belief that the presence of Agni (fire) ensures success. Fire is one of the five elements
that form the human body. Fire is also a transformed form of Surya. For this reason, before praying
and making offerings to Gods and Goddesses it is customary to focus the energy by lighting a lamp.

Furthermore, a flame is symbolic of wisdom, through which the darkness of ignorance is dispelled.
Offerings of the flame are equated with ones made to God. In places of worship, lamps are for “Aarti”
to ask the supreme spirit to dispel the darkness in our mind and light it with knowledge and wisdom.
We seek to be led from darkness to light, from death to immortality.

In the Rig-Veda, 7/4/4, it is said that:

O God in the form of light! You reside as a poet in one who is not
a poet and as the celestial nectar in death. O God in the form of light! May you never give us
unhappiness. May we be happy always.

A lamp teaches one to be upright, rise upwards and dispel darkness. The flame destroys sin and
enemies. It ensures good health, purity, happiness and long life.

It is believed that lamps should be lit in odd numbers. An even number neutralizes and wastes
energy. If the flame of the lamp points north, it promotes health and contentment. When it points east
it promotes long life. West invites sorrow and south causes loss.

During continuous reading of the Ramayana, the lamp is lit for 24 hours and during Navratri it is
lit for nine days. In many temples, lamps are lit continuously as an offering to God in the belief that as
long as lamp is lit, God continues to be present. One’s desires are soon fulfilled. It is kept lit until one’s
purpose is not fulfilled. It is considered inauspicious if it blows out by itself. Therefore, one should
resolve to keep lamp continuously lit only after due consideration.

Amongst Sikhs during the continuous reading of the Guru Granth Sahib that takes 48 hours, a
lamp is lit continuously.

The Badrinath temple situated deep in the Himalayas at a height of over 10,000 feet above sea
level is covered with snow for more than six months in the year. Every year when it is closed before the
onset of severe winter, the Akhand Jyoti (continuous lamp) is filled with ghee to last more than six
months. When the temple gates are re-opened at the onset of summer, people gather from faraway
places to witness and offer prayers to the Akhand Jyoti.

- Mrs Savita Sharma
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THE SCIENTIFIC APPROACH BEHIND
ORIGIN OF VARIOUS CUSTOMS AND TRADITIONS

Tradition can be opinion, belief, custom or knowledge handed down from ancestors to posterity.
Equivalently it may be a doctrine supposed to have divine authority, an unwritten law of ancient wisdom
propagated by word of mouth, whereas the so-called modern Science is systematic and formulated
knowledge. We are too young to question these customs and traditions early in our childhood days.
But as we grow up, we tend to start questioning most of the routine customs and traditions that we are
asked to follow. “Necessity is mother of Invention”, Nothing could have become a tradition or custom
without having significance. Since traditions were followed without paying attention to the logic/science
behind, its importance and faith have diminished over the years. Indian cultural traditions and customs
are eco-friendly, empowered family values that strengthen individuals. I strongly believe that there is a
science behind every ritual that is followed over a period of many ages. The modern world and the
pseudo modern people may laugh at as they were not aware about that science. Some of the rituals
which have convinced me are presented here :

1. “Joining both palms together to greet others”
Scientific Reason.   While greeting others, we join both the hands together.
Joining both hands ensures joining the tips of all the fingers together; which are
denoted to the pressure points of eyes, ears, and mind. Pressing them together
is said to activate the pressure points. This helps us to remember the person
for a long time.

2. “Applying Tilak on the forehead”
Scientific Reason.    The tilak is applied on the spot between the brows which
is considered the seat of latent wisdom and mental concentration. This spot present in between the
eyebrows is said to have the nerve connection to the brain. And putting tilak in this spot regularly would
stimulate this spot and helps us to have good concentration and mental concentration.

3. “ Tying Mango and Neem Leaves to the doors on auspicious days”
Scientific Reason.  On auspicious days and on special
occasions, all of us gather at one place alongwith our relatives
and friends. Photosynthesis is a process where in plants take in
carbon-di-oxide and give out oxygen. This process helps in
circulation of oxygen and in turn keeps the room temperature at
an optimum level. Mango leaves and neem leaves are very
effective in the photosynthesis process comparative to other plants.
Neem leaves sanitize the bacteria too. In order to keep the temperature cool and to circulate air, we tie
mango leaves and neem leaves to all the doors.
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4. “Women Staying away from rituals during menstrual cycle.”
Scientific Reason.    This is probably one of the most misinterpreted customs that prevails in many
traditional families. During menstruation women undergo both physical and emotional changes and
may not be ready for rituals that required concentration and strength for execution. Women in the
ancient times used to do a lot work that required a ritual to be completed. This custom was to ensure
that women under menstruation are given rest during rituals. Over a period of time this has been
misinterpreted by many that women under menstruation are to stay away from rituals since it brings ill
effects to the ritual.

5. The tradition of making fresh bread (rotis) is a glorious Indian tradition which ensures
physical activity and fresh food and whole grain intake.

6. Home made remedies provided many health benefits. For example, the tradition of
consuming a broth of cinnamon, cardamom, nutmeg, tulsi etc in cough and cold strengthened
the immune system and so did the tradition of consumption of ‘banapsha’ in Himachal and
other states. The tradition of making many of the sweets with jaggery(gur) rather than sugar
also provided greater health benefits when compared to refined sugar. The tradition of
consumption of tulsi leaves everyday again provided many anti-oxidants, vitamins and
macronutrients and other health benefits.

7. It is said to have Peepal and Banyan trees in vicinity of house and worship them.
Scientific Reason   The four trees –Peepal, Gooler, Banyan, and Pakad are called to be the storehouse
of Sun’s rays. The wood of these trees is
considered very auspicious for Havans in Indian
scriptures. Peepal tree has been given the prime
importance among all these trees and worshipped
even today. The reason is right from the root to its
leaves; the tree contains the medicinal values and
cures many diseases. Peepal tree can uptake
CO2 during the night as well because of their
ability to perform a type of photosynthesis
called Crassulacean Acid Metabolism (CAM).

I am sure there will be many similar findings from Abhimanyu Effect (in womb) to Medicinal Use
of Turmeric and so on.. Waiting to be scientifically diagnosed and proven by western scientists though
followed in Indian Homes since ages. Many of our customs are designed to be simple but powerful
reminders or pointers of profound philosophical truths. The answer is not discarding the rituals but
understanding the science.

                  - Mrs Giteshwari Gujar

6.
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WHAT MARITAL VOWS DO THE HUSBAND AND WIFE
TAKE IN A HINDU MARRIAGE?

After the marriage ceremony is concluded, the bride and groom are told about their duties and
responsibilities in married life. To affirm their faith in building a lasting marital bond, both partners
make separate vows. These vows direct the couple to a positive path of action. They help in promoting
marital happiness for a lifetime. The priest reads the vows one by one and the individual accepts them
by saying, “I agree to do so”, after each vow.

Vows by the husband

� I will consider my wife to be the better half. I will look after her just as I look after myself.
� I accepting her as in-charge of the home, I shall plan things in consultation with her.
� I will never express dissatisfaction about any shortcomings in my wife. If there are any, I will
explain them to her lovingly. I will support her in overcoming them.
� I will always have faith in my wife. I will never look at another woman with wrong intent, nor
have an illicit relationship.
� I will be affectionate and treat my wife like a friend.
� I will bring home all my income to my wife. The household expenses will be incurred with
her consent. I will always make an effort to ensure her comfort and happiness.
� I will not find fault or criticize my wife before others. We will sort out our differences and
mistakes in privacy by ourselves.
� I will have a courteous and tolerant attitude towards my wife. I will always follow a compromising
policy.
� If my wife is unwell, or is unable to fulfil some responsibility, or through some misunderstanding
behaves wrongly, I will not withdraw support or refuse to fulfill my responsibilities towards her.
� I will always do my best to encourage my wife to find self-fulfilment. I will always conduct
myself in a kind and loving manner towards her.

Vows by the wife

� I will merge my personality with that of my husband, and truly become the better half. We will
begin a new life together.
� I will always treat my husband’s relatives with courtesy, respect and generosity, and spare
no efforts to keep them happy and content.
� I will work hard to perform the household work and support my husband. I will never be lazy.
� With complete faith in my husband, I will live just as he desires. I will always be faithful to him.
� I will always speak pleasantly, be service-minded, and
have an attitude of contentment. I will never sulk, grumble
or be jealous.
� I will be frugal in running my home, and will avoid
wastefulness.
� I will never be indifferent towards my husband and
will treat him like God. I will never insult or abandon him.
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INDIAN FESTIVALS - CELEBRATION OF DIVERSITY

Little kids with simple questions often, compel us into pondering over the profound truth. On
Janmashtami Day, as I was making the Rangoli and the footprint mark of Krishnaji in front of our home,
our daughter Prakalya with the curiosity of a four year old asked me, what I was doing. When I explained
that, I was inviting the lord into our house, she promptly asked why the aunty next door was not doing
so. Now, I had to explain to her that just as each child’s birthday party is celebrated differently, so too,
Krishnaji’s birthday is celebrated differently by each family.

This led me into thinking how, there are several festivals celebrated  across India yet, the style of
celebration differs widely reflecting the enormous diversity of our country. The first day of Chaitra
month is New Year for most of India; in south its Vishu and in north its Baisaki. Vishu or Chitra Vishu
celebration begins with Kanikanal (to see) in the morning. The young ones in the family are guided by
the elders in the morning to a specially decorated altar where, a huge mirror draped in silk cloth is
kept. Upon the mirror gold ornaments are placed, and cereals, pulses, fruits, vegetables and spices
are placed in front of the mirror. The idea is to wake up to plenty and prosperity on the new year.

Another pair of festival though celebrated on the same day, but in a completely  different style is
Raksha Bandan and Aavani Avittam. The former needs no explanation so, directly to the latter. The
name of the festival is literally the Thithi or the day (i.e., in the month of Aavani  on the day the sun
crosses the star constellation of Avittam). On this day,  all men initiated into the sacred thread renew
their vows. They recite the Gayatri Mantra 108 times, praying for knowledge. What is done the next
day is even more interesting; its called Kamokarushu Japa. The  mantra chanted during this ceremony
literally means, “O lord, the sins that I have committed were done out of ignorance or out of desire; they
were not done willfully”. Quite a  confession of repentance.  While the thread plays a significant role in
both festivals the significance is very different indeed.

Navratri is celebrated with pooja pandals in the north and golu/kolu in the south, a unique
tradition of arranging idols and figurines of gods and goddesses in a steps-
like fashion. On the top two steps are placed figurines of Gods and Goddesses,
on the next few rungs are kept images of saints and spiritual/social leaders.

On the bottom few steps are kept figurines and
replicas of animals and birds fruits and vegetables.

It is remarkable how much we are similar,
yet so different. Our festivals are common our
celebration different, our culture different our
heritage same.

- Mrs Radha Murugan

� If there are any differences with my husband, I will resolve them peacefully and never present
them in a derogatory manner.
� I will always keep my husband content with humility and service.
� Even if my husband is indifferent towards me, without any consideration I will faithfully fulfil
my responsibilities.

- Mrs Savita Sharma
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A GIRL NAMED JYOTSNA
[1981-2011]

The morning chores were almost over. Sending off my husband and son, I returned to the
kitchen to finish the remaining errands. As usual, I tore off the sheet on the daily calendar, the ritual
I follow almost every day to shed my yesterdays to welcome the present day. September was only
a week away and I realized it was almost 20 days since Jyotsna Eesh Piplani passed away after
giving birth to a beautiful baby girl on August 3, 2011 at around 3.30 pm in INHS Aswini, Mumbai.
Medical records say that she died of a rare obstetric emergency called as Amniotic Fluid Embolism
resulting in multi organ failure.

It is raining heavily and as the raindrops splattered on my
windowpane rhythmically, my thoughts flew back to the day, I
first met Jyotsna. It was a Saturday morning and there was a
scheduled meeting with the squadron’s EP wives at the Kendra.
I was standing outside in conversation with someone when a
car pulled up and stopped next to me and out came this young
couple in all smiles and courtesy. They introduced themselves
and after a brief chat Eesh left us and, we both proceeded
towards the Kendra. I could not help notice her beauty and

elegance in her beautiful bandini salwar suit with the lac bangles symbolizing her newly married
status and her positive demeanor. To put it short, I took a liking for her in an instant. Human nature
is like that, I suppose these subtleties have its own rhyme and reason. After the meeting, we
again chatted for some more time and got to know a little more about each other before parting on
our ways.If I had to ask myself a few questions like how much I knew her, how often we met, were
we close, etc., I would like to take it one at a time.

I can only say, there is always much to know but what little I know of her is a sensible, intelligent
young lady, cooperative, courteous charming with a keen interest to groom herself to be a defence
officer’s wife to such an extent, she had photocopied the ‘In tune with the pristine whites’ and read
every page of it. She loved life, had a keen appreciation for nature dreamed for the future backed
by well thought out plans, deeply spiritual and loved her husband dearly [I came to know they were
in love from junior college for eight years before getting married on November 27, 2009]. I also
knew that she played a great part in Eesh joining the Coast Guard as she was the one who brought
the application form to him. She was clear in her thoughts and action and never backed out from
responsibility and graceful in owning up her mistakes.

If I were to ask myself how often we met, I can say that it can be counted on the fingers repeated
twice, including the official get-together and parties. But if you ask me about the quality of these
meetings it was fun and filled with lots of laughter.

To the question whether we were close, we were not at all. She trusted me enough to confide in
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me her concerns, say no to things that were not possible from her side with the confidence that I would
understand and take suggestions or advice where it was required. Neither of us was intrusive. Even
our phone conversations were to the point but still when we kept down the receiver, I am sure, not one
of us had raised eyebrows, frowns or creased foreheads.

It was this young couple who would always call up and enquire when someone was not well,
quietly lending a helping hand, letting them know they can be counted on in case of need or assistance
particularly when husbands are away on temporary duty or embarkations.

The last I met her was on July 27 at a friend’s birthday get-together. She brought along her
mother-in-law who had come to see her bahu before she left for her delivery to Mumbai the next day.
She looked beautiful and sparkling as if the, happiness was spreading around her like an aura. It was
late night and as we got into our respective vehicles, I took her aside, wished her all the best for a safe
delivery and requested Eesh to SMS me on the baby’s arrival. Her reply still echoes in my ears, “Why
SMS? We both will call you?”

When the news of her being critical reached us, it was the evening of August 2, 2011. She had
delivered the baby girl by caesarean section that morning. Waves of panic shook all of us here and we
all prayed and meditated for her recovery. However, God let go off all our hands on August 3, 2011 at
around 3.30 pm when she passed away after putting on a brave fight. She had seen her daughter only
once and kissed her.

 God’s ways are mysterious, they say! However, I am sure he cannot answer the many questions
we have in our hearts, which is what my ignorant mind thinks!

Many of us rushed to Mumbai to be with the family in that sad moment, but on seeing the elders
of the family, the mother who has lost her youngest daughter or the father-in-law who has lost his only
daughter-in-law or the young husband whose entire life lays ahead him, we were lost for words. Unable
to cry till then, numbed by the events that have happened I held on to the baby as long as I could as I
watched it suckle all her fingers and crying for her mother, I felt the first tears trickle down my cheeks.
I could not see her body and it seemed like she wanted that picture of the smiling young newlywed
bride to be in our mental frame always. Oh Jyotsna! Where are you? You had promised you would call
me. Come back to your baby named as Mahi [meaning-mother earth]. She and Eesh need you. All
our hearts cry out! Will time and tide heal this loss of the family?

I am aware that as days pass by we all shall go on about our daily lives with the pain slowly
receding into a dull ache in the recess of our hearts. Something has changed in me and I shall never
be the same again. Life is ephemeral and each day is a present from the almighty. That is why it is
present, Spencer Johnson says in his book.

I realize almost 2 hours have gone by. I have to take bath and light the lamp and say a little prayer
of healing for the bereaved ones. Will you all join me?

      - Mrs Viji Chandramouli
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WHO IS THE BOSS?

I have been wearing various shades and versions of whites since the time I joined the Naval Wing
of the NCC at school. This was as early as 1983, and since then I am used to being bossed around by
many beings of varied despotic tendencies dressed always in angelic whites. By the way, I have
always wondered why the Navy/CG (or in general the sea farers) chose whites over all other colours
which would have been better in camouflaging the grime that is congenital in a sailor’s life. Nonetheless,
wearing whites wasn’t an impediment for many demonic incarnations to unleash their versions of
Armageddon - the cloak of evil more often than not worn on me by virtue of being the junior and
therefore vanquished almost routinely. It is not to say that reversal of roles has never happened or I
haven’t worn such violently patrician robes; I have also got such chances and have also raised a few
storms on hapless juniors. But my complain is that such instances of fortune have been few and far
between that the overwhelming majority of my career wearing whites has been about living with the
mortal fear of the boss.

After the NCC, I chose the Navy to wear whites (my mother always said that great men learned
from others mistakes and the lesser mortals learned from their own, but pitifully I was neither great and
proved nor be even a lesser mortal!). Surviving
innumerable onslaughts from the brotherhood called
seniors through these years and until 2000, I thought I
had seen it all … and then I got married! I quickly realised
that bosses need not be in whites, need not have the
institutional approval nor required the umbrella of Navy
Act / Orders for bossing around. Wild goose chases in
the domestic front, which we are so routinely employed
in the Navy / CG, does not need to have the threat of
violence and curtailment of liberties. A twitch of an eye
brow or a smile laden with mysterious promises ranging
from satisfaction of gastronomical to other nether regions
of the body would launch one into a frenzy of activity!

After all, all forms of tormentors dressed in whites are bound by limiting parameters such as:-

� OLQ (admitted, some may not subscribe to such vain notions).

� The need to go home themselves and hence has only a limited time to bear upon you.

� Transfers - yours or your tormentor’s (which none can predict though some can influence).

� Perhaps the greatest limitation and the most maligned truth - that the Senior always depends
on the Junior to get his work done and rarely the other way.

Compare these severely restraining factors of your boss in whites to the sheer impunity in battery
that your boss at home enjoys:-
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� As the old saying goes everything is fair in love and war (a combination of love and war in
other words is called marriage).

� You are the one who has to come home and your wife is in no hurry to leave anywhere.

� Transfers… don’t even think about it – the best you can hope is sailing or temporary duty.
You are permanently posted to your home.

� Now to the bitter truth – in this scenario you depend on your wife always and every time,
because only she knows where your missing pair of socks is. You are at her mercy for all needs
sundry to the greatest physiological urges. And if at all she depends on you for anything it is given
that it is not dependency but a right!

If you thought you could take recourse to law for a restraining order, just ask any lawyer and he
will tell you that the IPC was written by a woman for the woman to become the woe of men.

Many years after you and your boss have abused each other and then readily sang the jolly
good fellow and will be nostalgic about ‘those-were-the-days’ you will still be the husband – dutiful,
obedient and so pathetically dependent! So here’s my piece of wisdom, realise who the real boss is –
it is the lady of the house and not the pretenders in whites at offices or ships.

         - Cdr J Anoop Kumar

BUILDING THE RIGHT ATTITUDE

� Begin with your general appearance.  Be presentable as it creates self- confidence.

� Never lose self-control even in anger.  Maintain decorum
and do not become rude or abusive.

� Maintain a calm disposition as it generates power of
understanding.

� Develop clarity in your thoughts.

� Use encouraging words like thanks and sorry.

� Abstain from commanding your juniors.  Be firm and assertive, not aggressive.

� Politeness and humility are the virtues that create a comfort zone to carve better relations.

� Think about finding solutions and not fuming over problems.

� Always maintain eye contact during a conversation.

� Smile creates a comfort zone and automatically draws people towards you.  Always wear a
smile.

- CR Jaswal, P/Adh (SA)
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A BASHFUL REPLY TO THE NORMS

“Hi Sayali! How are you?”

“Oh, what a pleasant surprise! Come in.” I was greeted by two of my college friends Ruby &
Shilpa in the morning. Each one equipped with a high degree of potential. The former was the
principal of an international school and latter was lecturer in one of the best colleges in the city.

Ruby possessed a modern attitude towards rituals & customs. She could just not imagine of
approving irrational & orthodoxical thoughts set by the society. She always debated to convince
everyone that most of the customs & traditional planks could be traced to the means of fooling the
innocent minds. Crystal gazers, Godmen, Priests, quacks, astrologers etc. were people whom she
always criticized for taking advantage of the public’s trust in spirituality.

Ruby was endowed with qualities of beauty, love, strength, tolerance & creativity which
permitted her independent, bond-free way of living. Shilpa’s nature was contrasting to that of Ruby.
She was a traditional woman. According tolerance & respect for all religions & faith was the hallmark
of Indian Civilisation. The way of Indian life with typical thinking, heritage, customs & tradition were
identical so India was a politically, culturally, geographically & socially united entity.

Both of my friends were like the two poles of earth but they respected each other’s opinion
and adjusted with each other. Whenever they would get in dilemma of what was right & wrong, I
would be the ultimate authority to judge the argument.

We all shared very close friendship… we were like reflections of each other, a guide and ever-
ready advisor & director of each others life.

Today also I understand that I would be judge again. I could make out from their faces. I asked
them, “What’s the matter?”

Ruby said, “See, we have got one topic on ‘Tradition & customs : Women’s perspective’ and  I am
against it.  At the same time Shilpa says, I am in favour of it. Now you tell me who is right?” She
further added, “Tradition & customs are part of our
valuable culture & how can she ignore this? It is this
deep sense of duty & obligation that gives meaning
to our democracy & also ensures its glorious future.

As soon as Shilpa finished her, talk, Ruby
excitedly came to me & said, “See Indian women
are intelligent, hardworking, courageous &
compassionate. With these qualities of head &
hearts they are quite competent in breaking all the
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bondage that binds them in traditional subordination & superstitions.

Post independence & 50% reservation for women there has been great improvement in the
achievements of Indian women & they have all the rights to fetch privileges enjoyed by the males.

Now the ball was in my court. I had heard out the thoughts & realized that both of them were
equally determined to explain their views, but were unable to find the exact way for it. This was really
a challenging task & an emotional impulse for me.

For a while I remained silent but then placed my opinion & began to explain them, “Shilpa &
Ruby; both of you stand correct at your positions
& living styles but integrate your thinking to that
of an Indian. Our only hope is in sanity, balance
& cultivation of scientific outlook & temper.”

“Hence the need of the hour is to produce
more objectivity and emphasize on rationalistic
approach to various aspects including those
which are inexplicable. We need not give up our
principles, ideas, imagination & emotions to
become a living robot but we must learn to be

alert & vigilant so as to not allow these to dictate our faculties of logical reasoning. As a social being
we belong to a highly civilized, cultured, advanced community. It is just because of willing obedience
to certain regulations & code of conduct that we can adjust overselves in this social world.”

“Instead of an overpopulated self centered world dominated by narrow parochial and self
seeking politics, we should make an attempt to build a brave new world endowed with peace,
prosperity, hope, dynamism & health.”

“In India, modernity & tradition, urban & rural, religion & security, spirituality & temporality,
peaks & valleys seem to embrace each other in counterbalance. There are many fairs and
festivities observed & enjoyed by all communities & caste in common.”

“We the women of India, should help ourselves by bearing an optimistic approach to the
acceptance of customs & traditions & be a legend in proving that Old is Gold but, backward things
fold”.

While finishing my talk I realized that Ruby & Shilpa were quite convinced with my opinion. They
also confessed that neither for, nor against was correct for the debate. These extreme ways
would simply aggravate the complexity & ambiguity of our thinking set up. In nutshell, a balanced
& natural attitude can invite a bright future for Indian women.

- Mrs Sayali Vaidya
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A HOUSE ON FIRE

Winter was drawing to a close. Markets were abounding with peas at the cheapest rates. Like any
other, we were also tempted and bought plenty. Blessed with no maid, my husband and I sat one
Sunday morning with me chatting monotonously as usual separating the pods, packing in the freezer
bags for future use.

The spring break was about to begin and both my parents and in-laws were insisting that my son
and I should visit them. We too missed them a lot and a sudden plan took both of us to Chennai
leaving behind my husband with his office work et al. As wifely nature demanded, more out of care and
some out of guilt at leaving him to fend for himself, I made a variety of batters and stored it in the fridge
for his use.

Our holidays went on with a whirlwind tour of visits to temples, near & dear ones and as it was
almost getting over, we were all pleasantly surprised when my husband landed in Chennai en-route
temporary duty for 3 days to another place. He however was reaching back home before me and
confirmed that all precautions like safe keep of keys, disconnection of all electrical appliances except
the fridge [which was SOP right from the time we got married] as it contained my precious peas and a
host of other things, has been duly taken care.

On the said return date, my husband reached back home at around midnight [because of the
connecting trains] to find himself taken aback by the state of things. Our home was looking like the
‘Om Shanthi Om’ bhooth bungalow except for the fact I did not end up as a ghost there like
Deepika Padukone. Jokes apart, the entire house was covered from ceiling to the floor, walls including
furnishings, with a thick layer of black soot and cobwebs hanging on in all and sundry.

Initially, he thought the gas cylinder had burst but then he recalled he had disconnected that
also. He cautiously tiptoed inside opening all doors and windows and switched on the kitchen lights.

At the same time, the circuit
breaker realized its duty like, the
police arrival in the last scene of
Indian movies and the house went
pitch black. Not knowing what to do
at that unearthly hour, leaving the
house open, he climbed downstairs
and wandered around in the
apartment block, his mind filled with
so many questions.

At the stroke of dawn, the fact
came into picture that there has been
a sudden surge of high voltage
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current and the V-Guard stabilizer had exploded with its parts lying in different corners. The fridge
had burned out on one side and as my husband recalls it was tilting to one side in an awkward and
comical angle. On a closer note, he realized that it was not actually comical, but rather serious when
a host of electrical appliances like blender, warmer, alongwith the corrugated box filled with all my
goodies mostly Tupperware, Lock & Lock and other containers were lying in semi molten form, thus
solving the mystery of the black soot and the cobwebs. As an afterthought, our loyal fridge of 12 years,
knowing it had no option but to tilt tilted in the [right!] direction because to the left there was a shelf
filled with around 3 kilos of cooking oils. On the other hand, if it had felt a sudden attraction to the gas
cylinder right opposite to it and decided to have a cozy gossip, the conversation would have been
neither quiet nor cozy. There would have been fireworks. Incidentally, not a single neighbour was
aware of the happenings until our arrival. We don’t blame them because all our noses have been
sensitized to all sort of aromas, chemicals, effluents, burnt plastic, leaking gas from industries that
flaunt all environmental laws and regulations. If it had happened in my neighbour’s house, I too
would not have the least bit of doubt.

Anyway, continuing with my narration, the first
thing my husband did was disposing the fridge off
to kapadiwala bidding a sad goodbye, as it was the
first possession we acquired after our marriage.
Cleaning the floor thus making it pliable to walk
was the next step. He then employed people to
whitewash the entire house after informing the
house owner who till today has not made a
single phone call nor paid a visit to check the status
of his house which I have to admit even now
exasperates and puzzles me. The funny part is
that our owner is in the business of Industrial explosives. “Usually, these people set explosives in
other people places on request, Isn’t it? Now it has happened in their own house; they requested
themselves or what?” I remark in one of my spiteful moments. My husband grins and tells,” True!
But remember they don’t live here and he has enough confidence that the house cannot be in better
hands! Why don’t you think positively?”

Coming back to the point, in the background, unaware about these events [as my husband felt
it would make me anxious and worried with no purpose], I joyfully travelled back home with a lot of
extra baggage filled with things shopped or gifted to me. As pre planned, our Coast Guard friends
met me in the connecting train at Mumbai Central and we all travelled together. They did not
breathe a word as was requested by my better half and I chatted away to glory feeling excited to be
back. I still remember the moment when I saw him standing at the lobby and walking out to open the
car door as my heart filled with the happiness thinking he must have really missed both of us.

When I entered my home, I really do not know what expression I really held, but my husband
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is sure that my mouth was wide open for a long time.
I felt confused at first sight and thought my husband is
surprising me with his transfer orders but as my eyes
comprehended and focused, the magnitude of what
had happened to my home in my absence made me
shell shocked. Armed with enough packed food in my
baggage, we sat in the balcony having our food as
my husband told the entire story. The bedroom was
barely functional and all of us mentally exhausted slept
soundly.

The next day was our son’s birthday and we were
at a loss as to how to make it happen. Our friends
from the Coast Guard family made it a very special
occasion, each in their own way and for us the parents,
it shall ever remain close to our hearts. Not only this,
many of them came with home cooked food to cater
to our immediate needs, as our kitchen was not yet
operational and had sleepovers in their houses too
as they opened their doors with warmth and

understanding.

The white wash of the house and cleaning of the tiles was getting over and as a coincidence, my
son went on a ten-day karate training camp. Free from the concern for his health as he was dust
allergic, we put on our oldest clothes, tore old cotton bed sheets and went around the entire house
washing, cleaning, wiping and in many cases discarding the belongings we had gathered over the
years of togetherness. To ease out the monotony of the work we constantly pulled each other’s legs on
many things over which we laughed and had fun.

This two weeks we spent together in bringing back our home to shape is one of the best times of
our married life. Beautiful in untold ways, as we started to work with a synergy, we also began our
journey to look together at things and life in a different perspective, also counting our blessings and
thanking God for protecting us from things that could have made it worse.

As we look back in monetary terms, we laugh it off saying we spent quite a lot to have those 5 kgs
of peas and other inconsequent things. For us, nothing matters anymore except the precious and
lovely time God gifted us though he set our house on fire. In the process, our house looks more
beautiful with lesser clutter and homely than ever before. Maybe that is exactly what he wanted. Come
over friends! Let us have a chat over a cup of Filter Coffee!

- Mrs Viji Chandramouli
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THE LOVE OF GRANDPARENTS

Each year, September 9 is celebrated as Grandparent’s day and what more an occasion do
we need to talk about them. I also wanted to weave into this article the topic “Unity in Diversity”. I
want to look at this term from the perception of family, the foundation of the social pyramid and our
Indian culture. Not all fingers of our own hand are the same. So are the different members of the
family. As sensible adults, I would like to explore the relationships of grandparents and grandchildren,
what we can do within our home that can make a world of difference to each one of us.

Many among us, if we look back to our childhood can see the role grandparents played in our
upbringing. Today as we stand as individuals, however life with its exposure good or bad has shaped
us to be, we cannot deny that in many ways, we stay grounded to our culture, beliefs and traditions
than those who have not had the opportunity of being with the grandparents. Exceptions are there
always but it is so in every situation.

Grandparents are the magic potion  that God created to offer instant relief from aches and pains,
hurt and tears and the endless nagging and expectations of parents.

It is the universal truth that there is no generation gap between grandparents and grandchildren.
Strict parents who themselves could not tolerate even a small little mistake of their children and beat
them black and blue cannot take it if their grandchildren are scolded leave alone be punished. The
heated dialogues that happen between the elders are always a treat to watch with the mischief-maker
having the last laugh. Really, how safe and secure the child feels sensing the underlying love and
possessiveness felt by the elders! I, myself have been a culprit many a times and now it is the turn of
my son to watch the show. Each child learns these essential life skills as it grows up.

For many, losing a grand
parent because of their demise
when they were little children is
really a great loss as they miss out
a great part of education learnt
from stories, anecdotes, memories
told in a simple way. Such a loss is
sad but unavoidable. However,
there is a different kind of loss, which
a grandchild can face because of
the hapless and selfish attitude
of the parents who feel that they
lose their independence and privacy prefer nuclear homes though staying in the same locality or
city. Instances of grand parents sent to old age homes when they seemingly lose their utility or purpose
is becoming common nowadays. The tears on the wrinkled faces are a misery but the loss is
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immeasurable for a grandchild though this realization dawns a little too late. Life’s equations are
always funny. It is always our loss if we play spoilsport and deny the bonding between the grandparents
and the grandchildren.

Only a blessed few knows what it means to have a lovable relationship with them. Blessed with
wonderful grandparents, I lost both my paternal and maternal grandfathers very early in my life. Both
my Dadi and Nani played their own roles in our upbringing. My Dadi was the head of the family and
my mother never contested this position. Right from plaiting my hair to packing my tiffin boxes, It was
a privilege which my grandmother was unwilling to share with anyone else. The story times were
something we waited for, willing to do any errands that were pre-conditions to be part of the story
listening group. Laughter, extending our creativity and imaginations, subtly enhancing logical and
analytical thinking, making us understand the connection between cause and effect through mythology,
real life incidents were the indirect intentions behind these sessions Even yesteryear films were told in
such a way that we felt we have seen the film in our mental screen. Such was the wisdom of the old lady
who had only her primary schooling to her credit.

Fun was only a part of it. When it came to the rigors of grooming and education there was no
escape. There were clear set timings for everything. We all had to come back into the house before
sunset and the diya lit for the evening prayers. There was a proper ritual with aarthi and chanting of
prayers. What was ritualistic then is what now gives me that inner strength and I always feel connected
with a higher power. They were very particular about how we dressed up and crassly type of dressing
was a strict no-no. Even today, I feel it holds good for me though there is nobody to question my
wisdom or intelligence.

I also remember my mother, always in the background, non-intrusive and until now, she never
has uttered a single word of badmouthing or ill will
against the elders of the family. It was not that the
saas-bahu was gaga about each other. Each had
their own misgivings about the other. However,
children were never the pawns used by either of
them. Moreover, with years rolling by, I saw their
relationship turn beautiful and understanding in its
own way.

Today, as I stand at the crossroads of my life,
as a daughter-in-law, wife or mother, I can happily
say that my upbringing and the values I learnt in

the lap of my grandmothers is helping me to strike a balance between silence and words, action and
inaction and finally right and wrong.

My grandmothers died before my marriage and I really miss them. My son is lucky to have had
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the opportunity to stay the first five
years of his life with his
grandparents though later as we
moved further north, they are
unwilling to accompany us.
Vacations are times when we run
back to them and whenever their
health permits they come over and
stay with us for a couple of months.
I remember the advice my mother
gave me on the day I got married,”
If you hear any harsh words, take
it as a blessing! They are elders.
Always remember that your
patience shall bear fruit, your time
too shall come. If your
grandmothers were here today,
they would have told you the
same”.

I falter many times because of my innate short temperedness but I always rise up once more and
try to make today better than yesterday wanting to make my grandmothers smile happily with a twinkle
up in the sky. This is one of the stories my granny told us to help us deal with death of loved ones. I will
tell you that some other time, another day, another place…

If you believe the whole world is against you, you are the victim; Life will answer back, “The
corrections shall always begin from you!” That is how life works. Our family ties are something we
cannot wish away. It is always a package deal from God himself. It is only in our hands to make it the
best package  deal  we  can ever have, so let us enrich our family and begin or continue the concept
of Unity in Diversity at our home… sweet home! Because like charity, unity too begins from home… for
that matter if I come to think deeply almost everything we want the world to be, begins from home.

- Mrs Viji Chandramouli
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LONGING FOR MY OWN LAND

On one Saturday evening, I put myself into my sofa with an intention for the evening movie. Since
one more “Onam”, the national festival of Kerala peeps through, all local channels are showing their
future programme for the onam season and most of them consists of “Thiruvatirakali’1. Thinking
about onam, my mind started to fly back to college days. Hails from a Christian family and a Christian
dominated village I was not that much used to cultural activities like Thiruvatirakali & Kathakali for which
Kerala is famous for. During my school days, I was mainly aware of Chavittu Natakam2 & Margam
Kali3 which are of Christian origin. Although I saw one or two Thiruvatirakali during school anniversaries,
I never put my mind on them. But as I reached my college I understood that the dances which were
kept by me as the most famous were not in the status. Moreover, even the Christian community itself
had put aside their own events.

 The new knowledge compelled me to know
about other dance items. The first cultural event
in the college was during onam season. Most of
the competitions were in traditional Thiruvatirakali
that too in traditional dress of Kerala, Settu Sari
(Kasavu Sari). I have to join one of the groups
that participated in the event. The other members
taught me the steps & procedures of the dance.
Although my team could not win any prize, my
confidence level to participate in the dance item

increased. Thereafter I tried to take part in most of the cultural events that included traditional
Thiruvatirakali. After my college days I joined one of the educational institutions in Uttar Pradesh as a
LP School teacher where the management is more lenient to traditional dresses and dances. During
the onam season, our team of staff and students presented Thiruvatirakali in traditional dress of Kerala.

After my marriage, I left the school and conditions compelled me to shorten my world to my
family, now here at Andamans. But even now whenever I saw any onam programme my mind flies
back to the golden days and my legs put steps of the famous Traditional Thiruvatirakali.

Post Script:

1. Thiruvatirakali: A type of group dance, famous in Kerala. It is mainly associated with Onam
the festival of harvest.

 2. Chavittu Natakam: A type of Drama in which the artists bang on play field with their leg
rhythmically during the dialogue.

3. Margam Kali: A type of group dance existing mainly in Christian community, which sung
about the war heroes / saints.

               - Mrs Jobina Thomas
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MONEY IS YOURS BUT RESOURCES BELONG TO THE SOCIETY

Germany is a highly industrialized country. It produces top brands like Benz, BMW, and Siemens
etc. The nuclear reactor pump is made in a small town in this country.

In such a country, many will think its people lead a luxurious life.  It was my impression before my
study trip. When I arrived at Hamburg, my colleagues who work in Hamburg arranged a welcome
party for me in a restaurant.

As we walked into the restaurant, we noticed that a lot of tables were empty. There was a table where
a young couple was having their meal. There were only two dishes and two cans of beer on the table. I
wondered if such a simple meal could be romantic, and whether the girl would leave this stingy guy.

There were a few old ladies on another table. When a
dish is served, the waiter would distribute the food for them,
and they would finish every bit of the food on their plates. We
did not pay much attention to them, as we were looking forward
to the dishes we ordered. As we were hungry, our local
colleague ordered more food for us.

The restaurant fell quiet; the food came quite fast. Since
there were other activities arranged for us, we did not spend
much time dining. When we left, there was still about one third
of the unconsumed food on the table. When we were leaving the restaurant, we heard someone
calling us. The old ladies in the restaurant were talking about us to the restaurant owner. When they
spoke to us in English, we understood that they were unhappy about us wasting so much food. We
immediately developed a dislike for these busy-bodies.

“We paid for our food, it is none of your business how much food we left behind,” my colleague
Guy told the old ladies. The women were furious, one of them immediately took her hand phone out
and made a call to someone. After a while, a man in uniform claiming to be an officer from the Social
Security organisation arrived.

Upon knowing what the dispute was, he issued a 50 Mark fine. We all kept quiet. Guy took out a
50 Mark note and repeatedly apologized to the officer.

The officer told us in a stern voice, “order what you can consume, money is yours but
resources belong to the society. There are many others in the world who are facing shortage
of resources. You have no reason to waste resources”.

Our faces turned red. We all agreed with him in our hearts.

The mindset of people of this rich country put all of us to shame. We really need to reflect on
this. We are from a country which is not very rich in resources. To save face, we order large quantities
and also waste food when we give others a treat. This taught us a lesson to think seriously about
changing our bad habits. My colleague xeroxed the ticket of fine charged, and gave a copy to each
of us as a souvenir. All of us kept it and pasted on our wall to remind us that we shall never be wasteful.

        - Mrs Archna Sharma
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WHEN PARENTS ARE OLD,
 GIVE THEM A LOT OF TIME AND LOVE

Women have the responsibility of guiding their parents into a healthy, financially stable and dignified
old age – without losing their sanity. There is a lot of frustration in this task. Your parents are not going
to do what you think is best for them. But you have to step back and remember that they have the right
to make decisions and even mistakes. There is a difference between helping your parent and becoming
their parent. Your job is not to control your parents’ lives but to allow them to maintain as much control
as possible. What do we do with our parents? The answer is with us. Older adults are guardians of the
world’s vital memories. They should be appreciated and respected. But they are a neglected resource.
An old person represents wisdom and the promise of living a full life – the worst curse is to make him
or her feel worthless. One of the best ways to prepare for the future is to learn about the past from those
who were there. We have all learnt in our schools, “We have to take care of our parents’’. So let’s do it.
It is our duty. The fact is that we have to take care of our old parents – whether we like it or not is
immaterial. So, it is better that we do it gracefully. When our children will see us doing it, believe me,
when we grow older, they will take care of us.

How to take care of the health of the older people:  We need to treat them more
aggressively. I have heard many physicians telling their junior colleagues, “Do not do too much for
him, he is very old.” Old age is like a second childhood. With a less effective immune system it is
important to vaccinate an older person against diseases.

Role of social support :- Economic  development and the widespread migration of young
adults are disrupting the traditional support for old people. Children are leaving their home countries
and getting jobs in foreign lands. So the old are left to care for themselves. An older person’s social

environment can have a marked impact on his or her
personality. The social isolation that often exists among older
people can dramatically influence mental attitudes and
behaviour. These days, about most of them widowed. The
financial status of the elderly is also not good. They usually
have very little money for recreational activities. They even
have to cut corners in dealing with their medical bills This
poverty and isolation often leads to clinical depression and
other problems. So, let us don’t leave things to fate, but be
together in taking a conscious decision that we would
discharge the essential duty of taking care of our parents in
all sincerity and gratitude.

Let’s give them a hand as they need the most.

- US Sharma, U/Nvk(ME)
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TEACHING TO WIN AT  MATH
TEACH THE RIGHT WAY TO HOMEWORK

Doing your homework can be frustrating or rewarding. Most students jump right into their
homework, become frustrated and stop studying. These students usually go directly to the math
problems and start working them without any preparation. When they get stuck on one problem, they
flip to the back of the text for the answer. Then, they either try to work the problem backward, to
understand the problem steps, or they just copy down the answer. Other students go to the solution
guide and just copy the steps. After getting stuck several times, these students will inevitably quit doing
their homework assignment. Their homework becomes a frustrating experience, and they may even
quit doing their work altogether.

To improve the homework and succeed in learning, try to teach kids to follow the following
10 steps:

10 Steps to Doing Your Homework

Step 1 - Review the textbook material that relates to the homework. A proper review will increase the
chances of successfully completing your homework. If you get stuck on a problem, you will have a
better chance of remembering the location of similar problems. If you do not review prior to doing your
homework, you could get stuck and not know where to find help in the textbook.
Remember: To be successful in learning the material and in completing homework assignments, you
must first review your textbook.

Step 2 - Review your lecture notes that relate to the homework. If you could not understand the
explanation of the textbook on how to complete the homework assignment, then review your notes.
Remember: Reviewing your notes will give you a better idea about how to complete your homework
assignment.

Step 3 - Do your homework as neatly as possible.
Doing your homework neatly has several benefits.
When approaching your instructor about problems
with your homework, he or she will be able to
understand your previous attempts to solve the
problem. The instructor will easily locate the mistakes
and show you how to correct the steps without having
to decipher your handwriting. Another benefit is that,
when you review for midterm or final exams, you
can quickly re-learn the homework material without
having to decipher your own writing.
Remember: Neatly prepared homework can help
you now and in the future.
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Step 4 - When doing your homework, write down every step of the problem. Even if you can do the
step in your head, write it down anyway. This will increase the amount of homework time, but you are
overlearning how to solve problems, which improves your memory. Doing every step is an easy way
to memorize and understand the material. Another advantage is that when you rework the problems
you did wrong, it is easy to review each step to find the mistake.

Remember: In the long run, doing every step of the homework will save you time and frustration.

Step 5 - Understand the reasons for each problem step and check your answers. Do not get into the
bad habit of memorizing how to do problems without knowing the reasons for each step. Many students
are smart enough to memorize procedures required to complete a set of homework problems. However,
when similar homework problems are presented on a test, the student cannot solve the problems. To
avoid this dilemma, keep reminding yourself about the rules, laws, or properties used to solve problems.

Example: Problem 2(a+5) = 0. What property allows you to change the equation to 2a + 10 = 0?
Answer: The distributive property.

Once you know the correct reason for going from one step to another in solving a math problem,
you can answer any problem requiring that property. Students who simply memorize how to do problems
instead of understanding the reasons for correctly working steps will eventually fail their math course.

How to Check Your Answers

Checking your homework answers should be part of your homework duties. Checking your
answers can improve your learning and help you prepare for tests.

Check the answers of the problems for which you do not have the solutions. This may be the
even-numbered or odd-numbered problems or the problems not answered in the solutions manual.

First, check your answer by estimating the
correct answer.

Example: If you are multiplying 2.234 by
5.102 the answer should be a little over 10.
Remember that 2 times 5 is 10.

You can also check your answers by
substituting the answer back into the equation
or doing the opposite function required to the
question. The more answers you check, the
faster you will become. This is very important
because increasing your answer checking
speed can help you catch more careless errors
on future tests.
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Step 6 - If you do not understand how to do a problem refer to the following points:

• Point 1 - Review the textbook material that relates to the problem.

• Point 2 - Review the lecture notes that relate to the problem.

• Point 3 - Review any similar problems, diagrams, examples or rules that explain the
misunderstood material.

• Point 4 - Refer to another math textbook, solutions guide, math computer programme software
or video tape to obtain a better understanding of the material.

• Point 5 - Call your study buddy.

• Point 6 - Skip the problem and contact your tutor or math instructor as soon as possible for help.

Step 7 - Always finish your homework by successfully completing problems. Even if you get stuck, go
back and successfully complete previous problems before quitting. You want to end your homework
assignment with feelings of success.

Step 8 - After finishing your homework assignment, recall to yourself or write down the most
important learned concepts. Recalling this information will increase your ability to learn these new
concepts.

Step 9 - Prepare note cards containing hard-to-remember problems or concepts. Note cards are an
excellent way to review material for a test.

Step 10 - Falling behind in math homework is academic suicide. Math is a sequential learning
process. If you fall behind, it is difficult to catch up because each topic builds on the next. It would be
like going to English class without learning the last set of vocabulary words. The teacher would be
talking to you using the new vocabulary, but you would not understand what was being said.

Do Not Fall Behind

To keep up with your homework, it is necessary to complete the homework every school day and
even on weekends. Doing your homework half an hour each day for two days in a row is better than
one hour every other day.

If you have to get behind in one of your courses, make sure it is not math. Fall behind in a course
that does not have a sequential learning process, such as Geography or History. After using the 10
Steps to Doing Your Homework, you may be able to combine two steps into one. Find your best
combination of homework steps and use them.

Remember: Falling behind in maths homework is the fastest way to fail the course.

- Mrs Sushma Gupta
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WHAT COULD BE DONE TO IMPROVE
THE LIVES OF THE ELDERLY?

 For many elderly people the latter part of their lives is not a time to relax and enjoy retirement,
but rather a difficult and unhappy period, owing to financial worries, failing health and loneliness. As life
expectancy increases, the average person lives well beyond the age of retirement. As a result, the
elderly make up an ever-increasing percentage of society, which makes it more important than ever
for a real effort to be made in improving the lives of senior citizens.

One way to deal with the situation would be to ensure that the elderly have enough money on
which to live. Obviously, when a person stops working, they still require a source of income to cover
their basic needs such as food and accommodation. A clear solution to the problem is for the government
to make sure that the pension is adequate for these needs. Furthermore, free financial advice should
be made available to retired people so that the stress of worrying about money could be reduced as
much as possible.

Steps should also be taken to overcome problems the elderly face as a
result of deteriorating health due to old age, and inadequate health-care
provisions. Again, the responsibility should fall on the government to provide
access to the best health care available, which may necessitate paying for
residential homes where the elderly can have round-the-clock nursing, or,
at the very least, providing medication free of charge to all people over a
certain age. As a result, old people would enjoy not only better health, but
also peace of mind from the knowledge that they need not fear falling ill and
being unable to pay for the treatment.

The lives of old people could also be improved if attempts were made
to address the problem of social isolation which so many of them face. If we
organised trips for the elderly to community centres, visits from social workers
or free bus passes to allow pensioners greater mobility, the effect would be
to alleviate the problem of loneliness which marks the lives of so many old
people living alone and far from their families.

One final suggestion, which would help enormously, is to change the attitude of the community
towards its older members, who are all too often seen as a burden on society and dismissed as
having little to do with modern life. We need to be taught from an early age to respect the views of old
people, and appreciate their broader experience of life. This would help society as a whole, and
encourage appreciation of the role that old people can still play today.

To sum up, there are several measures which could be taken to improve the lives of old people.
If the government and individuals alike were to help, it would make retirement and old age a time to
look forward to, rather than dreadful.

- Comdt A Banerjee
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EXQUISITE UPBRINGING

Ten little fingers, ten little toes, a cute little face and a button little nose.

Having a baby is like having a piece

of your heart walking outside your body. It

comes with a bundle of joy and immense

responsibilities. Getting to statiscal facts

babies can recapture sounds, much before

they are born, especially mother’s and

father’s voices.

“Oh ! The baby looks just like his

father” perhaps, the most commonly heard

statement. Its not just a statement, it’s a

genetic trick that nature plays to make it easier for the father to recognize the baby when there were

no genetic tests. Moving on further, after the child’s birth to the toddler years let us talk about how

undoubtedly these little compact mirrors are all out to totally ape us. That puts us in a position where

we must have correct conduct and undying patience with our little angels. We totally need to control

the tantrum trumpets but also allow the

child to express himself or herself

with case. Bedtime stories and fairytales

aren’t just an age old practice but an

excellent way to connect to your child’s

psyche. Nurturing the child expressively

is a combination of conscious hygiene

habits, teaching them how to express

themselves clearly without crying or

throwing an uncalled for tantrum and

understanding that you will always be agreed with.

There is a thin line between being friendly and being friends. We as parents ought to be friendly

but ain’t needed to be friends, because that’s when we’ll lose track and they’ll forget respectfulness.

In the end, having a baby isn’t just it, but following these ten steps of exquisite upbringing will result

in happy parenting.
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(1) Applaud their achievements.

(2) Check their mistakes tactfully.

(3) Enhance their thinking and  learning abilities.

(4) Make prayers a ritual.

(5) Listen to them with all your attention, I
mean ‘ALL’ your attention.

(6) Explain to them their curiosities patiently.

(7) Love them by not just saying it but also
showing it.

(8) Play their games with your morals
added to them.

(9) Bring them to realize what gratitude is.

(10) Enjoy parenthood because being able
to create is God’s greatness to mankind but
to nurture it with utmost sincerity is an
accomplishment  and  gratitude in its true sense
to the Almighty.

Wishing all parents a whole lot of joy and a very happy parenting to You!

- Mrs Natasha Chaudhari
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PONGAL

Pongal is a festival widely celebrated in south India, particularly in the state of Tamil Nadu. ‘Ponga’
literally means ‘boil’. So, ‘Pongal’ connotes ‘spillover’ or that which is ‘overflowing’. It’s also the name of
the special sweet dish cooked on Pongal. Pongal continues for the first four days of the ‘Thai’ month
which falls in January every year. Each day of the four-day festival has its own name and distinct style
of celebrations as enumerated below:-

Day 1: Bhogi Pongal

Bhogi Pongal is the day for the family,
for domestic activities and of being together
with the members of the house. This day
is celebrated in the honour of Lord Indra,
“the ruler of clouds and provider of rains”.
On the day of Pongal a huge bonfire is lit
at dawn in front of the house and all old and useless items are set ablaze, symbolizing the beginning
of a new year. The bonfire burns through the night as young people beat little drums and dance
around it. The remains of bonfire is cleared and the floor is decorated with “Kolam”, designs drawn with
the paste of newly harvested rice with outlines of red mud, pumpkin flowers are set into cow-dung balls
and embedded with the design. Fresh harvest of rice, turmeric and sugar cane is brought from the
field and placed over the “Kolam” for worship and then the rice is used for the preparation of ‘Pongal’
following day.

Day 2: Surya Pongal

The second day is dedicated to Lord Surya, ‘the Sun God’, who is offered boiled milk and sugar
cane jaggery.  A plank is placed on the ground, a large image of the sun is sketched on it and “kolam”
designs are drawn around it. This icon of the Sun God is worshipped for divine benediction as the new
month of ‘Thai’ begins.

Day 3: Mattu Pongal

This third day is meant for the cattle (‘mattu’) – the milk-
giver and plough-puller. Farmers give a good bath to their
cattles, their horns are polished, painted and covered with metal
caps and garlands are put around their necks. The pongal that
has been offered to God, is then given to the cattle before they
are taken to races and bull-fight – an integral part of the event.  Festivity, fun, frolic and revelry ensue.

Day 4: Kanum Pongal

The fourth and final day marks the Kanum Pongal, when birds are worshipped; girls prepare
colored balls of cooked rice and keep them in the open for birds and flies to eat. On this day sisters
also pray for their brothers’ happiness.

- Mrs N Kavitha
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IMPORTANCE OF BLOOD DONATION

Blood, is a liquid connective tissue which provides the fluid medium for various processes. It
carries out the important task of transporting the respiratory gases and providing oxygen to every part
of the body.                                                            .

Thus it is very important for the human body. The body of an average human being contains of
4-6 litres of blood. Blood also plays a major role in the defence mechanism of the body and protects
the body from infection and also maintains the body temperature as we are warm blooded animals.

A loss of more than 30 percent of the total
blood of the body could be fatal. Such a loss can
occur during major accidents, during delivery of
a baby, abortion or even surgical operations.
Thus, when a person is in need of blood, then
this need is fulfilled by some other healthy
person.                                                                        .

This process is called blood donation. The
person giving blood is called blood donor and
the one accepting it is called recipient. Blood
donation helps save the life of a person and it
can bring back a person from the jaws of death.
Many blood banks are also established to save
lives by blood transfusions.                                             .

To donate blood, the blood group of the
donor and recipient should be the same. There are 4 types of blood groups: A, B, AB and O. These
blood groups have the respective antigens on Red Blood Corpuscles (RBC) and the opposite antibody
in plasma. If the antigen of the donor and the antibody in the receiver is the same, it causes clotting of
blood and the person may die.

Thus it is really important to check the compatibility of blood groups before transfusion. Also,
blood group AB has no antibody in plasma hence it can accept blood from any blood group and hence
it is called the universal acceptor and the blood group O has got no antigens on RBC and so it can
donate blood to all the blood groups. Hence it is called the universal donor.                                                                .

Helping save life of fellow beings is the duty of all individuals on earth. Hence, donating of blood
is an important moral and social responsibility of every citizen.

- Comdt A Banerjee
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LAKSHADWEEP AND MINICOY ISLANDS
DO YOU WANT TO REACH HERE?

The Coast Guard District Headquarters No.12 established under the command and control of
Coast Guard Regional Headquarters (West) to enhance the Coastal Security of L&M islands, was
commissioned by the Hon’ble Defence Minister Shri AK Antony on 24 Dec 10.

LAKSHADWEEP ISLAND: - The enchanting coral islands in the Arabian Sea, constituting the
smallest Union Territory in India, were called as Laccadive, Minicoy and Aminidivi Islands till recently,
though they were popularly known as Lakshadweep. Lakshadweep is 200-400 kms away from the
Malabar Coast. The Islands are irregularly scattered in the Arabian Sea between 08°and 12°.30 N
71° and 74° E. There are a total of 36 islands and a number of sunken banks, open reefs and sand
banks. The geographical area of Lakshadweep is 32 Sq.kms.

PRE-HISTORY OF – LAKSHADWEEP ISLAND

Although theories on the formation of the
Islands are abound, the most accepted one is
attributed to Sir Charles Darwin, the renowned
evolutionist. He opined that the base of the Islands
below the reef is a volcanic layer over which
corals settled and turned into atolls, over a period
of time. The atolls consisting of the Islands and
lagoon are in various stages of development. The
smaller lagoons are virtually filled with sediments.
The larger ones are deeper in the range of 10-
16 metres.

The spectacular Island group is believed to have been discovered by shipwrecked sailors
during the reign of Cheraman Perumal, the legendary king of Kerala In the 4th century AD. Before
moving into the hands of the British, Tippu Sultan held sway in the Islands after defeating rulers of
Arackal.

The Union Territory was formed in 1956 and it was named Lakshadweep in 1973. All the Islands
now constitute One District of Administration with four Tehsils. Kavaratti is the Capital of Lakshadweep
group of Islands. The Administration Headquarters is situated here. Out of 36 Islands and Islets only 10
are inhabited and the Islands are surrounded by natural coral reefs and shallow water lagoons.

LANGUAGES, MANNERS AND CUSTOMS

A dialect of Malayalam is spoken in the inhabited Islands. In Minicoy, Mahl is the language used.
There is very little difference in the customs and the manners of the people despite a few cultural
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differences. Marriage are arranged by parents except in Minicoy were courting is prevalent. Arranged
marriages are common and the negotiations originate in the Bride’s family. Rice is the staple food
of the people. In general, the people are non-vegetarians. Coconut is widely used. The manner of
dressing of the people is simple and similar to the Muslims of the Malabar Coast. The dress code
of Minicoyans is distinct from the other Islanders. Jeans and trousers are popular here.

FOLK ARTS

Kolkali and Parichakali are the two popular folk art form in the Territory. In Minicoy the most
popular dance is ‘LAVA’. For marriage, “OPANA” is a common feature, a song sung by a lead singer
and followed by a group of women alongwith a subtle dance. Picnics are a common leisure activity in
Minicoy. The most widely celebrated festivals are Idulfitr,Bakrid, Milad-un-Nabi and Muharram.

INDUSTRY AND OCCUPATION

The majority of the people depend on coconut and fish for occupation. The traditional industry
revolves around Tuna (fish), coir, vinegar and copra making.  The boat building industry though has
suffered, the traditional skill still exist. The people of Kavaratti have considerable skills as stone masons
and carpenters. Coir based industries are also one of the oldest areas of activity. Minicoy is an important
centre for tuna fishing and tuna canning factory is located here.

STATUS OF WOMEN

Women of the Territory enjoy a higher social status and economic freedom than their counterparts
elsewhere in the country. The matrilineal route of inheritance through the female keep the women folk
independent. Divorce is accepted and re-marriage is encouraged. The predominance of women in
every walk of life is noteworthy feature in Minicoy, especially.

INHABITED ISLANDS

Kavaratti :- It is the headquarters of the UT Administration since 1964. The beautiful calm Lagoons
form an ideal spot for water sports. Swimming and basking on warm sandy beaches a common
scene. Marine life exhibits can be seen at the new Marine Acqarium which has excellent collection of
specimens.

Minicoy :- It is the second largest Island. Minicoy is southern most Island in Lakshadweep, crescent
shaped and has one of the largest lagoons. The islanders
are employed as seamen in ocean-going vessels the world
over. Mahl is the spoken language. Minicoy is an important
centre for Tuna fishing.

Androth :- Androth is the nearest Island to the mainland.
It is largest Island in Lakshadweep. It was the first Island to
embrace Islam.
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Agatti :- Agatti is the most westerly Island of Lakshadweep. It lies on the eastern arc of the coral shoal
and is about 06 Km in length and about 1000 mtrs wide at the broadest point. There is a large and
beautiful lagoon on the western side of the Island which is ideal for fishing. Coral growths and multi
coloured coral fishes are abound in this lagoon.

Kadmat :- It has a very large lagoon on the western side with abundant coral growth. Long sandy
beaches and excellent water sport facilities are the stellar attraction here.

Kalpeni :- It is known for its scenic beauty and the small islets called Tilakkam and Pitti and an
uninhabited Island on the north called cheriyam. A huge shallow lagoons encloses all of them.

Amini :- Talented craftsmen living here are famous for making walking sticks with tortoise shells and
coconut shells. It is also famous for stone engravers and has a rich tradition of folk songs. The island
got its name from the Arabic word “Amin” meaning  “faithful”.

Kiltan :- The Island is only 3 kms long. On the northern and southern ends of the Island there is a high
storm beach. The island is thick in flora and is fertile.

Chetlat :-  Chetlat is the northern most inhabited Island. Coir twisting is the main occupation of
the people here. Manufacture of mats and weaving of coconut leaves are spare time industries here.
The Island is suffered a great deal at the hands of the Portuguese in the 16th centaury.

Bangaram: -  A Beautiful and breathtaking island in the Lakshadweep, Bangaram is an un-inhabitant
Island.  It is surrounded by a shallow lagoon enclosed by coral reef. It has been ranked among the
best getaways of the world. Here the sun, sand and surf in harmony hold the visitor spellbound. It offers
utmost privacy and unpolluted comfort with crystal clear water.

Bitra :-  Bitra Island is the smallest inhabited island in the territory. Till 1835, Bitra was the breeding
ground for a number of seabirds, a favourite haunt of Kiltan and Chetlat people. There is Small shrine
of Malik Mulla, an old Arab saint who is said to have been buried here. The shrine is a place of
pilgrimage for the people of other Islanders. Surprisingly the first permanent settler at Bitra was a
woman from Chetlat who with her son set up permanent house around 1945.

HOW  CAN YOU  REACH  HERE…?

The Lakshadweep group of Islands is well connected both by Air and Sea. For more tips, one may
contact me.

- Asst Comdt Keshav Dutt
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SAY ‘YES’ TO COLOURS

When I was young, often  heard people telling about their fascination for bright colours and their
hesitation to wear them because of old age as it do not go well with their personality. In college I had a
liking for dull and pale colours which attracted cynical remarks about my obsession and a thespian
advise used to be - wear bright colours. However, I could not help them much as dull and pale were
my favourite colours. After some time, I obtained master degree in ‘Reiki— a life force’ and read
about colour therapy. Suddenly I realized the importance of the colours and came to know that it was
in fact a therapy to cure many ailments and key to success in life. Thus, motivated by this modern
science, I started wearing bright colours, which changed my entire attitude towards life.

The different colours have different meaning, which provide remedy and energy to our life. We
feel psychologically contended and full of energy. There are seven Chakras in our body namely; Root,
Sacral, Solarplexes, Heart, Throat, Third Eye and Crown Chakra. The colour which charge and energise
these chakras are Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Purple and White respectively. We can energise
our Chakras by wearing these colours. The effect of colours in our health and life are as follows:-

� For keeping our legs and feet problem away and always healthy – Red

� Gynaec  problem - Orange

� Stomach & Digestion - Yellow

� Pancreas - Brown

� Heart - Green

� Throat - Blue

� To make our thoughts crystal clear
and healthy  - Purple

� Head - White

� For success in life - Yellow

� For continuous happiness in life - Pink

The above colours are full of life which can fill your life with health, success and happiness.
Age should not be hindrance in wearing these colours as these colours are key to your good health.
There is no side effect or bad impact because of over use of these colours. These colours ensure
continuous happiness and positive energy not only in our life but everyone around us. So friends, go
and wear bright colours to spread happiness in your life and around you as “what goes, comes
around” .

   - Mrs Rani G Singh
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ARDHANGINI

Marriage is the coming together of complementary opposites for pleasure, progeny and self-
fulfillment. Hinduism regards man and woman as the two halves of the eternal being. As per all religions,
woman is not a commodity but a respectable human being, a life partner. She is ardhangini (half
body). An associate in the fulfillment of human and divine goals. They are joint owners of the house
hold and share work in terms of their biological, psychological and individual dharma.

Being equal halves of one essence, husband and wife are parents in joy and sorrow and in the
fulfillment of the four fold aim of life-i.e dharma (ethical perfection), artha (material advancement)
kama (pleasure) and moksha (liberation). Neither is superior to the other as each has different natural
functions to perform and social obligation to fulfill. Each partner is expected to shed their individual
identities and become one at physical and mental levels so that they can transform their material
relationship into a spiritual one.

There are many examples of Hindu woman who as life partners made great sacrifices, underwent
trials and tribulations and proved true to the concept of being  ardhangini. Gandhari covered her eyes
with a strip of cloth as her husband Dhritrashstra was blind. Sita accompanied Rama to the forest
during the days of his exile. Savitri confronted Yama, the god of death and saved the life of her husband.
Sati Anasuya turned the Hindu trinity of Gods into children, Kalidasa and Tulasidas became men of
learning due to their wives. Countless Hindu women participated alongwith their husbands in India’s
struggle for independence.

Although the concept
of ardhangini has suffered
erosion in the present days,
woman are abused, disgraced,
chastised without reason
or divorced in ordinary
circumstances where as all
religions lays emphasis on
harmony and understanding
between husband and wife
which is essential for family
peace and prosperity. So the
highest duty of the husband
is to safeguard his wife to care
for her needs and necessities, and to keep her happy. At the same time the wife is expected to be
pious and chaste, sincere & faithful, gentle, suave, suited & sweet tongued to discharge her
responsibilities towards the husband.

- Amit Kumar, Nvk (wtr)
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PHULKARI -  TRADITIONAL EMBROIDERY OF PUNJAB

Phulkari, an embroidery technique from the Punjab, literally means ‘flower working’. The word
‘Phulkari’ is made of two words “Phul” and “kari”, wherein “Phul” means flower and “kari” means technique,
thus forming technique of making flowers. Phulkari, a traditional embroidery art, is well known for its
colourful designs and colours. The dresses using this technique are called ‘Phulkaris’ and worn by
Punjabi women on special occasions and ceremonies.

Since olden days, a majority of women practiced
this art form in villages, they creatively enhanced designs
adding various colours. In recent times, the art among
younger women and girls is dying, but they still admire
their ‘Phulkaris’ and wear them on special events.

The areas like Hazara and Chakwal are well known
for Phulkari work. The main characteristics of Phulkari
embroidery are the use of darn stitch on the wrong side
of a coarse cotton cloth with coloured silken thread. Punjabi
women created innumerable alluring and interesting

designs and patterns
by their skilful
manipulation of the
darn stitch. The base
khaddar cloth used in
Western Punjab is finer from those of Central Punjab. Black/Blue
colours are not preferred in Western Punjab, whereas white is not
used in East Punjab. In West Punjab, 2 or 3 pieces of cloth are first
folded and joined together, whereas in East Punjab, they are joined
together first and then embroidered. Ornaments are also stitched/
embedded as part of the design and sometimes, even a special
thread made of gold can also be combined with silk threads.

- Mrs Anuradha Singh
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SELF - CONFIDENCE

There was a young boy in school, he learned a lesson in self confidence which he never forgot.

He was called upon to recite in front of the class. He had hardly begun when the teacher interrupted
with an emphatic, “No!” He started over and again the teacher thundered, “No!”

Humiliated,the boy sat down.

The next boy rose to recite and had just begun when the teacher shouted, “No!”

This student, however, kept on with the recitation until he completed it. As he sat down, the teacher
said, “Very good!”

The first boy was irritated. “I recited just as he did,” he complained to the teacher. But the instructor
replied, “It is not enough to know your lesson; you must be sure. “

When you allowed me to stop you, it meant that you were uncertain. If all the world says, ‘No!’, it
is your business to say, ‘Yes!’ and prove it.

The world will say, “No!” in a thousand ways.

“No! You can’t do that.”

“No! You are wrong.”

“No! You are too old.”

“No! You are too young.”

“No! You are too weak.”

“No! It will never work.”

“No! You don’t have the education.”

“No! You don’t have the background.”

“No! You don’t have the money.”

“No! It can’t be done.”

And each “No!” you hear has the potential to erode your confidence bit by bit until you quit all
together.

Though the world says, “No!” to you today, you will determine to say,

“YES!” and prove it.

- Mrs Suman Lagwal
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MOMENTS

A loud cry and I was out
From my mother’s big pouch
Where she bore me for nine months
Without knowing a daughter or a son

A relief she breathed high
For the pain was utmost cry
Eagerly she looked for me
Joyed were her eyes to see
Where was I and how was I

Her face was full of question marks
Was I pretty, fair or dark?
Or was I born with a scar
Finally, she turned around
As if something great she found
With all the love and all the lulls
She picked up her cute little girl

Hence I was in her arms
From where I got all the charms
She blessed and nursed me with full care
Taught me to love and to share

My childhood was a pretty fun
Play, walk and a little run
Sleeping and eating was all day’s work
Oh fun were the days without jerks

And as my childhood passed by
Adolescence came with love and shy
Turning over to sweet teens
Wearing shirts, minis and jeans
Looking myself into the mirror
Admiring and adoring without an error

A simple pimple made me sigh
Crying and roaring mountains high
Wondering over calculations
Facing the cycle of mensurations
Every step to the growing age

Was love, affection and outrage
And then I threw all the teens
And joined the twentieth dustbin

Blooming in the month of May
It was an age of wonder and gay
Falling in love and dying in pain
Sweating the summers and loving the rain
Being myself in wonderland
Falling in love for any young man

For being young and restless
It was strain and mental stress
And as the future portrayed
Works plans could not be moulded
Finally, I was searched a groom
Nicely shaved and well perfumed
Solemnly and solely we confessed
To love each other and share our best

Then jingled the marriage bells
Blooming the spring and filling the well
Passion and love all was for one
Now with him I cared for none

When blessed with a baby now
I think of my parents   and wonder how
How wonderful this life is
Remembering we have no time to miss

If all my days were back again
I would see childhood for bargain
Hugged in my parents arms
Free from nightmare devils harm
But as I have life to go
And in this world of pomp and show
I look up to my little one
And feels myself while her life runs

- Mrs Iti Nautiyal
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TIME, THE NEGLIGIBLE BUT MOST VALUABLE

To realize the value of one year
Ask the student who has failed the exam.

To realize the value of one week
Ask an editor of weekly news paper.

To realize the value of one day
Ask a daily wage labourer, who has six kids to feed.

To realize the value of the hour
Ask the lover waiting to meet.

To realize the value of one minute
Ask the person who has missed the train.

To realize the value of one millisecond
Ask a person who has won a silver medal in Olympics.

So realize the value of time and do your job in time.

- Bindeshwar Kumar, U/Ytk

GREEN HOUSE EFFECT

Gone are the days when earth looked Green,
full of bushes, trees and bees.
The wind so pure, fresh and cool,
with the flowers changing hues.

Now there is dust and smoke,
for people to cough and choke.
So it is time we woke,
and these conditions we should revoke.

Such things going unstopped,
the sea will rip, tear  and roar like a hungry leopard
and flood mother earth
causing pain and death.

So lets join hands to save mother earth,
from all dust, trash and dirt.
To make the earth a better place,
and give mother earth comfort and solace.

- HS Yadav, Nvk(QA)
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EXPECTATIONS OF A DOCTOR
FROM A FEMALE PATIENT

The doctor-patient relationship involves a lot of ethical issues, care and understanding of the
patient and her environment as a whole to diagnose the patients illness and for further treatment.

The doctor expects a patient to talk about the illness pertaining to health and should be specific
and not beat round the bush explaining all her family problems and her problems with her job unless
physician specially asks for.

If a physician is enquiring about your menstrual
cycle, like its duration or the amount bleeding or
about sexual history or any extra marital relationship,
do not feel offended, it’s a part of enquiry pertaining to
gynaecological problems for its diagnosis and further
management.

For pregnant lady, don’t be too cautious and ask
for scan every now and then. There is a protocol and
is followed accordingly and please stick on to the
treatment given.

For newly married couple, consult your
physician before planning a child, because folic
acid tablets should be started before you conceive
to prevent some deformities in child.

For young girls, please do not skip your meals
to lose weight because by skipping meals you will
be missing lots of minerals and vitamins which will
reduce your immunity and make you susceptible
to diseases like anaemia and other ineffective
diseases. Rather follow regular diet with exercises
which will bring a balance between calories consumed and used.

- Surg. Lt. Chandran R
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JUST FOR A WHILE...

Life was running fast
When I wanted it slow

I saw it passing by
I never let it go

I ran across a hundred mile
Then rested for a while

The pulse of heart was beating fast
And so was count of life

When I sought to grab it
I came near to its end

When I thought to give it up
Life said let's be friends

The heart began its journey
As soon the life was in

The race was at its full pace
As who would lose or win

Hence they were hand in hand
They shared all there lessons

They thought the things were already done
Yet each day was a mission

Life began its journey
With thorny bushes and streams

There heart blossomed with blooming flowers
Blooming here within

There goes the life all about
Spinning till its last

Here lies the heart underneath
Being memory of the past

Who ends first or leaves last
Still a mystery unfolds

Many men with their heart desire
Yet none got its hold

- Mrs Iti Nautiyal

COLLEGE DAYS!!!

Those were the days,
When we could build
Castle in the air
Life seen all bright & fair.

When we could fly
Without wings,
All day with friends
Could dance & sing.

When fashion, outing & actors
Were the main attractions?
Parents & teachers fail to,
Understand our action.

Gone are those days,
But in the memory are,
As luminous as the sun rays,
Those were the days.

- Mrs. Sushma Shishodia
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THE WISE WAY - PARADOXICAL COMMANDMENTS
People are often unreasonable,
Illogical and self centered - Forgive them any way

If you are kind, people may accuse
You of selfish, ulterior motives - Be kind any way

If you are successful, you will win
Some false friends and some true enemies - Succeed anyway

If you are honest and frank people may
Cheat you - Be honest anyway

What you spend years building, someone
May destroy overnight - Build anyway

If you find serenity and happiness others
May be jealous - Be happy anyway

The good you do today people will often
Forget tomorrow - Do good any way

Give the world the best you have and
It may never be enough - Give the world the best you have got anyway

You see, in the final analysis it is all
Between you and God - It was never between you  and them anyway

- Asst Commandant AK Pandey

MOTIVATIONS

1. The key to realizing a dawn is to focus not on success but significance and then even the small
steps and little victories along your path will take on greater meaning.
2. Learn from the past and live the present with wisdom to experience the dawn of a bright future.
3. Life is neither a game nor a melody but it is a never ending battle that man has to fight.
4. No one can make you feel inferior without your consent.
5. What are we? Created by God, with a touch of uniqueness and originality, our accomplishments
with our capabilities.
6. We can be best by using our capabilities to the best. We should consider ourselves unique and
special and use our talent instead for wishing the talent of others.
7. The supreme secret of success in life is the attitude we take towards ourselves. The stronger we
believe about our capabilities, the higher the level of our performances would be.
8. The toughest thing about success is that you have to keep going to be succesful.
9. Worries do not have solutions, worrying about things you can not control, create bio-chemical
reactions that affect the nervous system, the heart and also cause psychological disorders.
10. To be of my team, you should be the Best and to be the Best, you should have the character.

- Amalendu Dhar, USE
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TRUE FRIENDS

A friend is more than someone who wipes,
your tears when you are sad,
She is more than the person you call, when
someone makes you incredibly mad
A true friend does not have to be a person
You spend time with every weekend,
Or someone around the bend

A friend can be a person with whom
You shared a single moment
But you felt it like it was just for
You they were sent
Friendship does not always have to
Build up over years
It’s like love sometimes just appears

So always remember that
Each person you meet
Has the potential to be someone
special interesting and neat
Try not to judge those who
Don’t seem you type
Because their personality
May fit yours just right

- Mrs Vani Prasad

WE SALUTE YOU, LADY !

We all bow infront of you,
Our lives are graceful due to you!
Since the time you have been here,
Feel, we all-true happiness!

In your childhood, you were a,
Pretty angel, full of cheer!
Rainbow, flowers, rhymes and dolls –
All were precious friends of your’s.

When you had gone to the schools,
You were sincere to teachers.
Fame you earned to your parents,
That was treasure in barrens.

As a Goddess in a dome,
You have entered in our home.
Like a light that ever glows,
You have kept our lives in flow.

All the support you rendered,
In the midst of troubles,
Was the key of our wellness.
Thank you ! Thanks a lot ! Goddess!

You are full of dignity!
You shine in your purity!
We all bow infront of you,
Our lives are divine-due to you!

- MS Tomar, P/Nvk (RO)
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GO AHEAD! DEAR!

“Go ahead! Go ahead! Go ahead! Dear,
Fight the war, with pride, with no fear!
In the hills, in deserts, in the woods those roar,
In the sea, in the coast, fight against terror!

Fix the mind with hands all the way you proceed,
In the mind, in the soul, victory – that’s the need!
All nights and the days of the war – be alert,
Fix the flag-tri-colour- in the peak of heights!

All the pain you suffer, is the crown of yours,
In melee, we believe, brave heart is yours!
Go ahead! Go ahead! Go ahead! Dear,
Victory! Victory! That’s the goal we deserve!”

- K Pradeep, LMA

COAST GUARD
WIFE’S PRAYER

Dear Lord, give me greatness of heart to see,
the difference between duty and his love for me.

Give me a task to do each day,
to help pass the time while he is away;

Give me the understanding, so that I may know,
That when duty calls, he must go;

And, Dear Lord, when he goes out to sea,
Please bring him home safely to me.

- RK Kashyap, Nvk

MY ODE

Blasts, Mayhem, Depravity, Strife

What’s become of this darned life

this I bear

Yet wear a smile

Thanks to sparkling uniform and wife

- Rajan
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+ÉvÉÖÊxÉEòiÉÉ +Éè®ú {É®Æú{É®úÉ ¨Éä ºÉÉ¨ÉÆVÉÉºªÉ ºlÉÉÊ{ÉiÉ Eò®úiÉÒ +ÉVÉ EòÒ ¦ÉÉ®úiÉÒªÉ xÉÉ®úÒ

+ÉVÉ Eäò Ê´ÉEòÊºÉiÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ B´ÉÆ ́ ÉèYÉÉÊxÉEò ªÉÖMÉ ̈ Éå ½þ̈ ÉÉ®úÉ näù¶É +ÉVÉ ¤ÉÖ±ÉÆÊnùªÉÉå EòÉä UÚô ®ú½þÉ ½èþ nÚùºÉ®úÒ iÉ®ú¡ò ½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ EòÒ +Ê¦ÉzÉ

+ÆMÉ ¦ÉÉ®úiÉÒªÉ xÉÉ®úÒ ¦ÉÒ <ºÉ +ÉvÉÖÊxÉEòiÉÉ EòÒ ®úMÉ ¨Éå  ®ÆúMÉÒ xÉVÉ®ú +ÉiÉÒ  ½èþ *

ºÉÆºÉÉ®ú EòÒ ºÉ¦ÉÒ {ÉÉè®úÉÊhÉEò ºÉÆºEÞòÊiÉªÉÉä ̈ Éä ½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú näù¶É EòÒ ºÉÆºEÞòÊiÉ EòÉ BEò +xÉÉäJÉÉ, =iEÞò¹]õ ºlÉÉxÉ ½éþ, ÊVÉºÉ¨Éä EòÒ xÉÉ®úÒ EòÉ BEò

Ê´É¶Éä¹É ºlÉÉxÉ ½èþ * +ÉVÉ EòÉä<Ç ¦ÉÒ näù¶É iÉ¤É iÉEò ºÉ¡ò±É xÉ½þÒ ½þÉä ºÉEòiÉÉ ½èþ VÉ¤É iÉEò =ºÉEäò ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ Eäò nùÉäxÉÉä {ÉIÉ {ÉȪ û¹É BǼ É xÉÉ®úÒ ºÉ¨ÉÉxÉiÉÉ

ºÉä <ºÉ¨Éä ªÉÉäMÉnùÉxÉ xÉ½þÒ Eò®úiÉä * ½þ̈ ÉÉ®úÉ näù¶É ¨Éå xÉÉ®úÒ EòÉä ºÉÊnùªÉÉä {É½þ±Éä ºÉä ¤É½ÖþiÉ ºÉ¨¨ÉÉxÉ ÊnùªÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ

½þÉä VÉÉä ÊEò +ÉVÉ ¦ÉÒ EòÉªÉ¨É ½èþ * näù¶É Eäò Ê´ÉEòÉºÉ ¨Éä xÉÉ®úÒ EòÉ Ê´É¶Éä¹É ºlÉÉxÉ ½èþ *

®úÒÊiÉ Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ VÉÉä ÊEò ½þ̈ ÉÉ®úÒ ºÉÆºEÞòÊiÉ ºÉä BäºÉä Ê¨É±Éä ½ÖþB ½èþ ÊEò <xÉEäò Ê¤ÉxÉÉ ºÉÆºEÞòÊiÉ ¤Éä®ÆúMÉ

ÊnùJÉÉ<Ç {Éc÷iÉÒ ½èþ * {É®ÆúxiÉÖ ªÉä ¦ÉÒ ºÉSÉ ½èþ ÊEò +ÉVÉ Eäò ´ÉèYÉÉÊxÉEò ªÉÖMÉ ¨Éä ¦ÉÉ®úiÉÒªÉ xÉÉ®úÒ Eäò´É±É ®úÒÊiÉ

Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉÉä Eäò xÉÉ¨É {É®ú +{ÉxÉä Ê¨ÉlªÉÉ +ÉÆbÆ÷¤É®úÉä B´ÉÆ EÖò®úÒÊiÉªÉÉä iÉEò ½þÉä ºÉÒÊ¨ÉiÉ xÉ½þÒ ½èþ * {É®Æú{É®úÉ B´ÉÆ

®úÒÊiÉ Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ ºÉ½þÒ ¨Éä ½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ EòÉ +ÉvÉÉ®ú ½èþ,+ÉVÉ EòÉ Ê¶ÉÊIÉiÉ xÉÉ®úÒ ´ÉMÉÇ <ºÉ ¤ÉÉiÉ EòÉä ¦É±ÉÒ

¦ÉÉÆÊiÉ VÉÉxÉiÉÒ ½èþ +Éè®ú <xÉ ®úÒÊiÉ Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉÉä B´ÉÆ +ÉvÉÖÊxÉEòiÉÉ ̈ Éå ºÉÉ¨ÉÆVÉºªÉ ºlÉÉÊ{ÉiÉ Eò®úxÉä ̈ Éä ÊxÉ{ÉÖhÉ ½èþ*

<ºÉÒ iÉ®ú½þ ½þÉä ºÉÆºEÞòÊiÉ EòÉä ¦ÉÒ ºÉ¨¨ÉÉxÉ Ê¨É±É ®ú½þÉ ½èþ B´ÉÆ +ÉvÉÖÊxÉEòiÉÉ, {ÉÊ®ú´ÉiÉÇxÉ ¦ÉÒ ºÉÖªÉÉäÊVÉiÉ gÆøMÉ ºÉä

½þÉä ®ú½þÉ ½èþ +Éè®ú ®úÒÊiÉ Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ ºÉ½þÒ Ênù¶ÉÉ ¨Éä +ÉMÉä {ÉÒgøÒ {É®ú {ÉÒgøÒ ¤ÉføiÉä VÉÉ ®ú½äþ ½èþ *

{É®Æú¨{É®úÉ ¦ÉÒ ½þ̈ ÉÉ®úÒ ºÉÆºEÞòÊiÉ EòÉ BÆEò +iªÉ +Ê¦ÉzÉ +ÆMÉ ½èþ CªÉÉäÊEò <xÉºÉä ºÉä ½þÒ ºÉ¦ÉÒ EòÉä {ÉÚ́ ÉÇVÉÉä, ºÉä EÖòUô ºÉÒJÉxÉä EòÉä Ê¨É±ÉiÉÉ

½èþ* ±ÉäÊEòxÉ {É®Æú¨{É®úÉ Eäò´É±É Ê¨ÉlªÉÉ +ÉÆb÷¤É®ú B´ÉÆ EÖò®úÒÊiÉªÉÉä ºÉä ¦É®úÉ xÉ½þÒ ½þÉäxÉÉ SÉÉÊ½þªÉä, +ÉVÉ EòÒ xÉÉ®úÒ EòÉä SÉÉÊ½þªÉä ÊEò Eäò´É±É EÖò®úÒÊiÉªÉÉä

EòÉä {É®ú̈ {É®úÉ Eäò xÉÉ¨É {É®ú xÉ OÉ½þhÉ Eò®äú ¤ÉÎ±Eò <ºÉ ºÉÆnù¦ÉÇ ̈ Éå OÉ½þhÉ Eò®äú ÊEò ºÉÆºEÞòÊiÉ EòÉä VÉÒÊ´ÉiÉ ®úJÉÉ VÉÉªÉä +Éè®ú +ÉvÉÖÊxÉEòiÉÉ B´ÉÆ {É®ú̈ {É®úÉ+Éä

¨Éä ºÉÉ¨ÉVªÉºªÉ ºlÉÉÊ{ÉiÉ Eò®äú ÊVÉºÉºÉä ÊEò nùÉäxÉÉä +Éä®ú ºÉä iÉÉ±É¨Éä±É ¤ÉxÉÉ ®ú½äþ *

+iÉ: {É®ú¨{É®úÉ B´ÉÆ ®úÒÊiÉ Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ º´ÉÆªÉ ¨Éå VÉèºÉä ºÉÆºEÞòÊiÉ Eäò +É¦ÉÚ¹ÉhÉ ½èþ +Éè®ú xÉÉ®úÒ EòÉä <xÉEòÉ ºÉ¨¨ÉÉxÉ Eò®úiÉä ½ÖþªÉä, +ÉvÉÖÊxÉEòiÉÉ,

{É®Æú¨{É®úÉ BǼ É ®úÒÊiÉ Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ EòÉä VÉÒÊ´ÉiÉ ®úJÉiÉä ½ÖþªÉä ºÉÉ¨ÉÆVªÉºÉ ºlÉÉÊ{ÉiÉ Eò®úxÉÉ ½èþ ÊVÉºÉºÉä ºÉÆºEÞòÊiÉ B´ÉÆ xÉÉ®úÒ |É¡ÖòÎ±±ÉiÉ ½þÉäiÉÒ ®ú½äþ +Éè®ú

½þ̈ ÉÉ®úÉ näù¶É EòÒ vÉ®úÉä½þ®ú ½þ̈ ÉÉ®úÉ ºÉÆºEÞòÊiÉ ¦ÉÒ VÉÒÊ´ÉiÉ ®ú½þ ºÉEäò *

- Jherh Mh- flag
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{É®ú̈ {É®úÉ +Éè®ú ®úÒÊiÉ-Ê®ú́ ÉÉVÉ :  xÉÉ®úÒ Eäò oùÎ¹]õEòÉähÉ ¨Éå

½þ̈ ÉÉ®úÉ näù¶É ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ Ê´ÉÊ¦ÉzÉ VÉÉÊiÉ-VÉxÉVÉÉÊiÉ ºÉä ¦É®ú{ÉÚ®ú BEò Ê´É¶ÉÉ±É ºÉÉ©ÉÉVªÉ ½èþ * ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ ̈ Éå Ê´ÉÊ¦ÉzÉ vÉ¨ÉÇ Eäò ±ÉÉåMÉ ®ú½þiÉä ½éþ * ½þ̈ É ºÉ¦ÉÒ

+{ÉxÉä-+{ÉxÉä vÉ¨ÉÇ Eäò +xÉÖºÉÉ®ú +{ÉxÉÒ - +{ÉxÉÒ {É®ú¨{É®úÉ +Éè®ú  ®úÒÊiÉ-Ê®´ÉÉVÉÉå ºÉä ¤ÉÆvÉä ½ÖþB ½èþ* <ºÉ {É®ú¨{É®úÉ +Éè®ú Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ EòÉ |É¦ÉÉ´É ºÉÊnùªÉÉå

ºÉä  SÉ±ÉÉ +É ®ú½þÉ ½èþ* ªÉä {É®ú¨{É®úÉªÉå ºÉ¤ÉEòÒ +±ÉMÉ +±ÉMÉ ½þÉäiÉÒ ½èþ* <xÉEäò

VÉÊ®úB BEò {ÉÊ®ú´ÉÉ®ú ºÉ¨ÉÉÊVÉEòiÉÉ Eäò ¤ÉÆvÉxÉ ¨Éå ºÉÊnùªÉÉå ºÉä ¤ÉÆvÉÉ ½Öþ+É ½èþ *

½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú PÉ®ú{ÉÊ®ú́ ÉÉ®ú ́ É ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ ̈ Éä BEòiÉÉ ¤ÉxÉÒ ®ú½äþ <ºÉÒÊ±ÉB {É®ú̈ {É®úÉ +Éè®ú

®úÒÊiÉ-Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ EòÉä ¤ÉxÉÉªÉÉ MÉªÉÉ ½èþ* <ºÉ Ê´É¹ÉªÉ ̈ Éå {ÉÖ°ü¹ÉÉå ºÉä VªÉÉnùÉ ̈ ÉÊ½þ±ÉÉªÉÉå

EòÉ ªÉÉäMÉnùÉxÉ ®ú½þÉ ½èþ* CªÉÉåÊEò {ÉÖ°ü¹ÉÉå EòÉ EòÉ¨É ½þÉäiÉÉ ½èþ vÉxÉ Eò¨ÉÉxÉÉ +Éè®ú

+Éè®úiÉÉå EòÉ EòÉ¨É ½þÉäiÉÉ ½èþ  BEò {ÉÊ®ú́ ÉÉ®ú EòÉä SÉ±ÉÉxÉÉ, PÉ®ú Eäò EòÉ¨ÉÉå ̈ Éå vªÉÉxÉ

näùxÉÉ* BEò +Éè®úiÉ ½þÒ ½èþ VÉÉä +{ÉxÉä ¤ÉSSÉÉå ºÉä ±ÉäEò®ú PÉ®ú Eäò ºÉ¦ÉÒ ±ÉÉäMÉÉå EòÉ

JªÉÉ±É ®úJÉiÉÒ ½èþ, ºÉ¤ÉEòÉ JÉÉxÉ-{ÉÉxÉ EòÉ vªÉÉxÉ ®úJÉiÉÒ ½èþ* BEò ±Éc÷EòÒ

¨ÉÉªÉEäò EòÉä UôÉäc÷Eò®ú VÉ¤É ºÉºÉÖ®úÉ±É VÉÉiÉÒ ½èþ, xÉªÉÒ =¨¨ÉÒnù, xÉªÉÒ =¨ÉÆMÉ Eäò

ºÉÉlÉ =ºÉEòÉ VÉÒ´ÉxÉ |ÉÉ®ú̈ ¦É ½þÉäiÉÉ ½èþ* ºÉºÉÖ®úÉ±É EòÒ xÉªÉÒ {É®ú̈ {É®úÉ +Éè®ú Ê®ú́ ÉÉVÉ EòÉä +{ÉxÉÉ ̈ ÉÉxÉEò®ú ̈ É®úiÉä nù̈ É iÉEò ÊxÉ¦ÉÉiÉÒ ½èþ* {ÉÖ®úÉxÉä VÉ¨ÉÉxÉä

EòÒ +Éè®úiÉå ÊºÉ¡Çò PÉ®ú-Ênù́ ÉÉ®úÉå Eäò +Ænù®ú ̈ Éå ®ú½þEò®ú ½þÒ ºÉ¦ÉÒ EòÉ¨É ÊxÉ{É]õÉiÉÒ lÉÓ * +Éè®úiÉ ¤ÉÉ½þ®úÒ nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ ̈ Éå EòÉ¨É Eò®úiÉÒ iÉÉä =ºÉEòÉå ¤ÉnùxÉÉ¨ÉÒ

EòÒ nùnÇù ºÉ½þxÉ {Éc÷iÉÉ lÉÉ *  =ºÉä ¤ÉÖ®úÒ xÉVÉ®ú ºÉä näùJÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ lÉÉ *  ºEÖò±É VÉÉxÉÉ ¦ÉÒ BEò VÉ¨ÉÉxÉä ̈ Éå +Éè®úiÉÉå Eäò Ê±ÉB ºÉ½þÒ xÉ½þÓ ̈ ÉÉxÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ

lÉÉ *  ±ÉäÊEòxÉ xÉªÉÒ {É®ú¨{É®úÉ ́ É Ê®úÊiÉ-Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ Eäò ºÉÉlÉ ºÉÉlÉ nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ ¦ÉÒ ¤Énù±ÉiÉÒ ½èþ* BEò  ÊnùxÉ ªÉä VÉ¨ÉÉxÉÉ  ¦ÉÒ +ÉªÉÉ ÊEò +Éè®úiÉÉå EòÉå ºEÚò±É

VÉÉxÉä EòÉ ̈ ÉÉèEòÉ Ê¨É±ÉÉ * xÉÉ®úÒ EòÒ ËVÉnùMÉÒ ̈ Éå vÉÒ®äú vÉÒ®äú ¤Énù±ÉÉ´É +ÉxÉä ±ÉMÉä*  ́ ÉÉä +{ÉxÉä {Éè®úÉå {É®ú JÉc÷Ò ½þÉäxÉä ±ÉMÉÒ ºÉÉ¨ÉÉÊVÉEò ́ É +ÉÌlÉEò

iÉÉè®ú {É®ú +Éè®úiÉ +Énù̈ ÉÒ Eäò ºÉÉlÉ ºÉÉlÉ EòÉ¨É Eò®úxÉä ±ÉMÉÓ* PÉ®ú Eäò EòÉ¨É Eäò ºÉÉlÉ

ºÉÉlÉ +Éè®úiÉ ¤ÉÉ½þ®ú EòÉ EòÉ¨É ¦ÉÒ Eò®úxÉÒ ±ÉMÉÒ* +Éè®úiÉ JÉÖnù Eò¨ÉÉxÉä ±ÉMÉÓ* +Éè®úiÉ

BEò ¨ÉÉªÉxÉä ¨Éå º´ÉÉvÉÒxÉ ½þÉäxÉä ±ÉMÉÒ*

{ÉÖ®úÉxÉÒ VÉ¨ÉÉxÉä ̈ Éå, +Éè®úiÉå +{ÉxÉÒ {É®ú̈ {É®úÉ +Éè®ú ®úÒÊiÉÊ®ú́ ÉÉVÉ ºÉ½þÒ ½þÉä ªÉÉ MÉ±ÉiÉ

=ºÉä ºÉ½þxÉ Eò®úiÉÒ lÉÓ *  {É®ú ́ ÉHò Eäò ¤Énù±ÉxÉä Eäò ºÉÉlÉ ºÉÉlÉ ́ ÉÉä +xªÉÉªÉ Eäò ÊJÉ±ÉÉ¡ò

¦ÉÒ +É´ÉÉVÉ =`öÉxÉä ±ÉMÉÓ* BEò +Éè®úiÉ ½þÒ ½èþ VÉÉä +{ÉxÉä PÉ®ú, ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ ́ É näù¶É EòÉä +ÉMÉä

¤ÉgøÉxÉä ̈ Éå  +½þ̈ É ¦ÉÚÊ¨ÉEòÉ ÊxÉ¦ÉÉ ºÉEòiÉÒ ½èþ* ½þ®ú ¤ÉSSÉÉ +{ÉxÉÒ ̈ ÉÉÄ ºÉä ½þÒ {É®ú̈ {É®úÉ +Éè®ú

®úÒÊiÉÊ®ú´ÉÉVÉ EòÉ {ÉÉ`ö ¶ÉÖ°ü´ÉÉiÉÒ iÉÉè®ú {É®ú ±ÉäiÉÉ ½èþ *  BEò +Éè±ÉÉnù EòÉ iÉ®úCEòÒ ¨ÉÉxÉä BEò ¨ÉÉÄ EòÒ ºÉ¡ò±ÉiÉÉ +Éè®ú BEò ¨ÉÉÄ EòÒ ºÉ¡ò±ÉiÉÉ

BEò +Éè®úiÉ EòÒ ºÉ¡ò±ÉiÉÉ *

+{ÉxÉÉ PÉ®äú±ÉÚ EòÉ¨É EòÉVÉ Eäò ºÉÉlÉ ºÉÉlÉ {É®ú̈ {É®úÉ EòÉ YÉÉxÉ ¤ÉSSÉÉå EòÉä näùxÉÉ ¤É½ÖþiÉ ½þÒ VÉ°ü®úÒ ½èþ * <ºÉ YÉÉxÉ Eäò ºÉÉlÉ nÚùºÉ®úÉå EòÒ {É®ú̈ {É®úÉ

EòÉä +Énù®ú Eò®úxÉä EòÉ Ê¶ÉIÉÉ näùxÉÉ ¦ÉÒ =iÉxÉÉ ½þÒ VÉ¯û®úÒ ½èþ* nÚùºÉ®úÉå EòÒ +SUôÒ {É®ú¨{É®úÉ EòÉä +{ÉxÉÉå ¨Éå ¶ÉÉÊ¨É±É Eò®úxÉÉ SÉÉÊ½þB*

+ÆiÉ ̈ Éå, ½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ +Éè®ú {É®ú¨{É®úÉ ̈ Éå xÉÉ®úÒ EòÉ CªÉÉ ̈ É½þi´É ½èþ, <ºÉ ́ ÉHò´ªÉ

ºÉä VÉÉÊ½þ®ú ½þÉäiÉÉ ½èþ :-

"ªÉjÉ xÉÉ®úÒ {ÉÚVªÉÆiÉä ®ú¨ÉxiÉä iÉjÉ näù́ ÉiÉÉ'

+lÉÉÇiÉ VÉ½þÉÄ xÉÉ®úÒ EòÒ {ÉÚVÉÉ ½þÉäiÉÒ ½èþ ´É½þÉ näù́ ÉiÉÉ ÊxÉ´ÉÉºÉ Eò®úiÉä ½èþ*

- ±ÉäEòÒ ¤Énù®ú±ÉÉä<
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OÉÉ¨ªÉ VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ¨Éå |ÉSÉÊ±ÉiÉ |ÉlÉÉB +Éè®ú =xÉ¨Éå =±ÉZÉÒ ¨ÉÊ½þ±ÉÉBå

½þ̈ Éå <Ç·É®ú xÉä VÉx¨É ÊnùªÉÉ ½èþ, ÊEò ½þ̈ É =qäù¶ªÉ {ÉÚhÉÇ VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ¨Éå ºÉiEò¨ÉÇ Eò®åú ºÉ¤É Eäò Ê±ÉB ={ÉªÉÉäMÉÒ ¤ÉxÉå +Éä®ú º´ÉÆªÉ ¦ÉÒ |ÉºÉzÉ ®ú½åþ *

ºÉ¦ÉÒ EòÉä {ÉÚhÉÇ +ÊvÉEòÉ®úÒ ½èþ ÊEò ́ É½þ VÉèºÉÉ SÉÉ½åþ, ́ ÉèºÉÉ ¤ÉxÉå, {É®ú VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ºÉ¡ò±É =ºÉÒ EòÉ ̈ ÉÉxÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ ÊVÉºÉ¨Éå ́ ÉÉä Eäò´É±É +{ÉxÉÉ ½þÒ xÉ½þÓ,

´É®úxÉÉ +{ÉxÉä näù¶É, näù¶É´ÉÉÊºÉªÉÉå +Éè®ú ºÉ½þ́ ÉÉÊºÉªÉÉå Eäò Ê±ÉB EÖòUô ¦ÉÒ Eò®ú ºÉEåò *

±ÉäÊEòxÉ CªÉÉ +É{ÉEòÉä ±ÉMÉiÉÉ ½èþ OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ <±ÉÉEòÉå ¨Éå ®ú½þxÉä ´ÉÉ±ÉÒ ¨ÉÊ½þ±ÉÉBä BäºÉÉ Eò®ú {ÉÉªÉÒ ½èþ *

Eò<Ç ±ÉÉäMÉ Eò½þiÉä ½éþ ÊEò ªÉ½þ ºÉ¤É Ê´ÉvÉÉiÉÉ EòÉ JÉä±É ½èþ *  ±ÉäÊEòxÉ ¨Éé  Eò½ÚÄþMÉÒ ÊEò ªÉ½þ ºÉ¤É ¨ÉÉxÉ´É VÉÉÊiÉ Eäò ´ÉVÉ½þ ºÉä ½þÒ ½þÉä ®ú½þÉ

½èþ *  OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ <±ÉÉEòÉå ¨Éå +¦ÉÒ ¦ÉÒ ½þ̈ É ¨ÉÊ½þ±ÉÉ+Éå EòÉä EÖòUô |ÉlÉÉ+Éå ¨Éå ¤ÉÆvÉ VÉÒxÉÉ {Éc÷ ®ú½þÉ ½èþ *  OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ¨ÉÊ½þ±ÉÉ+Éå EòÉ PÉ®ú ºÉä ¤ÉÉ½þ®ú

xÉ½þÒ ÊxÉEò±ÉxÉä ÊnùªÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ ÊºÉ¡Çò PÉ®äú±ÉÚ EòÉªÉÇ Eò®úxÉä EòÒ ½þÒ <VÉÉVÉiÉ ½þÉäiÉÒ ½èþ * ªÉ½þ ºÉ¤É <ºÉÊ±ÉB CªÉÉä ÊEò Ê¶ÉIÉÉ EòÉ ºiÉ®ú ́ É½þÉì +SUôÉ

xÉ½þÒ ½èþ * +Éè®úiÉ PÉ®ú {É®ú JÉÉxÉÉ ¤ÉxÉÉxÉÉ +Éè®ú ¤ÉSSÉÉå EòÒ näùJÉ®äúJÉ Eò®úiÉÒ ®ú½åþ iÉÉä =xÉEòÉ PÉ®ú ¨Éå +SUôÉ ºÉ¨¨ÉÉxÉ ½èþ *  +Éè®úiÉ ªÉÊnù PÉ®ú ºÉä

¤ÉÉ½þ®ú ÊxÉEò±É Eò®ú EÖòUô EòÉ¨É Eò®úEäò ½þÉlÉ ¤Éì]õÉxÉÉ SÉÉ½äþ iÉÉä =ºÉä ®úÉäEò ÊnùªÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ ªÉ½þ Eò½þEò®ú ÊEò iÉÖ̈ É +Éè®úiÉ ½þÉ OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ±ÉÉäMÉ ¦ÉÒ

iÉ®ú½þ-iÉ®ú½þ EòÒ ¤ÉÉiÉä Eò®úxÉä ±ÉMÉiÉä ½éþ *

Eò<Ç VÉMÉ½þÉä {É®ú iÉÉä +Éè®úiÉ +{ÉxÉä ÊºÉ®ú ºÉä {É±±ÉÚ ¦ÉÒ xÉ½þÓ ½þ]õÉ ºÉEòiÉÒ ½éþ, =x½åþ ½þ̈ Éä¶ÉÉ {Énæù ¨Éå ®ú½þxÉÉ {Éc÷iÉÉ ½èþ * näù¶É ¨Éå CªÉÉ ½þÉä

®ú½þÉ ½èþ =x½åþ EÖòUô {ÉiÉÉ ½þÒ xÉ½þÓ SÉ±ÉiÉÉ ½èþ *

=x½äþ PÉ®ú ºÉä ¤ÉÉ½þ®ú ÊxÉEò±ÉxÉä EòÉ ̈ ÉÉèEòÉ ¦ÉÒ iÉ¦ÉÒ Ê¨É±ÉiÉÉ ½èþ VÉ¤É ́ ÉÉä +{ÉxÉä PÉ®ú VÉÉB ªÉÉ EòÉä<Ç iªÉÉè½þÉ®ú, Ê´É´ÉÉ½þ ªÉÉ Eò½þÓ {ÉÊiÉ Eäò ºÉÉlÉ

VÉÉxÉÉ ½þÉä *

+Éè®úiÉ EòÉä +¤É±ÉÉ Eò½þÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ * =x½äþ Eò¨ÉVÉÉä®ú |ÉÉhÉÒ ¨ÉÉxÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ * =x½åþ ½þ̈ Éä¶ÉÉ =±ÉÉ½þxÉÉå EòÉ ºÉÉ¨ÉxÉÉ Eò®úxÉÉ {Éc÷iÉÉ ½èþ *

½þ̈ Éä¶ÉÉ =xÉEòÉä +{ÉxÉä ºÉä ¤Éc÷Éä ºÉä JÉÖ±ÉEò®ú ¤ÉÉiÉ Eò®úxÉä EòÒ <VÉÉVÉiÉ xÉ½þÓ ½þÉäiÉÒ ½èþ * ªÉÊnù =x½þÉäxÉä EÖòUô VÉ¤ÉÉ¤É näùxÉä EòÉ ºÉÉ½þºÉ ÊEòªÉÉ VÉÉä

=xÉEòÒ ¶ÉÉ¨ÉiÉ +É MÉªÉÒ * =ºÉä iÉ®ú½þ-iÉ®ú½þ EòÒ +É{ÉÊkÉVÉxÉEò Ê]õ{{ÉÊhÉªÉÉå EòÉ ¦ÉÒ ºÉÉ¨ÉxÉÉ Eò®úxÉÉ {Éc÷iÉÉ ½èþ *

½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ ¨Éå ªÉÊn ÊEòºÉÒ +Éè®úiÉ EòÉ {ÉÊiÉ ¨É®ú VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ =ºÉä Ê´ÉvÉ´ÉÉ Eò½þÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ +Éè®ú =ºÉä ºÉ¡äònù ºÉÉc÷Ò {É½þxÉÉ ÊnùªÉÉ

VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ * =ºÉä ÊEòºÉÒ ¦ÉÒ +SUäô +´ÉºÉ®ú ºÉä ´ÉÆÊSÉiÉ Eò®ú ÊnùªÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ * CªÉÉåÊEò =ºÉä +¶ÉÖ¦É ºÉ¨ÉZÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ *

±ÉäÊEòxÉ ½þ̈ Éä ªÉ½þ xÉ½þÓ ¦ÉÚ±ÉxÉÉ SÉÉÊ½þB ÊEò ºÉ¦ÉÒ ±ÉÉäMÉ BEò ½þÒ Ê¨É]Âõ]õÒ ºÉä ¤ÉxÉä ½èþ BäºÉÉ xÉ½þÓ EÖòUô ±ÉÉäMÉ ºÉÉäxÉä ªÉÉ ±ÉÉä½äþ ºÉä ¤ÉxÉä ½èþ *

ºÉ¦ÉÒ EòÉä VÉÒxÉä EòÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉxÉ +ÊvÉEòÉ®ú ½þÉäxÉÉ SÉÉÊ½þB *

+ÆiÉ ¨Éä ¨Éé ÊºÉ¡Çò ªÉ½þ Eò½þ ºÉEòiÉÒ ½ìþÚ ÊEò +ÉxÉä ´ÉÉ±Éä ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ¨Éå BEò xÉªÉÒ nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ JÉc÷Ò ½þÉä VÉÉB VÉ½þÉì ½þ̈ É ºÉ¤É BEò ½þÉä * <Ç·É®ú xÉä

½þ̈ Éå +SUôÉ<Ç EòÉ ®úÉºiÉÉ ÊnùJÉÉªÉÉ ½èþ * <xÉ EÖò®úÒÊiÉªÉÉå ºÉä {ÉnùÉÇ =`öÉEò®ú OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ̈ ÉÊ½þ±ÉÉBÄ ¦ÉÒ +ÉvÉÖÊxÉEò ̈ ÉÊ½þ±ÉÉªÉÉå Eäò ºÉÉlÉ Eònù̈ É Ê¨É±ÉÉEò®ú

SÉ±É ºÉEäò *
-  ®äúxÉÚ ËºÉ½þ
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+ÉvÉÖÊxÉEòiÉÉ +Éè®ú {É®ú̈ {É®úÉ ¨Éå ºÉÉ¨ÉVÉºªÉ ºlÉÉÊ{ÉiÉ Eò®úiÉÒ +ÉVÉ EòÒ ¦ÉÉ®úiÉÒªÉ xÉÉ®úÒ

<ºÉ Ê´É¹ÉªÉ {É®ú Ê´ÉºiÉÉ®ú ºÉä SÉSÉÉÇ Eò®úxÉä ºÉä {É½þ±Éä ¨Éé +É{É ºÉ¦ÉÒ EòÉä ¦ÉÉ®úiÉÒªÉ xÉÉ®úÒ Eäò ¤ÉÉ®äú ¨Éå EÖòUô ¨ÉÚ±É ¤ÉÉiÉä ¤ÉiÉÉxÉÉ SÉÉ½ÚÄþMÉÒ *

|ÉÉSÉÒxÉ EòÉ±É ºÉä ½þÒ ¦ÉÉ®úiÉÒªÉ xÉÉ®úÒ ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ Eäò ½þ®ú IÉäjÉ ¨Éå +{ÉxÉÉ ¤É½Öþ̈ ÉÚ±ªÉ ªÉÉäMÉnùÉxÉ näùiÉÒ +ÉªÉÒ ½èþ, SÉÉ½äþ ´ÉÉä näù́ ÉÒ nÖùMÉÉÇ Eäò °ü{É ¨Éå

½þÉä ªÉÉ BEò {ÉÉ®Æú{ÉÊ®úEò ¦ÉÉ®úiÉÒªÉ xÉÉ®úÒ Eäò °ü{É ̈ Éå *  nÖùMÉÉÇ xÉä ̈ ÉÊ½þºÉÉºÉÖ®ú EòÉ ºÉÆ½þÉ®ú ÊEòªÉÉ lÉÉ VÉÉä xÉÉ®úÒ ¶ÉÊHò EòÉ B½þºÉÉºÉ Ênù±ÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ +Éè®ú

ºÉÉlÉ ¨Éå ªÉ½þ ¦ÉÒ ¤ÉiÉ±ÉÉiÉÉ  ½èþ ÊEò xÉÉ®úÒ ÊEòiÉxÉÒ ¶ÉÊHò¶ÉÉ±ÉÒ ½èþ *  ªÉ¶ÉÉänùÉ Eäò °ü{É ¨Éå xÉÉ®úÒ BEò ºÉÖÊ¶ÉÊIÉiÉ B´ÉÆ ºxÉä½þ̈ ÉªÉÒ ¨ÉÉÄ Eäò ¨É¨ÉiÉÉ

Eäò °ü{É ̈ Éå ZÉ±ÉEòiÉÒ ½èþ * ºÉÒiÉÉ  VÉ½þÉÄ ̈ É½þ±É UôÉäc÷Eò®ú ®úÉ¨É Eäò ºÉÉlÉ ́ ÉxÉ´ÉÉºÉÒ ®ú½þiÉÒ ½èþ, VÉÉä {ÉixÉÒ vÉ¨ÉÇ B´ÉÆ iªÉÉMÉ EòÒ {É®úÒ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ ¤ÉiÉ±ÉÉiÉÉ

½èþ *  ́ É½þÓ pùÉè{ÉnùÒ EòÉ VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ºÉÉ¨ÉÆVÉºªÉ B´ÉÆ ºÉÊ½þ¹hÉÖiÉÉ EòÉ Ê¨ÉºÉÉ±É ½èþ *  ̈ ÉÒ®úÉ¤ÉÉ<Ç |Éä̈ É B´ÉÆ Ê´É·ÉÉºÉ EòÒ {ÉÊ®ú¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ ½èþ iÉÉä ±ÉI¨ÉÒ¤ÉÉ<Ç ́ ÉÒ®úiÉÉ

EòÒ +lÉÉÇiÉ xÉÉ®úÒ Eäò +xÉäEòÉå °ü{É ½èþ VÉèºÉä-näù́ ÉÒ, nÖùMÉÉÇ, ¨ÉÉÄ, ¤Éä]õÒ, {ÉixÉÒ, ¤É½þxÉ <iªÉÉÊnù *

<ºÉ Ê´É¹ÉªÉ EòÉä ªÉÊnù Ê´É·É {É]õ±É {É®ú ®úJÉEò®ú näùJÉÉ VÉÉªÉä iÉÉä ¦ÉÉ®úiÉÒªÉ xÉÉ®úÒ ºÉ¤ÉºÉä

¶ÉÊHò¶ÉÉ±ÉÒ B´ÉÆ +ÉvÉÖÊxÉEòiÉÉ +Éè®ú {É®ú¨{É®úÉ ¨Éå ºÉÉ¨ÉVÉºªÉ Ê¤É`öÉEò®ú SÉ±ÉxÉä ´ÉÉ±ÉÒ ½èþ *

21 ́ ÉÒ ºÉnùÒ ̈ Éå ®ú½þiÉä ½ÖþB ¦ÉÒ +ÉvÉÖÊxÉEòiÉÉ EòÉä =iÉxÉÉ ½þÒ +{ÉxÉÉªÉÉ ÊVÉºÉºÉä ¦ÉÉ®úiÉÒªÉ

{É®Æú{É®úÉ EòÉä EòÉä<Ç xÉÖEòºÉÉxÉ xÉ {É½ÖÄþSÉä *  +ÉVÉ EòÒ ¦ÉÉ®úiÉÒªÉ xÉÉ®úÒ VÉ½þÉÄ ½þ́ ÉÉ<Ç VÉ½þÉVÉ =b÷ÉiÉä

½ÖþB ¦ÉÒ +{ÉxÉÒ {ÉÉ®Æú{ÉÊ®úEò nùÉÊªÉi´É VÉèºÉä ¨ÉÉÄ, {ÉixÉÒ <iªÉÉÊnù Eäò vÉ¨ÉÇ ÊxÉ¦ÉÉxÉÉ xÉ½þÓ ¦ÉÚ±ÉiÉÒ,

´É½þÉÄ Ê´Énäù¶ÉÉå ¨Éå <ºÉEòÉ +¦ÉÉ´É ½èþ *

¦ÉÉ®úiÉÒªÉ xÉÉ®úÒ, VÉÉä ºÉÞÎ¹]õ EòÒ BEò +xÉ¨ÉÉä±É näùxÉ ½èþ, {É®ú¨{É®úÉ+Éä EòÉä VÉÒÊ´ÉiÉ ®úJÉxÉä ¨Éå ºÉIÉ¨É ½èþ, <ºÉÊ±ÉB Eò½þÉ MÉªÉÉ ½èþ :-

"VÉxÉxÉÒ VÉx¨É¦ÉÚÊ¨É¶SÉ º´ÉMÉÉÇnùÊ{É MÉÊ®úªÉºÉÒ' +lÉÉÇiÉ ̈ ÉÉÄ B´ÉÆ VÉx¨É¦ÉÚÊ¨É º´ÉMÉÇ ºÉä ¦ÉÒ ̈ É½þÉxÉ ½èþ *

½þ̈ ÉÉ®úÉ näù¶É +xÉäEòÉä ®úÒÊiÉ ®úÒ´ÉÉVÉÉå EòÉ näù¶É ½èþ * {É®Æú{É®úÉªÉä ¨ÉÚ±É °ü{É ºÉä ºÉÉ¨ÉÉÊVÉEò ¤ÉÆvÉxÉ B´ÉÆ ºÉÉè½þÉnÇù EòÉä ¨ÉVÉ¤ÉÚiÉ ¤ÉxÉÉªÉä ®úJÉxÉä

Eäò Ê±ÉB ¤ÉxÉÉªÉÒ VÉÉiÉÒ ½éþ * vÉÒ®äú-vÉÒ®äú {É®ú¨{É®úÉªÉä ¤ÉÆvÉxÉ B´ÉÆ EÖòÊ®úÊ´ÉªÉÉä ¨Éå ¤Énù±ÉiÉä MÉªÉä, ÊVÉºÉEòÉ ¡òÉªÉnùÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ Eäò EÖòUô JÉÉºÉ ±ÉÉäMÉÉå EòÉä

Ê¨É±ÉiÉÉ MÉªÉÉ * xÉÉ®úÒ EòÉä SÉÉ®ú nùÒ´ÉÉ®úÒ ¨Éå ¤ÉÆnù Eò®úEäò ®úJÉÉ VÉÉxÉä ±ÉMÉÉ, Ê¶ÉIÉÉ ºÉä +±ÉMÉ ®úJÉÉ MÉªÉÉ ÊVÉºÉEäò EòÉ®úhÉ xÉÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÆvÉxÉÉä B´ÉÆ

EÖòÊ®úÊiÉªÉÉå EòÉ Ê¶ÉEòÉ®ú ½þÉä, ¦ÉÉäMÉ Ê´É±ÉÉºÉ B´ÉÆ ´ÉÆ¶É ¤ÉgøÉxÉä EòÒ ¨É¶ÉÒxÉ ¤ÉxÉEò®ú ®ú½þ MÉ<Ç *

Ê¡ò®ú BEò ¤Énù±ÉÉ´É EòÒ GòÉÆÊiÉ +É<Ç +Éè®ú xÉÉ®úÒ EòÉä +{ÉxÉÒ ¶ÉÊHò EòÉ Ê¡ò®ú ºÉä B½þºÉÉºÉ ½Öþ+É *  ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ Eäò ½þ®ú IÉäjÉ ̈ Éå +{ÉxÉÉ ªÉÉäMÉnùÉxÉ

näùEò®ú ªÉä ºÉÉÊ¤ÉiÉ Eò®ú ÊnùªÉÉ ÊEò xÉÉ®úÒ +¤É±ÉÉ xÉ½þÓ ½èþ *

xÉÉ®úÒ Eäò ¶ÉÊHò EòÉ B½þºÉÉºÉ ºÉä {ÉÖ°ü¹É |ÉvÉÉxÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ Eäò ºÉÉäSÉ ̈ Éå ¤Énù±ÉÉ´É +ÉªÉÉ +Éè®ú xÉÉ®úÒ EòÉä ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ ̈ Éå ¤É®úÉ¤É®úÒ EòÉ nùVÉÉÇ Ê¨É±ÉÉ*

+ÉVÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ Eäò ½þ®ú IÉäjÉ ̈ Éå xÉÉ®úÒ +{ÉxÉÒ ={ÉÎºlÉÊiÉ ÊnùJÉÉ SÉÖEòÒ ½èþ, SÉÉ½äþ ́ ÉÉä ±ÉÉ±É ÊEò±ÉÉ ½þÉä ªÉÉ ±Éc÷É<Ç EòÉ ̈ ÉènùÉxÉ, VÉèÊ´ÉEò Ê´ÉYÉÉxÉ

½þÉä ªÉÉ +ÆiÉÊ®úIÉ Ê´ÉYÉÉxÉ, ÊSÉÊEòiºÉEò ½þÉä ªÉÉ +x´Éä¶ÉEò, EòÉªÉÇEòÉ®úÒ ½þÉä ªÉÉ ÊºÉ{ÉÉ½þÒ, EòÉ{ÉÉæ®äú]õ ½þÉä ªÉÉ VÉ¨¤ÉÉäVÉä]õ *

<xÉ Ê´É¹É¨É {ÉÊ®úÎºlÉÊiÉ ¨Éå +ÉvÉÖÊxÉEòiÉÉ B´ÉÆ {É®ú¨{É®úÉ, ®úÒiÉÒ Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉÉå Eäò ¤ÉÒSÉ iÉÉ±É¨Éä±É ®úJÉiÉä ½ÖþB ¦ÉÒ {ÉÊ®ú´ÉÉÊ®úEò ¤ÉÆvÉxÉÉä EòÉä EòÉªÉ¨É

®úJÉiÉÒ ½èþ *

+ÉvÉÖÊxÉEòiÉÉ B´ÉÆ {É®Æú{É®úÉ nùÉäxÉÉä Eäò ¤ÉÒSÉ ºÉÉ¨ÉÆVÉºªÉ ºlÉÉÊ{ÉiÉ ®úJÉxÉÉ ¦ÉÉ®úiÉÒªÉ xÉÉ®úÒ EòÉä {É½þSÉÉxÉ ¤ÉxÉ SÉÖEòÉ  ½èþ *  ¦ÉÉ®úiÉÒªÉ {É®Æú{É®úÉ ½þ̈ Éä¶ÉÉ

iÉÖ±ÉxÉÉi¨ÉEò B´ÉÆ ́ ÉéYÉÉÊxÉEò iÉlªÉÉå {É®ú +ÉvÉÉÊ®úiÉ ®ú½þÉ ½èþ ÊVÉºÉä ÊxÉ¦ÉÉxÉä ̈ Éå ¦ÉÉ®úiÉÒªÉ xÉÉ®úÒ ºÉ¤ÉºÉä +ÉMÉä ½èþ, <xÉEäò Ê¤ÉxÉÉ EòÉä<Ç ¦ÉÒ iªÉÉä½þÉ®ú ¡òÒEòÉ

½èþ, <ºÉÊ±ÉB ½þ̈ É MÉ´ÉÇ ºÉä Eò½þ ºÉEòiÉä ½èþ :-

"xÉÉ®úÒ iÉÖ̈ É ¸ÉvnùÉ ½þÉä Ê´É·ÉÉºÉ ®úVÉiÉ xÉ¦É iÉ±É ¨Éå, Ê{ÉªÉÚ¹É ¸ÉÉäiÉ ºÉÒ ¤É½þÉ Eò®úÉä iÉÖ̈ É VÉÒ´ÉxÉ Eäò ºÉ¨ÉiÉ±É ¨Éå *'

- VÉªÉÉ Ê¨É¸ÉÉ
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={É´ÉÉºÉ ´É =xÉEòÉ +ÉvÉÉ®ú

ÊnùxÉ |ÉÊiÉÊnùxÉ Eäò VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ̈ Éä xÉÉ VÉÉxÉä ÊEòiÉxÉä ½þÒ ±ÉÉäMÉ ={É´ÉÉºÉ ®úJÉiÉä ½èþ * ̈ ÉÊ½þ±ÉÉ+Éä Eäò ºÉÉlÉ-ºÉÉlÉ {ÉÖ°ü¹É ¦ÉÒ <xÉEòÒ ={ÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ+Éä

EòÉä ¨ÉÉxÉiÉä ½èþ ±ÉäÊEòxÉ ={É´ÉÉºÉ ®úJÉxÉä Eäò {ÉÒUäô Eäò EòÉ®úhÉ EòÉä ¶ÉÉªÉnù ½þÒ EÖòUô ±ÉÉäMÉ VÉÉxÉiÉä ½èþ CªÉÉäÊEò <ºÉEòÒ Eò¦ÉÒ +´É¶ªÉEòiÉÉ ½þÒ

xÉ½þÒ ºÉ¨ÉZÉÒ VÉÉiÉÒ* nùÉnùÒ-xÉÉxÉÒ Eäò uùÉ®úÉ ÊEòB VÉÉxÉä ´ÉÉ±Éä µÉiÉ ªÉÉ ={É´ÉÉºÉ ½þ̈ É Eò®úiÉä ®ú½þiÉä ½èþ *

ºÉ{iÉÉ½þ EòÉ |ÉiªÉäEò ÊnùxÉ ÊEòºÉÒ xÉÉ ÊEòºÉÒ näù́ ÉiÉÉ ºÉä ºÉ¨¤ÉÊvÉiÉ ½èþ ÊVÉxÉEòÉ +{ÉxÉÉ BEò ´ÉÉ½þxÉ, VÉÉä  {É¶ÉÖ ªÉÉ {ÉIÉÒ Eäò °ü{É ¨Éå ½þÉäiÉÉ

½èþ +Éè®ú ½þ®ú näù́ ÉÒ ªÉÉ näù́ ÉiÉÉ+Éå EòÉä EÖòUô JÉÉºÉ ´ÉIÉÉä Eäò {ÉkÉä, ¡Úò±É, ¡ò±É ¦ÉÒ SÉføÉB VÉÉiÉä ½èþ ÊVÉxÉEäò Ê¤ÉxÉÉ ½þ̈ ÉÉ®úÒ {ÉÚVÉÉ +vÉÚ®úÒ ½þÉäiÉÒ ½èþ *

Eò<Ç |ÉEòÉ®ú Eäò +xÉÉVÉ ¦ÉÒ <ºÉÒ ̧ ÉähÉÒ ̈ Éä +ÉiÉä ½èþ * ªÉä ºÉ¦ÉÒ ́ É½þÒ SÉÒVÉä ½èþ VÉÉä |ÉEÞòÊiÉ ºÉä ½þ̈ Éä Ê¨É±ÉiÉÒ ½èþ ªÉÉÊxÉ ̈ ÉxÉÖ¹ªÉ EòÉä {Éäb÷-{ÉÉèvÉä, VÉÒ´É

VÉxiÉÖ ´É <Ç·É®ú ºÉ¦ÉÒ Ê¨É±ÉEò®ú ªÉ½þÒ |Éä®úhÉÉ näùiÉä ½éþ EòÒ |ÉEÞòÊiÉ ºÉä |Éä̈ É ½þÒ <Ç·É®ú EòÒ ºÉÉvÉxÉÉ ½èþ * ={É´ÉÉºÉ Eäò ÊnùxÉ ºÉÖ¤É½þ =`öEò®ú xÉ½þÉxÉÉ,

{ÉÚVÉÉ-{ÉÉ`ö Eò®úxÉÉ ºÉÉ®äú ÊnùxÉ Ê¤ÉxÉÉ ¦ÉÉäVÉxÉ Eäò ®ú½þxÉÉ, ½þ̈ Éä vÉèªÉḈ ÉÉxÉ ¤ÉxÉxÉä EòÒ |Éä®úhÉÉ näùiÉÉ iÉÉÊEò ½þ̈ É VÉÒ´ÉxÉ EòÒ EòÊ`öxÉÉ<+Éä ºÉä xÉÉ PÉ¤É®úÉB*

näù́ ÉÒ näù́ ÉiÉÉ+Éä Eäò |ÉÊiÉ ¸ÉrùÉ |ÉEò]õ Eò®úxÉä EòÉ µÉiÉ ªÉÉ ={É´ÉÉºÉ BEò iÉ®úÒEòÉ ½èþ *

ºÉÉ´ÉxÉ Eäò ̈ É½þÒxÉä ̈ Éå |ÉiªÉäEò ºÉÉä̈ É´ÉÉ®ú EòÉä µÉiÉ ÊEòªÉÉ

VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ * ¦ÉÉnùÉä ̈ ÉÉºÉ ̈ Éä ¦ÉÒ VÉèxÉ vÉ¨ÉÇ Eäò +xÉÖªÉÉªÉÒ ={É´ÉÉºÉ

®úJÉiÉä ½èþ, <ºÉÒ ̈ ÉÉºÉ ̈ Éä ½þÒ ̈ É½þÒxÉä ¦É®ú SÉ±ÉxÉä ́ ÉÉ±Éä ̈ ÉÖº±É¨ÉÉxÉÉå

Eäò ®úÉäVÉä ¦ÉÒ +ÉiÉä ½èþ * +MÉ®ú ½þ̈ É näùJÉä ªÉä ºÉ¦ÉÒ-SÉÉiÉÖÇ̈ ÉÉºÉ

¨Éä +ÉiÉä ½èþ * SÉÉiÉÖÇ̈ ÉÉºÉ ªÉÉÊxÉ ´É¹ÉÇ Eäò SÉÉ®ú ¨É½þÒxÉä ÊVÉºÉ¨Éä

½þ̈ ÉÉ®úÉ {ÉÉSÉxÉ iÉÆjÉ Eò¨ÉVÉÉä®ú ®ú½þiÉÉ ½èþ +Éè®ú ́ É¹ÉÉÇ @ñiÉÖ ̈ Éä {Éä]õ

ºÉä ºÉ¨¤ÉÊvÉiÉ ®úÉäMÉ VªÉÉnùÉ ½þÉäiÉä ½èþ <ºÉÊ±ÉB Eò¨É ºÉä Eò¨É JÉÉxÉÉ,

½þ±EòÉ ´É ºÉÖ{ÉÉSªÉ ¦ÉÉäVÉxÉ Eò®úxÉÉ ½þÒ ¸ÉäªÉºÉEò®ú ½þÉäiÉÉ ½èþ *

={É´ÉÉºÉ Eäò ¤É½þÉxÉä ½þ̈ É +{ÉxÉä º´ÉÉºªlÉ EòÉä `öÒEò ®úJÉ {ÉÉiÉä

½èþ ºÉÉlÉ ½þÒ <Ç·É®ú EòÒ +É®úÉvÉxÉÉ EòÉä +ÊvÉEò ºÉ¨ÉªÉ näùEò®ú

{ÉÚ®úÉ Eò®ú {ÉÉiÉä ½èþ* Ê½þxnÚù vÉ¨ÉÇ ̈ Éä <x½þÒ SÉÉ®ú ̈ É½þÒxÉÉä ̈ Éä EòÉä<Ç ¦ÉÒ

¶ÉÖ¦É EòÉªÉÇ xÉ½þÒ ÊEòªÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ, VÉèºÉä - Ê´É´ÉÉ½þ, MÉÞ½þ |É´Éä¶É <iªÉÉÊnù CªÉÉäÊEò ¦ÉÉäVÉxÉ VÉ±nùÒ nÚùÊ¹ÉiÉ ½þÉä VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ +Éè®ú nÚùÊ¹ÉiÉ {ÉÉxÉÒ Eäò EòÉ®úhÉ

{Éä]õ Eäò ®úÉäMÉ VªÉÉnùÉ ¤ÉgøiÉä ½èþ <ºÉÊ±ÉB ´É¹ÉÉÇ @ñiÉÖ ¨Éä ½þ±EòÉ ¦ÉÉäVÉxÉ Ê±ÉªÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ *

+Ê·ÉxÉ ¨ÉÉºÉ Eäò EÞò¹hÉ {ÉIÉ ºÉä {ÉÚ́ ÉÇVÉÉä Eäò Ê±ÉB ÊEòB VÉÉxÉä ´ÉÉ±Éä ¸ÉÉrù ¶ÉȪ û ½þÉä VÉÉiÉä ½èþ ªÉä ¦ÉÒ Ê{ÉiÉ®úÉå EòÉä ªÉÉnù Eò®úxÉä Eäò

ºÉÉlÉ-ºÉÉlÉ ÊEòºÉÒ ¦ÉÒ ¶ÉÖ¦É EòÉªÉÇ Eäò Ê±ÉB =ÊSÉiÉ xÉ½þÒ ¨ÉÉxÉä VÉÉiÉä * EòÉä<Ç =iºÉ´É ªÉÉ JÉÖ¶ÉÒ xÉ½þÒ ¨ÉxÉÉ<Ç VÉÉiÉÒ ½èþ * Ê{ÉiÉ®úÉå EòÉä ªÉÉnù Eò®úxÉä

iÉlÉÉ +{ÉxÉÒ MÉ±ÉÊiÉªÉÉå ªÉÉ {É®ú¨{É®úÉ EòÉä xÉÉ ÊxÉ¦ÉÉ {ÉÉxÉä Eäò Ê±ÉB IÉ¨ÉÉ |ÉÉlÉÇxÉÉ EòÒ VÉÉiÉÒ ½èþ * Ê{ÉiÉ®úÉä EòÉ iÉ{ÉÇhÉ ¦ÉÒ <ºÉÒ ̈ Éä ÊEòªÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ*

+Ê·ÉxÉ ¨ÉÉºÉ Eäò ¶ÉÖC±É {ÉIÉ ºÉä xÉ´É®úÉjÉÉä EòÉ +É®ú¨¦É ½þÉäiÉÉ ½èþ PÉ]õ-ºlÉÉ{ÉxÉÉ Eäò ºÉÉlÉ iÉEò xÉÉè ÊnùxÉÉä iÉEò SÉ±ÉxÉä ´ÉÉ±Éä xÉ´É®úÉjÉÒ

µÉiÉ ¦ÉÒ ¶ÉȪ û ½þÉä VÉÉiÉä ½èþ ÊVÉºÉ¨Éä +zÉ xÉÉ ±ÉäEò®ú Eäò´É±É ¡ò±ÉÉ½þÉ®ú ÊEòªÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ * ºÉÉlÉ ½þÒ ¶É®únù @ñiÉÖ EòÒ ¦ÉÒ vÉÒ®äú-vÉÒ®äú ¶ÉȪ û+ÉiÉ

½þÉäxÉä ±ÉMÉiÉÒ ½èþ, ÊnùxÉ UôÉä]äõ ½þÉäxÉä ±ÉMÉiÉä ½þÒ, ´ÉÉiÉÉ´É®úhÉ ¨Éä ¤Énù±ÉÉ´É +ÉxÉä ±ÉMÉiÉÉ ½èþ * {ÉÚVÉÉ {ÉÉ`ö Eäò ºÉÉlÉ-ºÉÉlÉ ¶ÉÖ¦É EòÉªÉÇ ¦ÉÒ +É®ú¨¦É

½þÉä VÉÉiÉä ½èþ, xÉªÉÒ ¡òºÉ±É, xÉ<Ç ºÉÎ¤VÉªÉÉÆ, xÉB ¡ò±ÉÉä EòÉ +ÉMÉ¨ÉxÉ ¦ÉÒ ¶ÉȪ û ½þÉä VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ VÉÉä EòÒ xÉÉè ÊnùxÉ iÉEò SÉ±ÉxÉä ´ÉÉ±Éä ={É´ÉÉºÉÉä ¨Éä

={ÉªÉÉäMÉ ¨Éä ±ÉÉB VÉÉiÉä ½èþ *

+xiÉ ̈ Éä ½þ̈ É ªÉ½þ Eò½þ ºÉEòiÉä ½èþ EòÒ ½þ®ú ={É´ÉÉºÉ ½þ̈ Éä <Ç·É®ú +Éè®ú |ÉEÞòÊiÉ Eäò +Éä®ú {ÉÉºÉ ±Éä VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ CªÉÉäÊEò ªÉä |ÉEÞòÊiÉ, VÉÒ´É VÉxiÉÖ

ºÉ¦ÉÒ <Ç·É®ú Eäò uùÉ®úÉ ¤ÉxÉÉB MÉB ½èþ ÊVÉxÉEäò Ê¤ÉxÉÉ ½þ̈ ÉÉ®úÉ EòÉä<Ç +ÉvÉÉ®ú ½þÒ xÉ½þÓ ½èþ*

- +±ÉEòÉ MÉÖ{iÉÉ
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Ñß÷Ü¨î  Ñßçðü±ð

        £çð çðÙðÚð ØððÜÃð Ùð÷ü µðÐÍ±ðôÑÃð ÙððøÚðá ¨îð äððçðÐð çÆððòÑðÃð èð÷ µðô¨îð Æðð | ¨îðøò¾âÚð £Ðð¨÷î ÑßÏððÐð ¡ÙððÃÚð Æð÷ |

äððçðÐð ¨÷î ãð÷ èó çðãð÷áçðãððá Æð÷ | ò¨üîÃðô çðÃÃðð ¨÷î µð¨îðµððøÏð çð÷ ÇõÜ µððÂð©Úð ¨îó ¡ÑðÐðó ¨ôîò¾Úðð çÆððòÑðÃð Æðó| ¸ðóãðÐð Ùð÷ü

çððÇ±ðó òãðµððÜð÷ü Ùð÷ü £ÐÐðÃðäðóâðÃðð £Ðð¨÷î ¸ðóãðÐð Ùð÷ü ÑßòÃðòÇÐð ÑßòÃðò×ðüòÙ×ðÃð èð÷ Üèó Æðó | £Ðð òÇÐðð÷ü òãðÇ÷äðó Úððëðó  ÒîðèÚððÐð

ØððÜÃð ̈ îó Úððëðð ÑðÜ Æðð | £çð¨îó ‚µ¶ð  ØððÜÃð ̈ ÷  ÑßÏððÐðÙðüëðó Úðð ÑßÏððÐð ¡ÙððÃÚð çð÷ òÙðâðÐð÷ ̈ îó Æðó | Ñðõ¶Ãð÷ èô¦ ãð÷ µððÂð©Úð

¨îó ¨ôîò¾Úðð Ùð÷ü Ñðèôûµð÷ | Ç÷®ðð ò¨î µððÂð©Úð Üð¸ð¨îóÚð ¨îðÚðá ¨îÜÐð÷ Ùð÷ü ÃðââðóÐð Æð÷ ¦ãðü £Ðð¨÷î Ñððçð Çð÷ ÇóÑð¨î Ü®ð÷ èô¦ Æð÷ |

¦¨î ¸ðâð Üèð Æðð ¦ãðü ÇõçðÜð ×ðô»ðð èô¡ð Æðð | ÒîðèÚððÐð ¨îð÷ Ç÷®ð¨îÜ µððÂð©Úð Ðð÷ £Ðè÷üü ×ðø¿ðÚðð ÃðÆðð ÇõçðÜ÷ ãððâð÷ ÇóÑð¨î ¨îð÷

¸ðâðð¨îÜ Ñðèâðð ãððâðð ×ðô»ðð òÇÚðð | ÒîðèÚððÐð ‚çð ³ð¾Ððð ¨îð÷ ¨îðøÃðôèâðÑðõãðá¨î

Ç÷®ð Üè÷ Æð÷ | ¡ðøÑðµððòÜ¨î ×ððÃðµðóÃð

çðÙððÑÃð èð÷Ðð÷ ¨÷î ×ððÇ ÒîðèÚððÐð Ðð÷

£©Ãð ³ð¾Ððð ¨îó µðµððá ¨îó ¦ãðü

¨îðÜÂð ¸ððÐðÐðð µððèð | µððÂð©Úð

Ðð÷ ×ðÃððÚðð ò¨î Ñðèâð÷ ¸ð×ð ÙðøÈ

Üð¸ð¨îóÚð ¨îðÚðá ¨îÜ Üèð Æðð Ãðð÷

£çð¨÷î òâð¦ Üð¸Úð ÎðÜð £Ñðâð×Ïð

¨îÜðÚð÷ ±ðÚð÷ ÇóÑð¨î ¨îð £ÑðÚðð÷±ð

¨îÜ Üèð Æðð | ÑðÜÐÃðô ¡ðÑðçð÷ ãÚðò©Ãð±ðÃð Øð÷ü¾ è÷Ãðô Ùð÷Ü÷ ãÚðò©Ãð±ðÃð ®ðµð÷á çð÷

¸ðâð Üè÷ ÇóÑð¨î ¨îð £ÑðÚðð÷±ð ò¨îÚðð ±ðÚðð| Úðè £ÃÃðÜ çðôÐð¨îÜ ÒîðèÚððÐð ¨îð

µððÂð©Úð ¨÷î ÑßòÃð åÎð çð÷ òçðÜ »ðô¨î ±ðÚðð ¡ðøÜ £Ðè÷ü ‚çð ×ððÃð ¨îð ìððÐð èð÷

±ðÚðð ò¨î ØððÜÃð ©Úðð÷ü ÙðèðÐð èø | ÏðÐÚð èø ¦÷çðó ãÚðò©Ãð±ðÃð äðôòµðÃðð ¸ðð÷ £µµð

ÑðÇ ÑðÜ ÜèÃð÷ èô¦ ¨îðÚðÙð Æðó |

- ÑðãðÐð ¨ôîÙððÜ çð÷¿, ¡ãðÜ å÷Âðó òâðòÑð¨î

çãððòçÃð¨î ¨îð ÙðèÃãð

çãððòçÃð¨î ¨îð÷ Ùððü±ðòâð¨î òµðÐèð÷ü Ùð÷ü çð×ðçð÷ ÑßÙðô®ð çÆððÐð ÑßðÑÃð èø |

¦÷çðð ÙððÐðð ̧ ððÃðð èø ò¨î ‚çðÙð÷ü äðò©Ãð ÑßÜ÷Âðð ¡ðøÜ çððøÈÇÚðá ̈ îð çðòÙÙðåÂð

èø | ¥±ðãð÷Ç ¨÷î ¡ÐðôçððÜ çãððòçÃð¨î çðõÚðá ¨îð ÑßÃðó¨î èø ¡ðøÜ çðõÚðá

çðÙðçÃð ÇøãðóÚð äðò©ÃðÚðð÷ü ̈ îð ̈ ÷îüÍ èø | çðõÚðá ̧ ðóãðÐð ÇðÃðð  èø | çãððòçÃð¨î

¨îð÷ çðõÚðá ¨îó ÑßòÃðÙðð ÙððÐðÃð÷ èô¦ £çð¨îó ¡ÜðÏðÐðð ¨îÜ çðõÚðá ¨îó çðÙðçÃð

òãðäð÷æðÃðð¡ð÷ü ¨îð÷ ÇäððáÐð÷ ¨îð £ÑðªîÙð ò¨îÚðð ¸ððÃðð èø | çãððòçÃð¨î ¨îó

µððÜ Øðô¸ðð¦ü µððÜ òÇäðð¦ü Øðó ÙððÐðó ±ð‚á èøÈ|

- èÜ÷ÐÍ ¨ôîÙððÜ, £ÃÃðÙð çðèðÚð¨î ‚ü¸ðóòÐðÚðÜ
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{É®ú̈ {É®úÉ+Éå EòÉ iÉlªÉÉÉi¨ÉEò +ÉvÉÉ®ú

<ºÉ Ê´É¹ÉªÉ {É®ú EÖòUô Ê±ÉJÉxÉä ªÉÉ Eò½þxÉä ºÉä {ÉÚ́ ÉÇ ®úÒÊiÉ Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ {É®ú¨{É®úÉ +Éè®ú Ê¶ÉIÉÉ Eäò {É®úº{É®ú ºÉ¨¤ÉxvÉ EòÉä VÉÉxÉ ±ÉäxÉÉ +É´É¶ªÉEò ½èþ*

®úÒÊiÉ Ê®ú́ ÉÉVÉ +Éè®ú {É®ú̈ {É®úÉ ½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú {ÉÚ́ ÉÇVÉÉå uùÉ®úÉ ºlÉÉÊ{ÉiÉ ́ Éä |ÉÊEòªÉÉBÄ +Éè®ú ́ ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉBÄ ½èþ VÉÉä ºÉ¨ÉEòÉÊ±ÉxÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ EòÉä |ÉiªÉIÉ ªÉÉ {É®úÉäIÉ ÊxÉEò]õ

ªÉÉ nÚù®úMÉÉ¨ÉÒ ±ÉÉ¦É {É½þSÉÉxÉä Eäò Ê±ÉB ¤ÉxÉÉ<Ç MÉ<Ç lÉÒ* ªÉ½þ ¤É½ÖþiÉ ½þÒ nÖù¦ÉÉÇMªÉ{ÉÚhÉÇ ®ú½þÉ ÊEò ½þ̈ ÉxÉä ºÉ¨ÉªÉ Eäò ºÉÉlÉ <xÉ ®úÒÊiÉ Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉÉå, ̄ ûÊfǿ ÉÉÊnùiÉÉ

+Éè®ú +Éhb÷̈ ¤É®úÉå ¨Éå ¤Énù±É ÊnùªÉÉ* =nùÉ½þ®úhÉ º´É¯û{É nù½äþVÉ |ÉlÉÉ, nù½äþVÉ EòÉ +lÉÇ =xÉ ={É½þÉ®úÉå ºÉä ½èþ VÉÉä xÉ´É ´É®ú ¤ÉvÉÖ Eäò ºÉ¨¤ÉxvÉÒ Ê´É´ÉÉ½þ

Eäò +´ÉºÉ®ú {É®ú näùiÉä ½èþ* ´ÉvÉÖ Eäò PÉ®ú´ÉÉ±Éä MÉÞ½þºlÉÒ Eäò ºÉ¨ÉÉxÉ +Éè®ú ´É®ú Eäò PÉ®ú´ÉÉ±Éä xÉ´É´ÉvÉÖ EòÉ PÉ®ú EòÉ ºÉnùºªÉ ¤ÉxÉÉiÉä ½ÖþB =ºÉEòÉ ¨ÉÉxÉ

Eò®úiÉä ½èþ nù½äþVÉ ́ É½þ ºÉ½þÉªÉiÉÉ ½èþ VÉÉä xÉ´É ́ É®ú-´ÉvÉÖ EòÒ iÉiEòÉÊ±ÉxÉ +É´É¶ªÉEòiÉÉBÄ ½èþ VÉÉä =x½åþ MÉÞ½þºlÉÒ SÉ±ÉÉxÉä Eäò Ê±ÉB ºÉ½þÉªÉEò ½þÉäiÉÒ ½èþ ±ÉäÊEòxÉ

ªÉ½þ ®úÒÊiÉ EÖò®úÉäÊiÉ ¤ÉxÉ MÉ<Ç VÉ¤É nù½äþVÉ BEò ̈ ÉÉÄMÉ ¤ÉxÉ +Éè®ú nù½äþVÉ ÊnùJÉÉ´Éä +Éè®ú |ÉÊiÉ¹`öÉ EòÉ |ÉiÉÒEò ¤ÉxÉ MÉªÉÉ* +ÉVÉ ¦ÉÒ Eò<Ç ̈ ÉÊ½þ±ÉÉBÄ nù½äþVÉ

EòÒ Ê¶ÉEòÉ®ú ½þÉäiÉÒ ½èþ* ½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú ®úÒÊiÉ-Ê®ú́ ÉÉVÉ {É®ú̈ {É®úÉBÄ ½þ̈ ÉÉ®úÒ {É½þSÉÉxÉ EòÉ |ÉiÉÒEò ½èþ* ½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú iÉÒVÉ-iªÉÉè½þÉ®úÉå Eäò EòÉ®úhÉ +ÉvÉÖÊxÉEò VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ̈ Éå JÉÖ¶ÉÒ

|ÉÉ{iÉ Eò®úiÉä ½èþ +Éè®ú {ÉÊ®ú´ÉÉ®ú ºÉä VÉÖcä÷ ®ú½þiÉä ½èþ* ®úÒÊiÉ Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉÉå +Éè®ú {É®ú¨{É®úÉ+Éè Eäò iÉEÇò B´ÉÆ ¨É½þi´ÉiÉÉ EòÉä ºÉ¨ÉZÉxÉä B´ÉÆ <ºÉEäò ´ÉÉºiÉÊ´ÉEò

º´É¯û{É EòÉä ¤ÉxÉÉB ®úJÉxÉä Eäò Ê±ÉB Ê¶ÉIÉÉ EòÉ ̈ É½þi´É ½èþ* +Ê¶ÉIÉÉ Eäò EòÉ®úhÉ ®úÒÊiÉ Eò¤É EÖò®úÒÊiÉ ¤ÉxÉ VÉÉiÉÒ ½èþ* <ºÉEòÉ +xÉÖ̈ ÉÉxÉ xÉ½þÓ ±ÉMÉÉªÉÉ

VÉÉ ºÉEòiÉÉ* ½þÉ±É ½þÒ ̈ Éå ºÉ¨ÉOÉÉ¨É Ê´É´ÉÉ½þ Eò®úxÉä Eäò Ê±ÉB JÉÉ{É {ÉÆSÉÉªÉiÉ EòÉ Ê´É´ÉÉÊ½þiÉÉå {É®ú +iªÉÉSÉÉ®ú <ºÉEòÉ =nùÉ½þ®úhÉ ½èþ* ½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú {ÉÚ́ ÉÇVÉÉå xÉä

ºÉ¨ÉMÉÉèjÉ B´ÉÆ ºÉ¨ÉOÉÉ¨É Ê´É´ÉÉ½þ EòÉä <ºÉÊ±ÉB |ÉÊiÉ¤ÉÆÊvÉiÉ ÊEòªÉÉ CªÉÉåÊEò BEò ºÉ¨ÉÉxÉ MÉÖhÉÉå ºÉ¨ÉÉxÉ ¦ÉÉèMÉÉäÊ±ÉEò |ÉÊiÉÎºlÉÊiÉªÉÉå Eäò EòÉ®úhÉ Ê´ÉÊ¦ÉzÉiÉÉ

xÉ½þÓ +ÉiÉÒ VÉÉä Ê´ÉEòÉºÉ EòÒ |É¨ÉÖJÉ EòºÉÉè]õÒ ½èþ* =nùÉ½þ®úhÉ º´É¯û{É ªÉÊnù ÊEòºÉÒ IÉäjÉ ¨Éå ºÉÉ¨ÉÉxªÉ ¯û{É ºÉä Eò¨É Eònù Eäò ±ÉÉäMÉ {ÉÉB VÉÉiÉä ½èþ,

ªÉÊnù =xÉEäò Ê´É´ÉÉ½þ ºÉ¨¤ÉxvÉ =ºÉÒ IÉäjÉ iÉEò ºÉÒÊ¨ÉiÉ ®ú½äþ iÉÉä ´É½þÉÆ ºÉnèù́ É Eò¨É Eònù Eäò ±ÉÉäMÉÉå Eäò Ê´É´ÉÉ½þ ºÉ¨¤ÉxvÉ ±É¨¤Éä ±ÉÉäMÉÉå Eäò ºÉÉlÉ ½þÉäMÉå

+Éè®ú BEò ¨ÉvªÉ¨É Eònù ´ÉÉ±ÉÒ {ÉÒføÒ VÉx¨É ±ÉäMÉÒ* ±ÉäÊEòxÉ <Eò iÉÉÌEòEò Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ EòÉä +Ê¶ÉIÉÉ Eäò EòÉ®úhÉ ±ÉÉäMÉÉå xÉä Eò]Âõ]õ®ú{ÉxÉ ¨Éå {ÉÊ®ú´ÉÌiÉiÉ

Eò®ú ÊnùªÉÉ +ÆiÉ ̈ Éå ½þ̈ Éå +{ÉxÉä ®úÒÊiÉ Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉÉå +Éè®ú {É®ú¨{É®úÉ+Éå Eäò ºÉ½þÒ º´É¯û{É EòÉä +{ÉxÉÉxÉÉ ½èþ +Éè®ú Ê¶ÉIÉÉ EòÉä ºÉ´ÉḈ ªÉÉ{ÉÒ ¤ÉxÉÉEò®ú ºÉÉIÉ®úiÉÉ

EòÉä ¤ÉgøÉxÉÉ ½èþ* +MÉ®ú ½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ̈ Éå Ê¶ÉIÉÉ EòÉ ̈ É½þi´É ®ú½äþMÉÉ iÉ¦ÉÒ ½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú ®úÒÊiÉ-Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ {É®ú¨{É®úÉ+Éå ºÉ½þÒ ̄ û{É ±Éä ºÉEòiÉä ½èþ* +MÉ®ú Ê¶ÉIÉÉ

EòÉ Ê´ÉEòÉºÉ xÉ½þÒ ®ú½þÉ iÉÉä ªÉ½þÒ ®úÒÊiÉ-Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ +Éè®ú {É®ú¨{É®úÉ+Éå BEò EÖò¯û{É ±Éä ºÉEòiÉä ½èþ* <ºÉÊ±ÉB Ê¶ÉIÉÉ ½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ̈ Éå ¤É½ÖþiÉ ̈ É½þi´É{ÉÚhÉÇ

½èþ* Ê¶ÉIÉÉ Eäò nùÉªÉ®äú ¨Éå ®ú½þEò®ú ½þÒ ½þ̈ É ®úÒÊiÉ-Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ ´É {É®ú¨{É®úÉ+Éå EòÉä ¯ûÊfǿ ÉÉÊnùiÉÉ ºÉä ¤ÉSÉÉªÉÉ VÉÉ ºÉEòiÉÉ ½èþ* +Éè{É ´É½þ ºÉÖ®úÊIÉiÉ ¦ÉÒ ®ú½þ

ºÉEòiÉä ½èþ* ½þ̈ É BEò ºÉÉ¨ÉÉÊVÉEò |ÉÉhÉÒ ½èþ <ºÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ ̈ Éå ®ú½þiÉä ½þ̈ Éå ®úÒÊiÉ-Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ +Éè®ú {É®ú¨{É®úÉ+Éå EòÉ {ÉÉ±ÉxÉ Eò®úxÉÉ SÉÉÊ½þB +Éè®ú Ê¶ÉIÉÉ EòÉä

+ÉMÉä ¤ÉgøÉiÉä ½ÖþB ®úÒÊiÉ-Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉÉå +Éè®ú {É®ú¨{É®úÉ+Éå EòÉ ºÉÖ®úÊIÉiÉ ®úJÉxÉÉ SÉÉÊ½þB*

-  +SÉÇxÉÉ iªÉÉMÉÒ

¦ÉÉ®úiÉÒªÉ xÉÉ®úÒ EòÒ {ÉÖEòÉ®ú
ÊEòiÉxÉÒ ¨ÉÊhÉªÉÉ ±ÉÖ]õ MÉªÉÒ ?
ÊEò iÉxÉÉ ¨Éä®úÉ ´Éè¦É´É +´É¶Éä¹É !
iÉÚ vªÉÉxÉ ¨ÉMxÉÂ ½þÒ ®ú½þÉ <vÉ®ú
´ÉÒ®úÉxÉ ½Öþ+É {ªÉÉ®úÉ º´Énäù¶É

ÊEòxÉ pèùÉ{ÉÊnùªÉÉEäò Eäò ¤ÉÉ±É JÉÖ±Éä ?
ÊEòxÉ ÊEòxÉ EòÊ±ÉªÉÉå EòÉ +xiÉ ½Öþ+É ?
Eò½þ ½þnùªÉ JÉÉä±É ÊSÉiÉÉè®ú! ªÉ½þÉÄ
ÊEòiÉxÉä ÊnùxÉ V´ÉÉ±ÉÉ ¤ÉºÉxiÉ ½Öþ+É ?

{ÉÖUäô ÊºÉºÉEòiÉÉ EòhÉ ºÉä Ê½þ̈ É{ÉÊiÉ
iÉä®úÉ ´É½þ ®úÉVÉºlÉÉxÉ Eò½þÉ ?
´ÉxÉ ´ÉxÉ º´ÉiÉjÉiÉÉ nùÒ{É Ê±ÉªÉä
Ê¡ò®úxÉä́ ÉÉ±ÉÉ ¤É±É´ÉÉxÉ Eò½þÉÄ ?

iÉÚ {ÉÚUô +´ÉvÉ ºÉä ®úÉ¨É Eò½þÉÄ ?
´ÉÞxnùÉ ¤ÉÉä±ÉÉä vÉxÉ¶ªÉÉ¨É Eò½þÉÄ ?
+Éä ¨ÉMvÉ * Eò½þÉÄ ¨Éä®äú +¶ÉÉäEò ?
´É½þ SÉxpùMÉÖ{iÉ ¤É±É®úÉ¨É Eò½þÉÄ ?

®úÒ °üÊ{É±É´ÉºiÉÖ ! Eò½þ ¤ÉÖvnùnäù́ É
Eäò ´Éä ¨ÉÆMÉ±É ={Énäù¶É Eò½þÉÄ ?
ÊiÉ¤¤É±É, <Ç®úÉxÉ, +É{ÉÉxÉ, SÉÒxÉ
iÉEò MÉªÉä ½ÖþB ºÉÆnäù¶É Eò½þÉÄ ?

Eò½þ näù ¶ÉÆEò®ú ºÉä +ÉVÉ Eò®äú
´Éä |É±ÉªÉ xÉÞiªÉ Ê¡ò®úBEò ¤ÉÉ®ú
ºÉÉ®äú ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ ̈ Éå MÉÖÆVÉ = ä̀ö

½þ®ú ½þ®ú ¤É¨É EòÉ Ê¡ò®ú ¨É½þÉäSSÉÉ®ú !

- ¨É½åþpù SÉÉèvÉ®úÒ, = xÉÉÊ´ÉEò
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ªÉ½þÒ +ÉVÉ EòÒ xÉÉ®úÒ ½èþ

Jeans tight, shirt white

Jewellery {É½þxÉä very light

¤É¨ºÉå ¨Éå Silk saree ½èþ

ªÉ½þÒ +ÉVÉ EòÒ xÉÉ®úÒ ½èþ

Time Eò¨É ½èþ, EòÉ¨É ¤É½ÖþiÉ ½èþ

Busy ªÉä ¨Éä®úÒ VÉÉxÉ ¤É½ÖþiÉ ½èþ

But shopping EòÒ iÉèªÉÉ®úÒ ½èþ

ªÉ½þÒ +ÉVÉ EòÒ xÉÉ®úÒ ½èþ

Ê¤ÉxÉ ªÉÉxÉ SÉÉÄnù {É®ú {É½ÖÄþSÉä ªÉä

{ÉÊiÉ EòÒ {ÉMÉÉ®ú nù¤ÉÉäSÉä ªÉä

+SUôÉä - +SUôÉä {É®ú ¦ÉÉ®úÒ ½èþ

ªÉ½þÒ +ÉVÉ EòÒ xÉÉ®úÒ ½èþ

Full-Time maid ½èþ PÉ®ú ¨Éå

<ºÉEòÉä nùnÇù ½èþ ºÉ®ú ¨É å

But ‘Kity’ EòÒ ±ÉÉSÉÉ®úÒ ½èþ
ªÉ½þÒ +ÉVÉ EòÒ xÉÉ®úÒ ½èþ

Discount Eò½þÉÄ +Éè®ú Sale Eò½þÉÄ ½èþ

Serial ¨Éå ÊEòºÉEòÉ ‘male’ Eò½þÉÄ ½èþ
nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ EòÒ VÉÉxÉEò®úÒ ½èþ

ªÉ½þÒ +ÉVÉ EòÒ xÉÉ®úÒ ½èþ

¨ÉÎxnù®ú xÉ½þÓ, Parlour EòÉ {ÉiÉÉ ¨ÉÉ±ÉÚ̈ É ½èþ

¦ÉÒiÉ®ú ºÉä SÉÉ¨ÉÖÆb÷É, SÉä½þ®äú ºÉä ¨ÉÉºÉÚ̈ É ½èþ

¤ÉºÉ ºÉ¨ÉZÉÉä BEò Eò]õÉ®úÒ ½èþ

ªÉ½þÒ +ÉVÉ EòÒ xÉÉ®úÒ ½èþ

Figure EòÒ ËSÉiÉÉ ®ú½þiÉÒ ½èþ

Power yoga ªÉä Eò®úiÉÒ ½èþ

Dieting EòÉ ºÉ¡ò®ú VÉÉ®úÒ ½èþ

ªÉ½þÒ +ÉVÉ EòÒ xÉÉ®úÒ ½èþ

Charity BEò ¤É½þxÉÉ ½èþ

New dress ÊnùJÉÉxÉÉ ½èþ

½þ®ú EòÉä<Ç ÊVÉºÉ {É®ú ´ÉÉ®úÒ ½èþ

ªÉ½þÒ +ÉVÉ EòÒ xÉÉ®úÒ ½èþ

Office, secretary, bank, library

Credit card ‘n’ date of expiry
½þ®ú SÉÒVÉ EòÒ {É½þ®äúnùÉ®úÒ ½èþ

ªÉ½þÒ +ÉVÉ EòÒ xÉÉ®úÒ ½èþ

Diamond SÉÉ½þÒB, Gold xÉ½þÓ

MÉ®ú {ÉÊiÉ {É®ú <ºÉEòÉ hold xÉ½þÓ

ºÉ¨ÉZÉÉä ÊEòº¨ÉiÉ EòÒ ¨ÉÉ®úÒ ½èþ

ªÉ½þÒ +ÉVÉ EòÒ xÉÉ®úÒ ½èþ

{É±É ¨Éå JÉÖ¶É +Éè®ú {É±É ¨Éå JÉ¡òÉ

+¶EòÉå ¨Éå näù ºÉ¤ÉEòÉä ¤É½þÉ

ªÉä xÉÉÊMÉxÉ <SUôÉvÉÉ®úÒ ½èþ

ªÉ½þÒ +ÉVÉ EòÒ xÉÉ®úÒ ½èþ

{ÉÚVÉÉ {ÉÉ` ªÉä Eò®úiÉÒ ½èþ

"Eò®ú´ÉÉ SÉÉälÉ' ¦ÉÒ ®úJÉiÉÒ ½èþ

VÉèºÉÒ ¦ÉÒ ½èþ iÉÖ̈ ½þÉ®úÒ ½èþ

ªÉ½þÒ +ÉVÉ EòÒ xÉÉ®úÒ ½èþ ªÉ½þÒ +ÉVÉ EòÒ xÉÉ®úÒ ½èþ

-  b÷Éì |ÉÊiÉ¦ÉÉ ËºÉ½þ

"+ÉVÉ EòÒ xÉÉ®úÒ'
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½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú ®úÒÊiÉ -Ê®ú́ ÉÉVÉ B´ÉÆ {É®ú̈ {É®úÉBÄ

Ê½þxnÚù Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ BǼ É {É®ú¨{É®úÉBÆ ½þ̈ ÉÉ®úÒ ´ÉÉä vÉ®úÉä½þ®ú ½éþ VÉÉä ÊEò  ¤É®úºÉÉå (|ÉÉSÉÒxÉ EòÉ±É) ºÉä SÉ±ÉÒ +É ®ú½þÒ ½éþ *

½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú näù¶É ̈ Éå +±ÉMÉ - +±ÉMÉ ®úÉVªÉÉå ̈ Éå +±ÉMÉ - +±ÉMÉ {É®ú¨{É®úÉBÆ B´É ®úÒÊiÉ - Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ näùJÉxÉä EòÉä Ê¨É±ÉåMÉä ±ÉäÊEòxÉ EÖòUô BäºÉä iªÉÉè½þÉ®ú

BǼ É {É®ú¨{É®úÉBÆ ½èþ VÉÉä ÊEò ºÉÉ®úÉ näù¶É Ê¨É±ÉEò®ú ºÉÉlÉ ¨ÉxÉÉiÉÉ ½éþ, VÉÉä ½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú näù¶É EòÉä BEò ºÉÉlÉ VÉÉäc÷ näùiÉÒ ½éþ * EÖòUô BäºÉä iªÉÉè½þÉ®ú ½èþ VÉÉä ÊEò

½þ̈ Éä BEòiÉÉ +Éè®ú ¦ÉÉ<ÇSÉÉ®äú EòÉ {ÉÉ`ö {ÉgøÉiÉä ½éþ VÉèºÉä ½þÉä±ÉÒ, Ênù{ÉÉ´É±ÉÒ, ®úIÉÉ¤ÉvÉÆxÉ +Éè®ú º´ÉiÉÆjÉiÉÉ Ênù́ ÉºÉ B´ÉÆ MÉhÉiÉÆjÉ Ênù́ ÉºÉ *

VÉ½þÉÄ ½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú näù¶É ̈ Éå +SUôÒ {É®ú¨{É®úÉBÆ BǼ É +SUäô ®úÒÊiÉ Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ ½èþ ́ É½þÉÄ {É®ú EÖòUô ¤ÉÖ®úÒ |ÉlÉÉBÄ ¦ÉÒ ½éþ * ÊVÉx½äþ ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ ºÉä Ê¨É]õÉxÉÉ ½þ̈ ÉÉ®úÉ

½þ®ú Ê½þxnÖùºiÉÉxÉÒ EòÉ ºÉ´ÉÇ|ÉlÉ¨É ¡òVÉÇ ½èþ * VÉèºÉä ÊEò nù½äþVÉ |ÉlÉÉ, ±Éc÷ÊEòªÉÉå EòÉä xÉÉ {ÉgøÉxÉä EòÒ |ÉlÉÉ, ¤ÉÉ±É Ê´É´ÉÉ½þ VÉèºÉÒ EÖòÊ®úÊiÉªÉÉÆ +ÉVÉ ¦ÉÒ

½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú näù¶É Eäò Eò<Ç Ê½þººÉÉå ¨Éå näùJÉxÉä EòÉä Ê¨É±É VÉÉBMÉÒ *

+ÉVÉ ¦ÉÒ VÉ½þÉÄ BEò +Éä®ú nùÊIÉhÉ ¨Éå ±Éc÷ÊEòªÉÉå EòÉä VªÉÉnùÉ ¨ÉÉxÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ ´É½þÒ nÚùºÉ®úÒ +Éä®ú =kÉ®ú ¨Éä ±Éb÷EòÉå ºÉä ½þÒ ´ÉÆ¶É SÉ±ÉxÉä EòÒ

{É®ú¨{É®úÉ ̈ ÉÉxÉÒ VÉÉiÉÒ ½èþ * +ÉVÉ ¦ÉÒ ±Éc÷ÊEòªÉÉå EòÉä {É®úÉªÉÉvÉxÉ ºÉ¨ÉZÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½éþ * ̈ Éä®úÉ ̈ ÉÉxÉiÉÉ ½èþ ±Éb÷ÊEòªÉÉå EòÉä <iÉxÉÉ EòÉÊ¤É±É ¤ÉxÉÉ+Éä ÊEò

´ÉÉä Eò½þÓ ¦ÉÒ ®ú½þEò®ú +{ÉxÉä ¨ÉÉÄ - ¤ÉÉ{É EòÉ ºÉ½þÉ®úÉ ¤ÉxÉ ºÉEåò *

½þ̈ ÉÉ®úÉ ºÉ´ÉÇ|ÉlÉ¨É EòiÉḈ ªÉ ªÉ½þÒ ½èþ ÊEò ½þ̈ É +{ÉxÉÒ +ÉxÉä ́ ÉÉ±ÉÒ {ÉÒgøÒ EòÉä, +{ÉxÉä ¤ÉSSÉÉä EòÉä +{ÉxÉä iªÉÉè½þÉ®úÉå +{ÉxÉä ®úÒiÉÒ - Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉÉå EòÉ

¨É½þi´É ºÉ¨ÉZÉÉBÆ =x½åþ ¨ÉxÉÉxÉä EòÒ ºÉ½þÒ ®úÒiÉ ¤ÉiÉÉBÆ * =x½äþ ºÉ¨ÉZÉÉBÆ ¸É´ÉxÉ EÖò¨ÉÉ®ú EòÉèxÉ lÉÉ? ¸ÉÒ ®úÉ¨É SÉxpù VÉÒ EòÉä ¨ÉªÉÉÇnùÉ {ÉȪ û¹ÉÉäkÉ¨É

CªÉÉä Eò½þÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½éþ ? +Éè®ú ½þÉä±ÉÒ ½þ̈ Éå CªÉÉ ºÉÆnäù¶É näùiÉÒ ½èþ ? iÉlÉÉ ®úIÉÉ¤ÉxvÉxÉ {É®ú ¦ÉÉ<Ç +{ÉxÉÒ ¤É½þxÉ EòÒ ®úÉJÉÒ Eäò ¤Énù±Éä VÉÉä ´ÉSÉxÉ

näùiÉÉ ½èþ ´ÉÉä ªÉä ½þÉäxÉÉ SÉÉÊ½þB ÊEò ½þ̈ É +{ÉxÉÒ ¤É½þxÉ Eäò ½þ®ú ºÉÖJÉ ¨Éå nÖùJÉ ¨Éå ºÉÉlÉ nåùMÉä ´ÉÉä +MÉ®ú {ÉgøxÉÉ SÉÉ½äþ iÉÉä ½þ̈ É =ºÉä {ÉgøÉBÆMÉä ½þ̈ É

=ºÉEòÉ ºÉÉlÉ =ºÉEäò ½þ®ú +SUäô EòÉ¨É ¨Éå nåùMÉä * ½þ̈ É =ºÉä <iÉxÉÉ EòÉÊ¤É±É ¤ÉxÉÉxÉä EòÒ EòÉäÊ¶É¶É Eò®äúMÉå EòÒ =ºÉä ÊEòºÉÒ EòÒ ®úIÉÉ EòÒ

+É´É¶ªÉEòiÉÉ xÉ {Ébä÷ *

+ÉVÉ ½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú näù¶É EòÉä +É´É¶ªÉEòiÉÉ ½èþ ÊEò ½þ̈ É +{ÉxÉÒ ¤ÉÖ®úÒ |ÉlÉÉ+Éå ̈ Éå ¤Énù±ÉÉ´É ±ÉÉBÆ +Éè®ú ÊVÉiÉxÉÒ ¦ÉÒ ¤ÉÖ®úÒ |ÉlÉÉ ªÉÉ ®úÒiÉÒ - Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ

½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú näù¶É ̈ Éå ½èþ * =xÉEòÉä VÉb÷ ºÉä JÉi¨É Eò®åú +Éè®ú+ÉxÉä ́ ÉÉ±ÉÒ {ÉÒgøÒ EòÉä +SUäô ®úÒiÉÒ - Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ B´ÉÆ {É®ú¨{É®úÉ+Éä ºÉä +´ÉMÉiÉ Eò®úÉBÆ * iÉ¦ÉÒ

½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ näù¶É ¨Éå §É¹]õÉSÉÉ®ú EòÉ +xiÉ ½þÉä {ÉÉBäMÉÉ iÉ¦ÉÒ ¶ÉȪ û´ÉÉiÉ ½þÉäMÉÒ xÉB ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ EòÒ BEò º´ÉSUô ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ EòÒ *

- +xÉÖ®úÉvÉÉ ¦ÉÉ]õÒ
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EÖÆòÊ ö̀iÉ xÉèÊiÉEòiÉÉ

¤Énù±É MÉªÉÉ +¤É +Énù̈ ÉÒ, ¤Énù±Éä =ºÉEäò EòÉ¨É *

ÊnùxÉ ¨Éä ºÉÉè ¤ÉÉ®ú, ¤Énù±Éä +{ÉxÉÉ xÉÉ¨É **

¤ÉSÉÒ xÉ½þÒ ºÉnù¦ÉÉ´ÉxÉÉ, ¤ÉSÉÉ xÉ½þÒ +¤É {ªÉÉ®ú *

xÉèÊiÉEòiÉÉ EÖÆòÊ`öiÉ ½Öþ<Ç, ¨ÉÉxÉ´ÉiÉÉ ¤ÉÒ¨ÉÉ®ú **

+ÉVÉ SÉiÉÖÌnùEò ½þÉä ®ú½þÒ, ¨ÉÉxÉ´ÉiÉÉ EòÒ ½þÉ®ú *

nùÉxÉ´ÉiÉÉ EòÒ VÉªÉ Eò½äþ, MÉÉǼ É ¶É½þ®ú, +JÉ¤ÉÉ®ú **

ªÉÖMÉ BäºÉÉ +¤É +É MÉªÉÉ, Ê¤ÉMÉc÷ MÉªÉÉ ¨ÉÉ½þÉè±É *

ºÉc÷EòÉä {É®ú VÉxÉ PÉÚ̈ ÉiÉä, ½þÉlÉ Ê±ÉB Ê{ÉºiÉÉè±É **

nùÉxÉ´ÉiÉÉ Eäò ºÉÉ¨ÉxÉä, ̈ ÉÉxÉ´ÉiÉÉ ±ÉÉSÉÉ®ú *

EèòºÉÒ ½èþ ªÉ½þ ´Éä¤ÉºÉÒ, EèòºÉÉ ªÉ½þ ´ªÉÉ{ÉÉ®ú **

¤Éc÷¤ÉÉä±ÉÒ EòÒ ¦ÉÒb÷ ¨Éä, JÉb÷É ½èþ ºÉÆiÉ SÉÖ{ÉSÉÉ{É *

ºÉ½þ̈ ÉiÉ ½èþ ½þ®ú ¤ÉÉiÉ {É®ú, Eò½þ Eò®ú ¨ÉÉ<Ç - ¤ÉÉ{É **

SÉ±ÉxÉÉ nÚù¦É®ú ½þÉä MÉªÉÉ, ºÉc÷EòÉä {É®ú ½èþ +ÉVÉ *

¨ÉxÉ¨ÉÉxÉÒ ½þÉäxÉä ±ÉMÉÒ, +ÉªÉÉ VÉÆMÉ±É ®úÉVÉ **

nù½þ¶ÉiÉ EÖòUô ¤ÉgøÒ, PÉ]äõ ½þÉºÉ {ÉÊ®ú½þÉºÉ *

+lÉÇ½þÒxÉ ºÉÒ ÊVÉxnùMÉÒ, +ÉB EÖòUô xÉÉ ®úÉºÉ **

§É¹]õÉSÉÉ®úÒ PÉÖ̈ ÉiÉä ½éþ, ªÉ½þÉÄ - ´É½þÉÄ ÊxÉ:¶ÉEò *

ºÉVVÉxÉ nÖù¤ÉEäò Ê¡ò®ú ®ú½äþ, BäºÉÉ ½èþ +ÉÆiÉEò **

¤ÉxÉ¡Úò±ÉÉå EòÒ +ÉVÉEò±É, ¡òÒEòÒ {Éb÷Ò ºÉÖMÉÆvÉ *

ºÉÄºÉÉä ¨Éå PÉÖ±ÉxÉä ±ÉMÉÒ, +¤É ¤ÉÉ¯ûnùÒ MÉÆvÉ **

xÉèÊiÉEòiÉÉ Eäò ºÉÉ¨ÉxÉä +xÉèÊiÉEòiÉÉ ½Öþ<Ç ¤ÉÖ±ÉÆnù **

- näù́ Éäxpù ªÉÉnù́ É, |ÉvÉÉxÉ xÉÉÊ´ÉEò
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nù½äþVÉ |ÉlÉÉ - BEò ºÉÉ¨ÉÉÊVÉEò EÖò®úÒÊiÉ

<ºÉ Ê´É¹ÉªÉ {É®ú ̈ Éè SÉÉ®ú {ÉÆÊHòªÉÉ Ê±ÉJÉxÉÉ SÉÉ½ÚÆþMÉÒ :

ÊEòºÉÒ EòÉ xÉÚ®ú VÉ±É ®ú½þÉ ½þÉäMÉÉ,

EòÉä< ¨ÉVÉ¤ÉÚ®ú  VÉ±É ®ú½þÉ ½þÉäMÉÉ

vÉÖÆ+É +ÉºÉ¨ÉÉxÉ ¨Éå =`öiÉÉ ½èþ,

EòÉä<Ç ËºÉnÚù®ú  VÉ±É ®ú½þÉ ½þÉäMÉÉ

CªÉÉä xÉ½þÒ EòÉä<Ç Ê´É®úÉävÉ Eò®úiÉÉ <ºÉEòÉ ?

¤Éè̀ ö Eò®ú ÊºÉ¡Çò näùJÉiÉÒ ½èþ nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ ºÉÉ®úÒ

nù½äþVÉ xÉÉ Ê¨É±ÉxÉä {É®ú,

BEò ̈ ÉÉºÉÚ̈ É VÉ±ÉiÉÒ ½èþ ¤ÉäSÉÉ®úÒ

   CªÉÉä ºÉ¤É Eò®úiÉä ½èþ <iÉxÉä +iªÉÉSÉÉ®ú

BEò xÉÉ®úÒ {É®ú

 +Éè®ú iÉÚ CªÉÉå ½ÄþºÉxÉä näùiÉÒ ½èþ =xÉEòÉä,

iÉä®úÒ ±ÉÉSÉÉ®úÒ {É®ú

¨ÉÉxÉÉ ÊEò VÉÖ±¨É Eò®úxÉÉ ¨ÉxÉÉ ½èþ,

      {É®ú VÉÖ±¨É ºÉ½þxÉÉ =ºÉºÉä ¦ÉÒ ¤Éb÷É MÉÖxÉÉ½þ ½èþ

       iÉÚ JÉÖnù +{ÉxÉÒ +É´ÉÉVÉ =`É ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ ¨Éå,

             ºÉ¤É Eäò ¨ÉxÉ ¨Éå Ê´É®úÉävÉ ÊEò V´ÉÉ±ÉÉ ¦Éb÷EòÉ

¨ÉxÉÖ¹ªÉ ÊEò ¤ÉxÉÉ<Ç |ÉlÉÉ {É®ú,

½þ̈ É CªÉÉå Ê´É·ÉÉºÉ Eò®åú ?

½þ®ú BEò xÉÉ®úÒ VÉ±ÉiÉÒ ½èþ,

ÊEòºÉÒ xÉ ÊEòºÉÒ ¯û{É ¨Éå,nù½äþVÉ EòÒ +ÉMÉ ¨Éå,

+É+Éå ½þ̈ É ºÉ¤É Ê¨É±ÉEò®ú <ºÉEòÉ Ê´ÉxÉÉ¶É Eò®åú

ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ EòÒ EòÉäJÉ ¨Éå,

nù½äþVÉ Eäò nùÉxÉ´É EòÉä xÉÉ {ÉÉ±Éä xÉÉ {É±ÉxÉä näù

Ê¡ò®ú EòÉä< xÉÉ®úÒ <ºÉEòÒ V´ÉÉ±ÉÉ ¨Éå ¨ÉVÉ¤ÉÚ®ú ½þÉä Eäò xÉÉ VÉ±Éä

+É+Éä BäºÉÉ |ÉªÉÉºÉ Eò®äú

- ¸ÉÒ¨ÉiÉÒ Eò¨É±Éä¶É
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OBITUARY IS MORE THAN A CUSTOMARY ACT

Preface:

I did not wish to write this, but an obituary for a woman who was somebody’s mother, which I saw
today in the newspaper, motivated me to write this. And also the fact, that this was the first mother’s day
I spent away from my mom.

Whatever I have written is true to my feelings and thinking, and is also something I have observed
for quite some time. It also has a part of my real life experience and that which is flashed on the news
channels.

The obituaries very often, reflect upon the thinking and working of our civilization, which includes
our present and ‘modern’ world. By highlighting the word modern, I wish to draw your attention to how
our earthly, mortal and very human thoughts seep into, and pollute, feelings as chaste as love, and
also successfully taint remembrances of dead people to whom the-still human, beings, may have
professed their love to when living, breathing, remembering and loving…and how big and bad things
in the world corrupt our thinking…to understand better what I am trying to say, read on…

Obituary

When I pick-up the newspaper every morning, the first thing I do is turn over to the page where
the obituaries are printed. And I replayed this action of mine, this morning on mother’s day.  This
action of mine, might seem to you as absurd and something to be corrected, but let me tell you: I am
as addicted to this particular column of the newspaper as, is an anxious Indian mother to the matrimonial
column-for she looks for a fancy advertisement, and can think of nothing but to find an ‘eligible’ match
for her son; someone who is from a reputed family, with a ‘clean’ family history, and with ample jewels
to deck her fat neck and limbs. However, I doubt if I can apply the same for the obituary, for it is a
different subject all together.  Fancy advertisements, fail to amuse me.

There are obituaries of people who have been dead for long, and some, who have been dead for
only a few hours. There are some with pictures, and some without. I believe the newspaper takes extra
money for printing a photograph along. But that is irrelevant. Mostly I see obituaries of old people, who
have been resting (or
trying to rest!) in peace
for almost a decade. I
often feel like thanking
their family members,
and friends, on the
dead person’s behalf:
for there is nothing
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more touching than to know, that your living family, wants the world to realize, that someone as wonderful
as yourself, existed; and that your memories, still plague your loved ones minds, long after you could
no longer be a part of them.

There are some with fancy boxes, and even fancier margins, but who are they trying to impress?
The dead man? Definitely not! Or does it mean that with a fancier-margined obituary, the dead man’s
family loves him more, than a poorer dead man’s, whose
family could only afford a 3 x 3 inch space?

Sometimes, I feel that those who opt for such fancy
obituaries are only trying to protect their social standing: “What
will Mrs. Mehta say if we, the Kulkarnis, do not print a coloured
obituary for papa? She’ll find a reason to pick on me again!”

Or,

“That wart on papa’s nose looks hideous! We need to
have that photo-shopped before it goes for print. And I am
thinking about fixing that nose and having papa’s hair color
changed to black. And the eyes! How can I forget, we must
have that edited to blue! After all, I am Ms. XYZ, pretty and
flawless, wanted by all, and papa needs to fit my image!”

And my poor reader must be thinking on the same lines as I am, “Isn’t it the child who tries, living
up to her parent’s good name?”

Then there are my favourites: those which venture beyond the clichéd phrases such as- ‘fondly
remembered’ or ‘always in our hearts’.  Those which are thoughtful and put meaning into remembering
someone.  I like the ones that have a small rhyme or a short description of the person (who is now
dear to God) attached. It lets me know something about them, making them familiar. It also helps me
gauge the kind of ties he/she shared with their family and how ‘fondly’ are they actually remembered.

But the ones that stir me and my soul, and fruitfully manage to make me read the other pages of
the newspaper (so as to distract myself) are the ones about children, long-dead or only recently dead.
Parents form the centre of a child’s universe; at least I can hold that true for myself. And vice-versa, do
children form the warm and radiating sun to their parent’s universe that spreads its balmy rays, dripping
with love and hopes, to an adult’s otherwise grey and dark solar system. The pain of separation is
unbearable, especially if someone takes away somebody, that you love MORE dearly than what you
love MOST dearly.

I can feel the irregular throbbing of a parent’s broken heart seep into my hands from the paper
below me, and then images start running through my mind: of the revolted expression on the parents’
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face, when he first observes the serene yet closed eyes of his child, and realizes that they are those
that will remain shut forever; when she sees the dreadful yet permanent pallor that plague her child’s
once pink cheeks, which blushed a beautiful red when kissed; when he and she both grasp, that the
crooked smile they both absolutely adored, and woke up to see each day, was taken away from them,
forever…

Only two obituaries are published a year, of those I have met in person. One is published in
January and the other, in the second week of May. The one published in January is of my friend’s, who
was my age and died in a car accident when 14, and was only 2 weeks away from his 15th birthday. I
still remember the crystal clear image that comes to my mind: a silent tear running down my math’s
tutor’s wrinkled face, as he said, “He expired.”

 The one published in the 2nd week of May, is that of my mother’s. Years ago, I gave her a red
kurti as a mother’s day gift, a day before the actual event. She was leaving for the airport when I gave
it to her. She wore it that instant. I was overjoyed when she wore that red kurti, and also outdid Sushmita
Sen in her beauty; but never the less, I teasingly asked her if she wore it only to please me. She
laughed, “Why, I want everyone to ask me who gave me this wonderful present, so that I can proudly
tell them that today is mother’s day, and the best daughter in the world, gave it to me!” That was the last
time I saw the smile that wrinkled her little nose; the smile that made my little heart skip a beat.

My mother always said that once your heart breaks, it would grow back crooked, if there was
nobody to look after it. A broken heart is like a baby vine, which needs a support to grow big and loving,
so that it can bear the most beautiful flowers, with the most beautiful scents and colors in the world.

I believe that the man responsible for her death, in the carefully planned and executed, airplane
explosion, embodied a crooked heart within himself.  Maybe some girl broke his heart because he
had no money, and so did he decide to earn money the quick and wrong way. Maybe somebody told
him that he would have enough money to feed his family, if he enrolled himself in the course that was
responsible for her death. Maybe somebody brainwashed him and gave him the wrong names and
reasons for his own family’s end, who ironically died in a similar way. I shall never know the reason as
to what motivated him to commit a crime so cruel, but I am sure of one thing: that his heart grew
crooked.

When my mother was loading her baggage in the taxi, I said to her the same golden words which
she said to me every time I stepped out into the big bad world, “Suspicious people, suspicious objects.’’
She only smiled and waved me a good bye, promising she would be back soon, as her car drove
away. I know one thing for sure: she did not pay heed to the golden advice, and this was the reason,
why I was holding the newspaper in my hand, and was reading her obituary today.

- Nilanjana Bargotra
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I went to a party Mom,
I remembered what you said.
You told me not to drink, Mom,
So I drank soda instead.

I really felt proud inside, Mom,
The way you said I would.
I didn’t drink and drive, Mom,
Even though the others said I should.

I know I did the right thing, Mom,
I know you are always right.
Now the party is finally ending, Mom,
As everyone is driving out of sight.

As I got into my car, Mom,
I knew I’d get home in one piece.
Because of the way you raised me,
So responsible and sweet.

I started to drive away, Mom,
But as I pulled out into the road,
The other car didn’t see me, Mom,
And hit me like a load.

As I lay there on the pavement, Mom,
I hear the policeman say,
“The other guy is drunk,” Mom,
And now I’m the one who will pay.

I’m lying here dying, Mom....
I wish you’d get here soon.
How could this happen to me, Mom?
My life just burst like a balloon.

There is blood all around me, Mom,
And most of it is mine.
I hear the medic say, Mom,
I’ll die in a short time.

I ust wanted to tell you, Mom,
I swear I didn’t drink.
It was the others, Mom.
The others didn’t think.

He was probably at the same party as I.
The only difference is, he drank
And I will die.

Why do people drink, Mom?
It can ruin your whole life.
I’m feeling sharp pains now.
Pains just like a knife.

The guy who hit me is walking, Mom,
And I don’t think it’s fair.
I’m lying here dying
And all he can do is stare.

Tell my brother not to cry, Mom.
Tell Daddy to be brave.
And when I go to heaven, Mom,
Put “GOOD BOY “ on my grave.

Someone should have told him, Mom,
Not to drink and drive.
If only they had told him, Mom,
I would still be alive.

My breath is getting shorter, Mom.
I’m becoming very scared.
Please don’t cry for me, Mom.
When I needed you, you were always there.

I have one last question, Mom.
Before I say good bye.
I didn’t drink and drive,

So why am I the one to die, Mom!

                            – Anju Kushwaha

I DIDN’T DRINK AND DRIVE, SO WHY AM I THE ONE TO DIE?
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QUITTING IS NOT A TRADITION FOR ME

Today my journey, begins

As I bid farewell, to my kith and kin.

Determined not to fail, I set sail to charter my own course,

Facing problems with formidable force.

“It is not going to be easy”, they say.

And I know whatever may come,

I will not quit.

Being a school dropout is not a pleasant thing to be.

But I know one thing for sure:

My future is dependant upon me.

My teacher said,

“You know you are dense in the brain, and say unintelligible things,

I pray, tell me Albert (Einstein), are you insane?

When your fellow mates, are on the threshold of laying a new foundation,

Why then do you want to ruin your chances?”

But I was determined,

 And could never be influenced

To accept that mugging up facts was education.

I wanted to learn, I wanted to see, understand and feel change.

Not have someone spoon-feed me a lie.

 I wanted to find answers myself for every how and every why,

That fuelled my curiosity day after day,

Which eventually prompted me to quit, only to start again.

Life after quitting school was not any easier,

I sat out the doldrums of patience and hope.

Never permitting myself to resign,

But, learning how to cope.

And I never quit.

Project after project, and months after months

I slogged day in and day out.

But I still never quit.
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Many a times, I was pushed to the threshold of quitting.

But by staying put, and not crossing over that formidable limit,

I realized my inner self, and satiated my thirst for knowledge.

And that has made all the difference.

- Nilanjana Bargotra

A CHILD’S  LOVE

While a man was polishing his new car, his 4 yr old son picked stone & scratched lines on the
side of the car. In anger, the man took the child’s hand & hit many times, not realizing he was using an
iron wrench.

At the hospital, the child lost all his fingers due to multiple fractures.
When the child saw his father... with painful eyes he asked ‘Dad, when
will my fingers grow back?’

Man was so hurt and speechless, he went back to car and kicked
it a lot of times.

Devastated by his own actions... sitting in front of that car he looked
at the scratches, child had written ‘LOVE YOU DAD’.

The next day that man committed suicide...

Anger and Love have NO LIMIT - choose the latter to have a beautiful & lovely life...

THINGS are meant to be USED and PEOPLE are to be LOVED,

...but the problem of today’s world is that...

People are used &

Things are loved!!!

- Rishibh Kumar
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FUN & FAIR

Oh! Now we are happy,
As happy as can be,

For We’re driving home
To a wornderful tea!

Bark, little Bumpy,
Smile, Tessie Bear.

Oh, wasn’t if FUN
To go to the FAIR!

- Hritika Pandey

ÃðóÐð ×ððÃð÷ü

ÃðóÐð µðó¸ð÷ü ¨îØðó ¶ð÷¾ó Ðð çðÙð»ð÷ü - äðëðô, ¨î¸ððá, ×ðóÙððÜó

ÃðóÐð µðó¸ð÷ü ò¨îçðó ¨îó ÑßÃðóêðð Ððèóïü ¨îÜÃðó - çðÙðÚð, ÙðöÃÚðô, ±ßðè¨î

ÃðóÐð µðó¸ð÷ü Øðð‚á ¨îð÷ Øðð‚á ¨îð ÇôäÙðÐð ×ðÐðð Ç÷Ãðó èø - ¸ðÜ, ¸ðð÷Þ,¸ðÙðóÐð

ÃðóÐð µðó¸ð÷ü ¡çðâð £ÇƒÇ÷äÚð çð÷ Üð÷¨îÃðó èø - ×ðÇµðâðÐðó, ±ðôççðð, âððâðµð

ÃðóÐð µðó¸ð÷ü ¨îð÷‚á Ððèóïü µðôÜð çð¨îÃðð - èôÐðÜ, µðòÜëð, òãðÌðð

ÃðóÐð ãÚðò©Ãð ãð©Ãð ÑðÜ ÑðèµððÐð÷ ¸ððÃð÷ èøÈ - çëðó, Øðð‚á ¡ðøÜ Çð÷çÃð

ÃðóÐð µðó¸ð÷ü òÐð¨îâð ¨îÜ ãððÑðçð Ððèóïü ¡ðÃðó - ÃðóÜ ¨îÙððÐð çð÷, ×ððÃð ¸ðô×ððÐð çð÷,

ÑßðÂð äðÜóÜ çð÷

- ¡ð¨îðäð äððøÜðÂð

MIGHTY WHITE !!

White is Bright

Bright is Right

Right is Might

Might is White

- Miss Shreya Janardhanan
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I BELIEVE

I believe in my dreams
I will never lose hope
I believe in my ambition
So with competition I can cope

I believe in my talent
And will make best of it
I believe in my future
For which I will work bit by bit

I believe in my ability
I will make my own name
I believe I can do it
So I can win life game

I believe in my strength
I believe in my vision
I trust my instinct
To succeed in my vision.

- Lovepreet

HARMONY

All our lives we are students,
The teacher is the environment!
The world is our school,
Which lays down the rules!

In exams we’ve to appear
Where God is the supervisor!
Problems we face are the questions
While the answers lie in our reactions!

One gets promoted by being positive,
But fails when he is negative!
So work hard and be courageous,
So that you may be victorious!

- Swani Tyagi

MY FAVOURITE TV SERIAL

My favourite TV serial is Powerpuf Girls. I like it the most as it is adventurous and good for kids.
There are three girls in the serial whose names are- Blossom, Bubbles and Buttercup who fight
against thieves and monsters. The main enemies of these girls are Dr. Jojo Mojo, who invents some
robots. They have magical powers also. They live with their father in their house. They have a cute
telephone with a smiling face, which tells them when there is a danger for the people living in the city.
My favourite character is Blossoms as she has beautiful long hair and icy powers, if she blows air from
her mouth ice comes out, she has some sequences also in her dress and she wears a red bow on her
head. It comes everyday at morning 06:00 a.m. to 06:30 a.m. on the channel cartoon network (C.N.).
Please watch this serial, it is very interesting.

We can also play games of this cartoon at
www.cartoonnetworkindia.com. There are some games of the
episodes also. There are many favourite episodes of mine.
Bubbles, Buttercup and Blossom are very brave girls. This
cartoon tells us that boys are not only the best but girls are
more and more good. So I tell especially to the girls to watch
this serial and tell the boys we are no less than them.

- Sneha AS
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®úÒÊiÉ Ê®ú́ ÉÉVÉ +Éè®ú =xÉEòÉ +ÉvÉÉ®ú

Ê½þxnÚù vÉ¨ÉÇ EòÒ ºÉÆºEÞòÂÊiÉ ºÉÆºEòÉ®úÉå {É®ú ½þÒ +ÉvÉÉÊ®úiÉ ½èþ ½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú @ñÊ¹É-¨ÉÖÊxÉªÉÉå xÉä ¨ÉÉxÉ´É VÉÒ´ÉxÉ EòÉä {ÉÊ´ÉjÉ B´ÉÆ ¨ÉªÉÉÇÊnùiÉ ¤ÉxÉÉxÉä Eäò

Ê±ÉB ºÉÆºEòÉ®úÉå EòÉ +ÉÊ´É¹EòÉ®ú ÊEòªÉÉ vÉÉÌ¨ÉEò ½þÒ xÉ½þÒ ́ ÉèYÉÉÊxÉEò oÎ¹]õ ºÉä ¦ÉÒ <xÉ ºÉÆºEòÉ®úÉå EòÉ ½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ̈ Éä Ê´É¶Éä¹É ̈ É½þi´É ½èþ ¦ÉÉ®úiÉÒªÉ

ºÉÆºEÞòÊiÉ EòÒ ¨É½þÉxÉiÉÉ ¨Éå <xÉ ºÉÆºEòÉ®úÉå EòÉ ¨É½þiÉÒ ªÉÉäMÉnùÉxÉ ½èþ*

|ÉÉSÉÒxÉ EòÉ±É ¨Éå ½þ̈ ÉÉ®úÉ |ÉäiªÉäEò EòÉªÉÇ ºÉÆºEòÉ®ú ºÉä +É®Æú¦É ½þÉäiÉÉ lÉÉ* =ºÉ ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ºÉÆºEòÉ®úÉå EòÒ ºÉÆJªÉÉ ¦ÉÒ ±ÉPÉ¦ÉMÉ SÉÉ±ÉÒºÉ lÉÒ

ºÉ¨ÉªÉÉxÉÖºÉÉ®ú ºÉÆ¶ÉÉäÊvÉiÉ ½þÉäEò®ú ºÉÆºEòÉ®úÉå EòÒ ºÉÆJªÉÉ ÊxÉvÉÉÇÊ®úiÉ ½þÉäiÉÒ MÉ<Ç ½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú vÉ¨ÉÇ¶ÉÉºjÉÉä ̈ Éå ¦ÉÒ ̈ ÉÖJªÉ ̄ û{É ºÉä ºÉÉä±É½þ ºÉÆºEòÉ®úÉä EòÒ ́ ªÉÉJªÉÉ

EòÒ MÉ<Ç ½èþ <xÉ¨Éå {É½þ±ÉÉ MÉ¦ÉÉÇvÉÉxÉ ºÉÆºEòÉ®ú +Éè®ú ¨ÉÞiªÉÖ Eäò ={É®úÉÆiÉ +ÆiªÉäÎ¹]õ +ÆÊiÉ¨É ºÉÆºEòÉ®ú ½èþ MÉ¦ÉÉÇvÉÉxÉ Eäò ¤ÉÉnù {ÉÖÆºÉ´ÉxÉ, ºÉÒ¨ÉxiÉÉäzÉªÉxÉ,

VÉÉiÉEò¨ÉÇ xÉÉ¨ÉEò®úhÉ ªÉä ºÉ¦ÉÒ ºÉÆºEòÉ®ú xÉ´ÉVÉÉiÉ EòÉ xÉnèù́ ÉÒ VÉMÉiÉ ºÉä ºÉÆ¤ÉvÉ ºlÉÉ{ÉxÉÉ Eäò Ê±ÉB ÊEòªÉä VÉÉiÉä ½èþ*

Ê´ÉÊ¦ÉzÉ vÉ¨ÉÇOÉÆlÉÉä ¨Éå ºÉÆºEòÉ®úÉå Eäò Gò¨É ¨Éå lÉÉäb÷É-¤É½ÖþiÉ +xiÉ®ú ½éþ, ±ÉäÊEòxÉ |ÉSÉÊ±ÉiÉ ºÉÆºEòÉ®úÉå Eäò Gò¨É ¨Éå MÉ¦ÉÉÇvÉÉxÉ, {ÉÖÆºÉ´ÉxÉ,

ºÉÒ¨ÉxiÉÉäzÉªÉxÉ, VÉÉiÉEò¨ÉÇ, xÉÉ¨ÉEò®úhÉ, ÊxÉ¹C®Âú¨ÉhÉ +zÉ|ÉÉ¶ÉxÉ, SÉÖb÷É Eò¨ÉÇ, Ê´ÉtÉ®ú¦É, Eòh´Éæ¶É, ªÉYÉÉä{É´ÉÒiÉ, ´ÉänùÉ®Æú¦É, Eäò¶ÉÉÆiÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉ´ÉiÉÇxÉ,

Ê´É´ÉÉ½þ iÉlÉÉ +xiÉäÎ¹]õ ½þÒ ¨ÉÉxªÉ ½èþ*

<x½þÓ ºÉÆºEòÉ®úÉå Eäò EòÉ®úhÉ ¦ÉÉ®úiÉÒªÉ ºÉÆºEÞòÊiÉ +ÊuùiÉÒªÉ ½èþ ½þÉ±ÉÉÊEò ½þÉ±É Eäò EÖòUô ́ É¹ÉÉæ ̈ Éå +É{ÉÉvÉÉ{ÉÒ EòÒ ËVÉnùMÉÒ +Éè®ú +ÊiÉ´ªÉºiÉiÉÉ

Eäò EòÉ®úhÉ ºÉxÉÉiÉxÉ vÉ¨ÉÉḈ É±É¨¤ÉÒ +¤É <xÉ ¨ÉÚ±ªÉÉä EòÉä ¦ÉÖ±ÉÉxÉä ±ÉMÉä ½èþ +Éè®ú <xÉEäò {ÉÊ®úhÉÉ¨É ¦ÉÒ +ÉÊ®úÊjÉEò ÊMÉ®úÉ´ÉiÉ, ºÉǼ Éänùx½þÒxÉiÉÉ,

+ºÉÉ¨ÉÉÊVÉEòiÉÉ +Éè®ú MÉÚ°üVÉxÉÉå EòÒ +´ÉYÉÉ ªÉÉ +xÉÖ¶ÉÉºÉx½þÒxÉiÉÉ Eäò °ü{É ¨Éå ½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú ºÉÉ¨ÉxÉä +ÉxÉä ±ÉMÉä ½èþ*

ºÉ¨ÉªÉ Eäò +xÉÖºÉÉ®ú ¤Énù±ÉÉ´É VÉ°ü®úÒ ½èþ ±ÉäÊEòxÉ ½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú ¨ÉxÉÒÊ¹ÉªÉÉå uùÉ®úÉ ºlÉÉÊ{ÉiÉ ¨ÉÚ±É¦ÉÚiÉ ÊºÉrùÉÆiÉÉä EòÉä xÉEòÉ®úxÉÉ Eò¦ÉÒ ¸ÉäªÉºEò®ú

xÉ½þÒ ½þÉäMÉÉ*

- ÊxÉÊEòiÉÉ SÉÉè½þÉxÉ

{ÉÉä±ÉÒ ¤ÉèMÉ-xÉÉ xÉÉ ¦ÉèªÉÉ

]õEò ¤ÉEò ]õEò ¤ÉEò iÉÉ iÉÉ lÉªªÉÉ

{ÉÉä±ÉÒ ¤ÉèMÉ EòÉä xÉÉ xÉÉ ¦ÉèªÉÉ!

]õEò ¤ÉEò ]õEò ¤ÉEò iÉÉ iÉÉ lÉªªÉÉ

{ÉÉä±ÉÒ ¤ÉèMÉ EòÉä xÉÉ xÉÉ ¦ÉèªÉÉ!

±ÉäÊEòxÉ CªÉÚÄ?

{ÉÉä±ÉÒ ¤ÉèMÉ VÉÉä JÉÉBMÉÒ

iÉÉä MÉÉªÉ ̈ É®ú VÉÉªÉäMÉÒ

¨É¨¨ÉÒ nÚùvÉ ½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú PÉ®ú ¨Éå Eò½þÉÄ ºÉä Ê¡ò®ú ±ÉÉBMÉÒ

MÉÊ±ÉªÉÉå ¨Éå {ÉÉxÉÒ ½þÉäMÉÉ VÉ¤É MÉ]õ®ú ¤ÉÆnù ½þÉä VÉÉªÉåMÉä

½þ̈ É UôÉä]äõ UôÉä]äõ ¤ÉSSÉä EèòºÉä ºEÚò±É EòÉä VÉÉªÉåMÉä ?!

+Éè®ú CªÉÉ ½þÉäMÉÉ ?

JÉäiÉÉå Eäò xÉx½äþ {ÉÉèvÉä ¦ÉÒ ºÉÉÆºÉ xÉ½þÓ ±Éä {ÉÉªÉåMÉä

ºÉ¤VÉÒ ¨É½ÆþMÉÒ ½þÉä VÉÉªÉäMÉÒ ¡ò±É lÉÉäbä÷ ºÉä +ÉªÉåMÉä!

ºÉÉ®äú ¤ÉSSÉä Ê¨É±É Eò®ú

½þ̈ É UôÉä]äõ ¤ÉSSÉÉå EòÒ ¨ÉÉxÉÉä lÉè±ÉÉ ±Éä Eò®ú VÉÉ+Éä

ªÉÉ ¤ÉÉWÉÉ®ú ºÉä EòÉMÉWÉ Eäò lÉè±Éä ¨Éå ºÉÉènùÉ ±ÉÉ+Éä

¦ÉèªÉÉ {ÉÉä±ÉÒ ¤ÉèMÉ xÉ½þÓ EòÉMÉWÉ EòÉ lÉè±ÉÉ näùxÉÉ

+{ÉxÉÒ vÉ®úiÉÒ ºÉÉ¢ò ®úJÉåMÉä Ê¨É±É Eò®ú! ¤ÉÉä±ÉÉä! ½èþ xÉÉ!

¤ÉÉä±ÉÉä, {ÉÉä±ÉÒ ¤ÉèMÉ-xÉÉ xÉÉ ¦ÉèªÉÉ!

- Ê|ÉªÉÉÆ¶ÉÒ MÉÉèiÉ¨É
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{É®ú̈ {É®úÉ ®úÒÊiÉ Ê®ú́ ÉÉVÉ +Éè®ú =xÉEòÉ +ÉvÉÉ®ú

"®úÒÊiÉ-Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ  ́ É vÉ¨ÉÇ Eäò +xÉÖºÉÉ®ú ÊxÉÎ¶SÉiÉ ÊEòB MÉB ́ Éä ÊxÉªÉ¨É ½èþ VÉÉä ̈ ÉxÉÖ¹ªÉ EòÉä BEò ºÉÉ¨ÉÉÊVÉEò |ÉÉhÉÒ ¤ÉxÉÉxÉä ̈ Éå ºÉ½þÉªÉiÉÉ
Eò®úiÉä ½èþ' ̈ ÉxÉÖ¹ªÉ EòÉä xÉ Eäò´É±É +xÉÖ¶ÉÉÊºÉiÉ Eò®úiÉä ½èþ ¤ÉÎ±Eò ºÉÉÆºEÞòÊiÉEò vÉ®úÉä½þ®ú Eäò ̄ û{É ̈ Éä +{ÉxÉä {ÉÚ́ ÉÇVÉÉå ́ É {ÉÊ®ú´ÉÉ®ú ºÉä Ê¨É±ÉÉiÉä ½èþ ºÉÊnùªÉÉä
ºÉä SÉ±ÉÒ +É ®ú½þÒ {É®ú¨{É®úÉBä vÉÒ®äú-vÉÒ®äú ®úÒÊiÉ-Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ ¤ÉxÉ VÉÉiÉä ½èþ BEò {ÉÒgøÒ ºÉä nÖùºÉ®úÒ {ÉÒgøÒ iÉEò {É½ÖÄþSÉiÉä-{É½ÖÄþSÉiÉä Eò¦ÉÒ-Eò¦ÉÒ <xÉ¨Éä {ÉÊ®ú´ÉiÉÇxÉ
+É VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ BEò {ÉÖ®úÉxÉä ´ÉÞIÉ EòÉä VÉb÷ ºÉä =JÉÉb÷xÉä ¨Éä ´ÉHò ±ÉMÉiÉÉ ½þÒ ½èþ CªÉÉåÊEò <xÉEòÉ +ÉvÉÉ, ½þ̈ ÉÉ®úÉ {ÉÊ®ú´ÉÉ®ú, vÉ¨ÉÇ +Éè®ú ºÉÆºEòÉ®ú
½þÉäiÉä ½èþ*

EÖòUô EòÉ®úhÉ ®úÉVÉxÉÒÊiÉEò ¦ÉÒ ½þÉäiÉä ½èþ VÉèºÉä {ÉnùÉÇ|ÉlÉÉ, ¤ÉÉ±É Ê´É´ÉÉ½þ <iªÉÉÊnù, +ÉGò¨ÉhÉ EòÉÊ®úªÉÉå Eäò +iªÉÉSÉÉ®ú ºÉä ¤ÉSÉxÉä Eäò Ê±ÉB ±ÉÉäMÉ
ÎºjÉªÉÉå EòÉå PÉÖÆPÉ]õ ¨Éå ®úJÉiÉä lÉä, =x½äþ +Eäò±Éä VÉÉxÉä EòÒ ¨ÉxÉÉ½þÒ lÉÒ +Éè®ú ¤ÉSÉ{ÉxÉ ¨Éå ½þÒ Ê´É´ÉÉ½þ Eò®ú ÊnùªÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ lÉÉ *

EÖòUô ®úÒÊiÉ-Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ {ÉÉÊ®ú´ÉÉ®úÒEò ½þÉäiÉä ½èþ VÉÉä Eäò´É±É Ê´É¶Éä¹É {ÉÊ®ú´ÉÉ®ú iÉEò ºÉÒÊ¨ÉiÉ ½þÉäiÉä ½èþ| VÉèºÉä BEò ¦ÉÉ<Ç EòÒ ̈ ÉÞiªÉÖ ½þÉäxÉä {É®ú ºjÉÒ EòÉ
Ê´É´ÉÉ½þ nÚùºÉ®äú ¦ÉÉ<Ç ºÉä Eò®ú näùxÉÉ ªÉä +É´É¶ªÉEò xÉ½þÒ ÊEò {ÉÚ®úÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ ªÉÉ VÉÉÊiÉ =ºÉä ¨ÉÉxÉä EÖòUô ®úÒÊiÉ Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ vÉÉÌ¨ÉEò ½þÉäiÉä ½èþ ÊVÉx½äþ ±ÉMÉ¦ÉMÉ
=ºÉ vÉ¨ÉÇ ºÉä VÉÖbä÷ ºÉ¦ÉÒ ±ÉÉäMÉ =ºÉä ¨ÉÉxÉiÉä ½èþ VÉèºÉä nùÒ{É´É±ÉÒ Ë½þnÖù+Éå uùÉ®úÉ {ÉÚVÉÉ Eò®úxÉÉ ªÉÉ ¨ÉÖºÉ±É¨ÉÉxÉÉå uùÉ®úÉ xÉ¨ÉÉVÉ {ÉføxÉÉ EÖòUô EòÉ +ÉvÉÉ®ú
VÉÉÊiÉ Ê´É¶Éä¹É {É®ú ÊxÉ¦ÉÇ®ú ½þÉäiÉÉ ½èþ VÉèºÉä VÉèxÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ ¨Éå ºÉÖªÉÉÇºiÉ ºÉä {É½þ±Éä ¦ÉÉäVÉxÉ MÉÞ½þhÉ Eò®úxÉÉ ½þÉäiÉÉ ½èþ EÖòUô EòÉ +ÉvÉÉ®ú ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ ½þÉäiÉÉ ½èþ *
¦ÉÉ®úiÉÒªÉ {É®ú¨{É®úÉ +Éè®ú ºÉÆºEÞòÊiÉEò Eäò +xÉÖºÉÉlÉÒ ºÉnèù́ É +{ÉxÉä ºÉä ¤Ébä÷-¤ÉÖVÉÚMÉÉç EòÒ <VVÉiÉ Eò®úiÉä +ÉB ½èþ Ê¡ò®ú SÉÉ½äþ ́ É½þ ÊEòºÉÒ ¦ÉÒ vÉ¨ÉÇ VÉÉÊiÉ
EòÉ ½þÉä *

SÉ®úhÉ º{É¶ÉÇ Eò®úxÉÉ, =x½åþ {É½þ±Éä ºlÉÉxÉ näùxÉÉ, =xÉEäò Ê±ÉB VÉMÉ½þ näùxÉÉ +ÉÊnù +Énù®ú ºÉÚSÉEò Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ ºÉ¦ÉÒ +{ÉxÉÉiÉä ½èþ, ªÉä ®úÒÊiÉ Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ
½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú ±ÉÉäMÉ Eäò Ê±ÉB ½þÉäiÉä ½þÉªÉ {É®ú Eò¦ÉÒ-Eò¦ÉÒ ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ¤Énù±ÉxÉä Eäò ºÉÉlÉ-ºÉÉlÉ ªÉä ¤ÉÆvÉxÉ ¤ÉxÉ VÉÉiÉä ½èþ * ́ ªÉÊHò Eäò Ê´ÉEòÉºÉ ̈ Éå VÉÉä ®úÒÊiÉ-Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ
¤ÉÉvÉEò ½þÉä =x½äþ xÉ<Ç {ÉÒgøÒ iÉÉäb÷ näùiÉÒ ½èþ +ÉVÉEò±É +ÆiÉVÉÉÇiÉÒªÉ Ê´É´ÉÉ½þ, |Éä̈ É Ê´É´ÉÉ½þ ÎºjÉªÉÉå EòÉ EòÉ¨ÉEòÉVÉÒ ½þÉäxÉÉ <ºÉÒ EòÉ {ÉÊ®úhÉÉ¨É ½èþ
ºÉÊnùªÉÉå EòÒ nùÉºiÉÉ ºÉä ¨ÉÖHò ½þÉäxÉä Eäò Ê±ÉB Eò¦ÉÒ-Eò¦ÉÒ ªÉä ¤ÉxvÉxÉ ®úÒÊiÉ-Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉ UôÉäb÷xÉä {Éb÷iÉä ½èþ *

¦ÉÉ®úiÉ BäºÉ näù¶É ½èþ VÉ½þÉÄ +ÉvÉÖÊxÉEòiÉÉ, |ÉÉSÉÒxÉiÉÉ Eäò BEòºÉÉ®úÉ nù¶ÉÇxÉ ½þÉäiÉä ½èþ PÉ®úÉå ¨Éå ¨ÉÆÊnù®ú Eäò ºÉÉlÉ-ºÉÉlÉ EÆò{ªÉÚ]õ®ú Eäò Ê±ÉB BEò
UôÉä]õÉ ºÉÉ ºlÉÉxÉ +ÉVÉ Eäò SÉ±ÉxÉ ̈ Éå ½èþ ½þ̈ ÉÉ®äú ®úÒÊiÉ Ê®ú´ÉÉVÉÉå EòÉ +ÉSÉÉ®ú 5000 ºÉÉ±É {ÉÖ®úÉxÉÒ ºÉ¦ªÉiÉÉ ªÉÉnù <ºÉ {É®ú xÉªÉÉ ®ÆúMÉ SÉgøÉ ÊnùªÉÉ VÉÉB
iÉÉä +Éè®ú ºÉÖÆnù®ú ±ÉMÉåMÉä *

- +iÉÖ±É EÖò¨ÉÉ®ú ªÉÉnù́ É

¤Éä]õÒ ¤ÉSÉÉ+Éä

{ÉÉ{ÉÉ EòÒ {É®úÒ ½Öþ ¨ÉèÆ A
±ÉÉb÷ {ªÉÉ®ú ¨Éä ®ú½þÒ ½Öþ ¨ÉÆè A
¨Éè ½ÚÄþ ¨ÉÉÆ EòÒ +ÉÄJÉÉä EòÉ iÉÉ®úÉ
nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ ¨Éä ÊVÉºÉä ¤Éä]õÒ ºÉ½þ {ÉÖEòÉ®úÉ Ï
+ÉVÉ iÉÉä ¤Éä]õÒ ½þÒ ½èþ ºÉ¤ÉEÖòUô,
¤Éä]õÒ ½èþ ºÉ¤É Eäò Ê±ÉªÉä iÉÖSUô Ï

 PÉ®ú ¨Éä ®úÉèxÉEò ¨ÉÖZÉºÉä ½þÒ ½èþ,
Ê¡ò®ú ¦ÉÒ ¤Éä]õÒ EòÉä näù xÉ EÖòUô Ï
+ÉVÉ +É{É ºÉ¤ÉEòÉä ¤ÉºÉ ªÉ½þÒ ½èþ Eò½þxÉÉ,
      ¤Éä]õÒ EòÉä +{ÉxÉÉEò®ú ºÉ¨¨ÉÉxÉ Eò®úiÉä ®ú½þxÉÉ Ï

¤Éä]õÒ ½èþ {ÉÊ®ú´ÉÉ®ú EòÉ +xÉ¨ÉÉä±É ®úiÉxÉ
 ¤ÉSÉÉ´É Eò®úÉä {ªÉÉ®ú ºÉä VÉiÉxÉ Ï

- JÉÖ¶É¤ÉÖ ºÉ½þ®úÉ´ÉiÉ

<xºÉÉÊxÉªÉiÉ

¨ÉÖÊºÉ¤ÉiÉ {Éc÷xÉä {É®ú +{ÉxÉÉ EòÉä<Ç ½þ̈ É nù̈ É xÉ½þÒ ½þÉäiÉÉA
ªÉ½þ nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ ½èþ ªÉ½þÉÆ EòÉä<Ç ¶É®úÒEäò MÉ¨É xÉ½þÒ ½þÉäiÉÉÏ

{É½ÖÆþSÉ {ÉÉiÉä ´É½þÒ ¨ÉÆÊVÉ±É {É®ú +{ÉxÉÒ BEò ÊnùxÉ +ÉÊJÉ®úA
¦É®úÉäºÉÉ Ê½þ̈ ¨ÉiÉ {É®ú ÊVÉxÉEòÉä Eò¦ÉÒ ¦ÉÒ Eò¨É xÉ½þÒ ½þÉäiÉÉÏ

EÖòUô BäºÉä nùÊ®úªÉÉÊnù±É ¦ÉÒ ±ÉÉäMÉ ½þÉäiÉä ½èþ VÉ¨ÉÉxÉä ¨ÉäA
ÊVÉx½äþ ºÉ¤É EÖòUô ±ÉÖ]õÉxÉä ºÉä VÉ®úÉ ¦ÉÒ MÉ¨É xÉ½þÒ ½þÉäiÉÉÏ

xÉ ½þÉäiÉÉ ¦ÉÉ<Ç Eäò ¨ÉEòÉxÉÉä EòÉ ªÉ½þ ¤ÉÆ]ṍ ÉÉ®úÉA
+MÉ®ú <ÆºÉÉxÉ +{ÉxÉä ¦ÉÉ<Ç ºÉä xÉÉ+ÉºÉxÉÉ xÉ½þÒ ½þÉäiÉÉÏ

MÉ¨ÉÉä Eäò VÉJ¨É EòÉ ¦É®úxÉÉ Eò¦ÉÒ xÉ½þÒ ½þÉäiÉÉA
¨É½þÉ®úÉVÉ EòÒ nùªÉÉ, ´ÉHò EòÉ ¨É½þ®ú¨É xÉ½þÒ ½þÉäiÉÉÏ

=ºÉä ½þEò ½þÒ xÉ½þÒ ½èþ +{ÉxÉä EòÉä <ÆºÉÉxÉ Eò½þxÉä EòÉA
¨É½þÉ®úÉVÉ Eäò nù®ú {Éä ÊVÉºÉ ̈ ÉMÉ°ü®ú EòÉ ºÉ®ú ZÉÖEòÉ xÉ½þÒ ½þÉäiÉÉÏ

- Ë|ÉªÉEòÉ ÊºÉ½Æþ
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CULTURAL SHIFT

It was one fine morning when my father informed me about his transfer to Chennai, previously
known as Madras. This news came as an unpleasant surprise to me and not even in my wildest
dream did I imagine that our new abode would be Chennai. Though his transfer was expected, I did
not think that we would be javelined to the southern flanks of Indian peninsula. My first and foremost
concern was that I had to start everything from square one, making new friends, getting used to the
alien place and making a spot in the unfamiliar learning terrain ‘My New School’.

Leaving this vibrant, lively, magnificent and truly a cosmopolitan city of Mumbai was kind of
unnerving, not an easy one. Not much before I could overcome my obsession with Mumbai, I landed
up in Chennai. Chennai is the birthplace of many great minds, luminaries and illustrious personalities
like Late Sh CV Raman,Dr APJ Abdul Kalam,  Sarvapalli  Dr Radhakrishnan and many more stalwarts
of equal fame if not more. At the start, it seemed to be a mammoth and humongous task to adapt to
these completely new surroundings. Having taken few baby steps forward, it appeared to ease out a bit
and then turned into sometimes interesting as also worth picking up the momentum. Slowly, it started
to feel a welcome and a change for good.

Chennai and Mumbai are worlds apart and even though Mumbai may offer a great deal in many
aspects, Chennai has nothing less to present to its dwellers and as a matter of fact offers plentiful of
opportunities in every conceivable field of human development. It is a great city in its own unique way.
Here, every morning is beautiful as one gets to experience the soothing sound of early morning
prayers and tinkling bells and fragrance of mystique sticks. People look fresh, contented and happy
with vibuthi spot on their forehead which also has its pertinent significance and relevance in people’s
life in this part of our great nation. It is supposed to be made up of herbs which prevent water retention
in the body.

Chennai has an ineffable and overwhelming essence about it being a ‘city with difference‘ when
compared with other ‘Metros’. To substantiate this view in brief, here the people are extremely warm,
genuine, kind and more importantly grounded in reality. I for one, consider lucky to be in a place
where education, traditions, culture and learning is given topmost priority towards developing talent in
the young minds. It is not uncommon to see some foreigners dawning the Indian attire and trying in
every possible manner and way to blend into the local traditions of this beautiful city. Unlike Mumbai,
Chennai usually experiences rain in the month of October and November which is known as winter
monsoon or North East Monsoon being on the East Coast of the Indian peninsula. Even after staying
for a considerable span of time in Mumbai, my Marathi knowledge is unimpressive least to say, but
my little foray into the day to day life of Chennai tells me that one would be  missing a lot if one not to

“Change is hard because people overestimate the value of what they have—and
underestimate the value of what they may gain by giving that up.”

— James Belasco & Ralph Stayer
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MY TRIP TO COLOMBO

I was very excited when my parents thought of a trip to Colombo. On 06th Sep 11, we boarded the
Sri Lankan Airlines and reached Colombo late night at 11’O clock. I was very sleepy by that time even
though I was equally thrilled that we are going to stay at Taj Samudra.

Our balcony was facing the Indian Ocean and I enjoyed sitting in the balcony to enjoy the beauty
of the sea. Next day morning my father had official work. So I utilized the opportunity to walk around the
hotel and clicklot of photographs. The swimming pool was so tempting that I jumped into it. Myself and
my mother went around the city and did window shopping at the House of fashions and Odell. We went
to an Indian restaurant and had food.

Early next morning we had our breakfast and after that we took a taxi to Kandy. On the way we
went to Pinawala Elephant Orphanage. It was a beautiful sight to see the elephants bathing and playing
in the river. The young ones were a treat to the eyes and their mothers always followed them wherever
they went. We clicked many photographs with the herd of elephants. After that we went to the orphanage
where I fed a baby elephant. Its hair was so thick and thorny and I rubbed its back softly.  The babyelephant
became very friendly with me and it used its trunk to cuddle me. The next stop was the Royal Botanical
Garden at Kandy. It was a beautiful sight and I especially loved the bamboo collection and the trees that
existed during the pre-historic times. Even though I would have opted to spend more time at the
gardens my father wanted us to hurry to see the Buddha’s temple where Lord Buddha’s tooth relic is
kept.It was a very huge temple and I saw lot of Buddhists monks there. We returned back to Colombo
the same night.

Next day morning we had our breakfast and we had a full day left at Colombo and my father too
was free. So we headed straight to the philatelic bureau to buy stamps. From there we went to ‘Laksala’
the Sri Lankan Handicraft emporium and we bought some small memoirs. In the evening we went to
a small beach facing our hotel which was lined with lots of bunkers which were used once. Next day we
returned back to Delhi. I will remember the fond memories of the trip forever.

 - Pranav Paramesh

learn another great Indian language known as ‘Tamil‘. I am truly looking forward to watch Tamil Movies
and savour good Tamil Music apart from connecting with my Teachers and school friends far more
closely.

Although my journey of transformation from being a Mumbaikar to being a Chennai-ite continues-
I am sure whatever happens, happens for good and surely for a reason.

- Miss Swarna Tyagi
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CGHQ

Sl. Name Daughter/Son of STD % School Present Unit

1 Vinita Nafe Singh, U/Adh(ME) XII 93.2 KV Antop Hill Mumbai CGHQ

Sangwan

2 Sanjika Assst Comdt XI 87.4 KV No. 2, Goa CGHQ

Sharma Suresh Chander

3 Ritika Surender Singh, Adh(RP) X 10 Ram-Eesh International CGHQ

Singh School Greater Noida (UP)

4 Deepak Chiranji Lal, Adh(RO) X 10 KV Sadiq Nagar, CGHQ

Yadav New Delhi

5 Himanshu DK Verma, Adh(RO) X 9.4 KV, Sec-24, Noida CGHQ

Verma

6 Mansi RL Sharma, Adh(STD) X 9.4 KV No.2, Kochi CGHQ

Sharma

7 Twinkle Rajesh Kumar, Adh(RO) IX 87 KV, Porbandar CGHQ

8 Shivangi RS Yadav, Adh(RO) VIII 96 KV, Porbandar CGHQ

Yadav

CGWWA  AWARDS – 2011

Meritorious Award for Children

We as parents always ensure that our children step on the right stones to
success. When they perform well in their exams, we feel the pride and seem to

glow.

Every year CGWWA sponsors this award to motivate our children to work hard and excel in
whatever field they choose.

The list of winners this time is here. Congratulations to all who have won the awards!!
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WEST REGION

Sl. Name Daughter/Son of STD % School Present Unit

1 Pratyush Comdt NV Rama Rao XII 95.0 Visakha Junior College, MRCC(MB)

Nalam Vizag

2 Sejal Singh SS Singh, Adh(RO) XII 87.8 KV, Bhandup, Mumbai RHQ(W)

3 Haritha S A/C PKS Kumar XI 91.6 KV Powai, Mumbai ICGS

Sangram

4 Divyanshu Krishan Kumar, CPO X 10 Army School, Bareli RHQ(W)

Patel

5 Sonika AK Sharma, U/Adh X 10 KV No. 2,  Kochi MRCC(MB)

Sharma

6 Bittu SC Singh, P/Nvk X 10 KV Anna Nagar, Chennai RHQ(W)

Goswami

7 Rishu AK Satyarthi, SE(ER) X 10 KV, Haldia ICGS Amrit

Kumari Kaur

8 Ketaki S DIG SK Vaidya X 10 KV No.2, Colaba, Mumba CGSD(MB)

Vaidya

9 Sankalp DIG Bisham Sharma X 9.8 KV Bhandup, Mumbai DHQ-2

Sharma

10 Aathira V CV Nair, P/Adh X 93 Bethlahem Matric & BUVIK

Karungal Higher

Secondary School

11 Upadhyay RS Upadhyay, Adh(QA) X 92.1 HFC High School & ICGS Vivek

Aman Jr. College, Thane

Radheshyam

12 Priti Singh SK Singh, Adh(RO) X 9.6 KV, Powai, Mumbai RHQ(W)

13 Stuti DIG SB Mishra X 9.6 NCS New Delhi ICGS

Mishra Sangram
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Sl. Name Daughter/Son of STD % School Present Unit

14 Rinkoo JR Singh, SE X 9.6 KV No. 1 New Mangalore ICGS

Singh Sangram

15 Rahul Anand Prakash, Adh(P) X 9.6 KV Bhandup, Mumbai CGRPT(W)

Bhagoria

16 Himanhsu A Kumar, Adh(RO) X 9.4 KV Koliwada, MumbaI CGSD(MB)

K Sharma

17 Gurab Comdt JBS Virk X 9.2 KV, IIT, Chennai CGRPT(W)

Kaur Virk

18 Akash Kumar AK Rai, Adh X 9 KV Koliwada, MumbaI ICGS

Rai Sangram

19 Shalin K Chander, Adh IX 9.8 KV Powai, Mumbai ICGS

Sangram

20 Deppanshu Shripal Singh, PSE(P) IX 9.2 KV Ambernath RHQ(W)

Surania

21 Tarun K A Kumar, Adh(RO) IX 9.2 KV Koliwada, MumbaI CGSD(MB)

Sharma

22 Kapil Vijay Prakash, U/Adh VIII 9.8 KV Koliwada, MumbaI RHQ(W)

Pachauri

23 Shreyagi Comdt RV Prasad VIII 9.8 KV, Powai, Mumbai RHQ(W)

Prasad

24 Meghna S Kant, Adh(RO) VIII 9.8 KV Powai, Mumbai CGSD(MB)

Priya

25 Shubam Comdt Manoj Bhatia VIII 9.6 KV Koliwada, MumbaI RHQ(W)

Bhatia

26 Navneet AK Rai, Adh VIII 9.5 KV Koliwada, MumbaI ICGS

Kumar Rai Sangram
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Sl. Name Daughter/Son of STD % School Present Unit

27 Vishakha DK Mishra, Adjh(RO) VIII 9.3 KV, Sec-24, Noilda ICGS Samrat

28 Akash Kumar Manoj Kumar, USE(AL) VIII 9.1 KV Cossipore 842 SQN,

Mumbai

29 Rajat Singh M Sing, Adh(QA) VIII 9.1 KV Koliwada, MumbaI CGRPT(W)

30 Pooja SG Goswami, U/Adh XII 86.8 KV No. 2, Goa ICGAE(Goa)

Goswami

31 Tuhin Sarkar SK Sarkar, P/Adh(SE) XI 86.6 NCS Goa CGASD(Goa)

32 Bhaveen Ravinder Kumar, Adh X 10 NCS Goa ICGAE(Goa)

Kumar

33 Rakesh HS Birda, Adh X 9.2 KV No.2, Goa ICGAE(Goa)

Kumar

34 Pramjeet Subash Chand, Adh(P) IX 9.8 KV-2 Vasco-da-Gama, Goa ICGS Goa

35 Prasad Comdt Ganesh Prasad IX 9.1 NCS, Kochi CGRPT(Goa)

Karthik

Inzaamam

36 Abhishek JP Maurya, Adh VIII 9.8 KV No. 1 , Goa ICGAE(Goa)

Maurya

37 Niharika RB Pandey, Adh(AH) XI 81.8 Coast Guard Public 841 SQN

Pandey School Daman

38 Sumeet H Mishra, U/Adh X 9.4 Coast Guard Public 750 SQN

Mishra School Daman Daman

39 Kartik Karan Singh, Adh IX 9.4 KV, RK Puram, New Delhi 750 SQN

Nimghania Daman

40 Harleen Kaur Comdt JS Chadha VIII 10 Coast Guard Public ICGAS

School Daman Daman
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41 Jayant Ahuja Comdt HK Ahuja VIII 9.8 Coast Guard Public ICGAS

School Daman Daman

42 Saurav Asst Comdt VIII 9.6 Sainik School ICGAS

Sharma Shyam Sunder Kahakootam Kerala Daman

43 Sumitha DIG TKS Chandran XII 89.8 NCS Kochi DHQ-4

S Poduval

44 Deepak Gandhi Ram, PSE XI 93.4 KV No. 2, Kochi ICGS Varuna

Kumar

45 Nitin Mishra Comdt PK Mishra X 10 NCS Kochi CGTC(K)

46 Anchu GS Kumar, U/Adh X 92 Mount Carmel ICGS(VZM)

S Kumar MS Arumanai

47 Priya Malik Suirender Singh, U/Adh X 9.2 KV No. 2, Kochi ICGS Varuna

48 Mayank Durgesh Kumar IX 10 KV No. 1, Kochi CGRPT(K)

Kumar P/Adh(R)

Shishodia

49 PDS DIG JS Sabharwal IX 9.6 KV C.L.R.I Chennai ICGS Samar

Sabharwal

50 Supriya Amnil Kumar, Adh(QA) IX 9.4 KV No.2, Kochi ICGS Samar

Kumari

51 Akash P Kumar, Adh IX 9.2 KV No. 1, Kochi ICGS

Tanwar Lakhsmi Bai

52 Komal Rani Ashok Kumar, U/Adh VIII 93.3 KV No. 2, Kochi CGTC(K)

53 Ankur Rai GK Rai, U/Adh X 10 KV Chennai DHQ-3

54 Vyshali Vinodan, P/Adh X 9.6 Coast Guard DHQ-3

Lasitha Public School Daman

55 Vikram S Kumar, Adh X 9.2 KV Kochi DHQ-3

Singh Yadav

Sl. Name Daughter/Son of STD % School Present Unit
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56 Dishanu Rai GK Rai, U/Adh VIII 10 KV Chennai DHQ-3

57 Partha Pratim PR Soren, Adh VIII 9.8 KV, Jamnagar DHQ-3

Ratnagiri

58 Aniket UM Khatavkar IX 9.0 KV Powai, Mumbai ICGS

Udaykumar U/Adh(ME) Ratnagiri

Khatavkar

59 Abhijeet Gopinath Jeevan VIII 9.5 KV Powai, Mumbai ICGS Karwar

Jeevan Adh(ME)

60 Suyash V Comdt(JG) MV Kumar X 9.2 KV Powai, Mumbai ICGS Murud

Maktedar Janjira

Sl. Name Daughter/Son of STD % School Present Unit
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EAST REGION

Sl. Name Daughter/Son of STD % School Present Unit

1 Sharmishta PK Sardar, U/Adh(RP) VIII 10 KV Anna Nagar, Chennai RHQ(E)

Sardar

2 Nikita P Asst Comdt PVS Rao VIII 10 KV Anna Nagar, Chennai ICGS Sarang

3 Himanshu Santosh Kumar VIII 10 KV Minabakkam, Chennai ICGS Sagar

Kumar  Adh(AH)

4 Sukritia Satyaban Santra VIII 9.8 KV Ashok Nagar, Cheenai MRCC

Santra P/Nvk(RP) Chennai

5 Seekha Gora Singh, Adh(RP) VIII 9.6 KV Ashok Nagar, Cheenai RHQ(E)

Tanwar

6 Neeraj Singh JN Singh, P/Adh(RO) VIII 9.3 KV Anna Nagar, Chennai RHQ(E)

Kadayan

7 Shweta Sri Kishan, Adh(RP) VIII 9.3 KV Gandhi Nagar RHQ(E)

Yadav

8 Nishant VK Sen, Adh(CK) VIII 9.1 KV Island Grounds, ICGS

Kumar Sen Chennai Chennai

9 Bipasha V Brahma, Adh(SA) VIII 10 KV Mandapam ICGS

Brama Mandapam

10 Athira PM V Rajeev, PSE VIII 9.8 KV No. 1 Kozhikode ICGS

Mandapam

11 Ritu Sharma Ram Kishan, Adh(P) VIII 9.3 KV Mandapam ICGS

Mandapam /

ICGS H-183

12 Alok Kumar SK Ram, Adh(AH) VIII 9.3 KV No.2 Visakhapatnma Vizag CTK

FLT

13 Harish Rawat RC Rawat, P/Nvk(QA) VIII 87.2 KV Mandapam ICGS Vigraha

Vizag

14 Harish Soren SC Soren, U/Adh(CK) VIII 9.0 KV No. 2 Visakhapatnam Vizag CTK

FLT
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15 Rushi Rai Comdt Rakesh Rai VIII 9.0 NCS Visakhapatnam CGWO(V)

16 Neelanjana BN Gayen, Adh(QA) VIII 9.1 KV Cossipore CGAE(WB)

Gayen

17 Shivani Nath Comdt R Nath IX 10 KV,IIT,Chennai RHQ(E)

18 Yamin Saini Raj Kumar, PSE(P) IX 9.8 KV Anna Nagar, Chennai RHQ(E)

19 Gopika P Gopinathan, P/Adh IX 9.8 KV Anna Nagar, Chennai RHQ(E)

Gopinathan

20 S Siva S Sankar, Adh(P) IX 9.8 KV Anna Nagar, Chennai RHQ(E)

Raman

21 Kapil Soni Ashok Kumar, Nvk(ME) IX 91.9 Bharathi Vidhyalaya, CGSD

Chennai (Chennai)

22 Prashant RK Tiwari, USE IX 9.6 KV Island Grounds, BMU

Tiwari Chennai (Chennai)

23 Ayush Dewan DIG S Dewan IX 9.6 KV, CLRI, Chennai ICGS Sarang

24 Abhishek NN Yadav, U/Adh(ME) IX 9.4 KV No. 1, Kochi PRT(E)

Yadav

25 Komal Malik Ram Niwas, P/Nvk IX 9.2 KV Island Grounds, Chennai ICGS Sarang

26 Soumya DK Mishra, P/Adh(RP) IX 9.0 KV, INA Colony New Delhi ICGS Sarang

27 Shruti Rani SK Barman, Adh(R) IX 9.6 KV Mandapam ICGS C-146,

Barman Mandapam

28 Saurabh Comdt (JG) IX 9.8 NCS Visakhapatnam CGWO Vizag

Vashisth SK Vashisth

29 M Geetanjali MJ Reddy, Adh IX 89.5 SFS High School, ICGS

Visakhapatnma Priyadarshini

30 Shiksha D Singh, Adh(CK) IX 9.4 KV Port, Okha Vigraha, Vizag

Saini

Sl. Name Daughter/Son of STD % School Present Unit
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31 Akash K Singh, U/Adh IX 9.2 KV NO.1 Visakhapatnam CGWO, Vizg

Thakur

32 Akash Yadav AS Yadav, Adh(QA) IX 9.2 NCS Visakhapatnam DHQ-6

33 Soumyobrata Subrata Das IX 9.2 KV Paradip DHQ-8,

Das U/Adh(WTR) Haldia

34 Koushtav D Chakarbarthy, IX 9.6 KV Paradip DHQ-7,

Chakrabarthy P/Adh(P) Paradip

35 Siddartha DIG MK Padhi X 10 ST John’s English School BMU

Sekhar Padhi & Junior College, Chennai (Chennai)

36 Yashvi Singh DIG YK Singh X 10 PSBBSS Secondary School, CGAS,

Chennai Chennai

37 Vibhav Shivbhushan Mishra X 10 KV DGQA, Chennai 744 SQN

Mishra Adh(QA) (CG)

38 Ankita Rani Azad Singh X 10 KV Meenambakkam CGAS

U/Adh(WTR) Chennai Chennai

39 Pooja Singh V Singh, Adh(RO) X 10 KV No. 1 Visakhapatnam RHQ(E)

40 Nishu Kumari Santosh Kumar X 10 KV Meenambakkam Sagar

Singh Adh(AH) Chennai

41 Samiksha Dy Comdt X 9.6 KV Bangalore CGAOT(B)

Choudhary MK Choudhary

42 Yashasvi G Chaturvedi X 9.6 KV Anna Nagar, Chennai ICGS

Chaturvedi U/Adh(ME) Vishwast

43 Deepak Jai Prakash, Adh(QA) X 9.6 KV Anna Nagar, Chennai ICGS Sagar

Yadav

44 Ram S Srinivas, PSE X 98.80 Little Flower Matriculation ICGS Vikram

Bhuvanesh S Higher Secondary School,

Thirunelveli

Sl. Name Daughter/Son of STD % School Present Unit
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45 Khushbu V Kumar, U/Adh(AR) X 9.4 KV DGQA, Chennai RHQ(E)

Chauhan

46 Anju V Kumar, U/Adh(RP) X 9.4 KV DGQA, Chennai RHQ(E)

Chauhan

47 Swarna DIG SC Tyagi X 88.2 Villa Thersa High School, CGSD

Suresh Tyagi Mumbai (Chennai)

48 I Maria R Immanuel X 9.2 KV DGQA, Chennai ICGS Sarang

P/Adh(QA)

49 Sudharsan V VV Nathan, PSE(ER) X 87.2 Schwartz HSS ICGS

Ramnathpuram Vishwast

50 Anjali JS Chauhan, Adh(RP) X 9.0 KV, DGQA, Chennai ICGS

Chauhan Vishwast

51 Priya Yadav Krishna Kumar, Adh X 9.0 KV Anna Nagar, Chennai ICGS

Vishwast

52 Sandeep DIG RD Shedbalkar X 9.0 KV CLRI, Chennai RHQ(E)

Ravindra

53 Reshma S MS Rajan, U/Adh(QA) X 92.4 Dathi Girls Highr ICGS

Seondary School, Tuticorin

Nagarcoil(TN)

54 Leana John AJR Selvam X 87.4 Victoria G HSS Tuticorin ICGS

U/Adh(RO) Mandapam

55 BS Chauhan B Sing, Adh(RP) X 10 KV NO.1 Visakhapatnam JOC(Vizag)

56 P Sai Krishna PS Rao, U/Adh(ME) X 9.8 Coast Guard Public Vizag CTK

School, Daman FLT

57 Deepak AK Chopra, U/Adh(R) X 9.6 KV No.1 Visakhapatnam ICGS Vajra

Chopra

58 Vikas Singh M Rana, U/Adh(RP) X 9.4 KV No.2 Visakhapatnma ICGS Vajra

Rana

Sl. Name Daughter/Son of STD % School Present Unit
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59 Manisha KC Rajput, P/Adh(RO) X 9.2 KV, NAD, Visakhapatnma ICGS Vigraha

Rajput Vizag

60 Manisha T Pradhan, U/Adh(RO) X 9.2 KV No.2 Visakhapatnma ICGS Vigraha

Priyadarshini Vizag

Pradhan

61 Sarita Yadav LC Yadav, U/Adh(P) X 9.2 KV Mandpam ICGS Vajra

62 Paruchuru PR Prasad, PSE(R) X 9.0 KV NO.1 Visakhapatnam ICGS Vajra

Manju Data

63 Ankita Haldar BK Haldar, Adh(ME) X 9.6 KV Haldia H-186/DHQ-8

64 Dipshi i Suresh Prasad X 9.2 KV Haldia H-182/DHQ-8

Kumar Adh(ME)

65 Rewati Subodh Kumar X 9.0 KV Haldia ICGS Sucheta

Kaushik  Adh(ME) Kriplani/

Haldia

66 Sarita Singh Dilbagh Singh X 10 KV No. 2 Visakhapatnam DHQ-7,

U/Adh(WTR) Paradip

67 Atul Keshari CP Keshari, X 9.6 KV Ashok Nagar, Chennai CGAE

U/Nvk(STD) Kolkatta

68 Shweta Gora Singh, Adh(RP) XI 87.4 KV Ashok Nagar, Chennai RHQ(E)

Tanwar

69 Maddi Kiram MJ Reddy, Adh(RP) XI 92.9 NRI College, ICGS

Kumar Visakhapatnma Priyadarshini

Reddy

70 Arijit S Karmakar, P/Adh XI 90.2 Sri Chaitanya Vidya Niketan Visakha-

Karmakar patnam

CGWO(V)

71 Satya Priya P Nagarajan, Adh(RP) XI 88.2 KV No.2 Visakhapatnma DHQ-06

72 Anjali HP Gautam, P/Adh(SA) XII 93.4 KV No. 1 Visakhapatnam ICGS Sarang

Gautam

Sl. Name Daughter/Son of STD % School Present Unit
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73 G Hinduja K Ganesan, P/Adh(RO) XII 88.8 KV Anna Nagar, Chennai BMU

(Chennai)

74 A Rini Comdt SED XII 96.2 Carmel Sr. Secondary ICGS

Sharon Anand Kumar School, Port Blair (A&N) Tuticorin

75 Mary Hanna SJ Christopher, XII 92.0 St Joseph’s AI GHSS Trichy ICGS Veera

Priyadarshini U/Adh(ME)

76 Vivek Kumar MP Yadav, Adh(R) XII 87.8 KV Anna Nagar, Chennai C-138

Mandapam

77 Jasleen Kaur Comdt HS Walia XII 85.6 Chettinad Vidyashram, ICGS Vigraha

Walia Chennai Vizag

78 Bhaskar MS Mandal, USE(ER) XII 91.8 KV No.2, Kochi H-182

Mandal Haldia

Sl. Name Daughter/Son of STD % School Present Unit
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NORTH-WEST REGION

Sl. Name Daughter/Son of STD % School Present Unit

1 Arza Pranavi Comdt  AVW Rao X 9.6 KV No. 1, Gandhi Nagar RHQ(NW)

2 Sachin D Kumar, Adh(SA) VIII 9.6 KV, Gandhi Nagar RHQ(NW)

Kumar

3 Rajat Kumar Rajesh Kumar VIII 9.3 KV Noida RHQ(NW)

P/Adh(P)

4 Manish SB Singh, Adh(RP) VIII 9.2 KV Gandhi Nagar RHQ(NW)

Yadav

5 Sherry Pande Comdt GS Pande X 10 NCS Goa DHQ No. 1

6 Shivansh DIG NK Kaul X 9.8 KV New Delhi DHQ No. 1

Kaul

7 Manita Dangi Vijay Prakash Dangi X 9.6 KV Rohtak DHQ No. 1

P/Adh(RO)

8 Trisandhya BC Nayak, Adh(AE) X 9.2 KV Porbandar DHQ No. 1

9 Megha Bhatt PS Bhatt, Adh(AE) IX 87.4 KV No.1, Kolkatta DHQ No. 1

10 Rajal R DIG Rajesh Makwana IX 86.53 Birlsagar Secondary DHQ No. 1

Makwana School, Porbandar

11 Neha Singh BK Singh, Adh(QA) VIII 95.5 KV Porbandar DHQ No. 1

12 Bhumika L Comdt LH Sharma VIII 92.16 Birlsagar Secondary DHQ No. 1

Sharma School, Porbandar

13 Vinay Kumar Ashok Kumar, Adh(P) VIII 89.66 KV Porbandar DHQ No. 1

14 Shubham Joginder Singh VIII 88.5 KV Porbandar DHQ No. 1

Ranae  Adh(QA)

15 N Nandini R Nainar, U/Adh(RP) X 9.4 Sakthi Vinayankar

Priya Hindu Vidyalaya, Tuticorin ICGS Veraval

16 Alisha Pannu PS Pannu, Adh(RO) X 9.8 KV No. 1,  AFS ICGS Mundra

Halwara Punjab
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A&N REGION

Sl. Name Daughter/Son of STD % School Present Unit

1 Vinkal Dharam Das, Adh VIII 10 KV No. 2 Port Blair RHQ(A&N)

Dahiya

2 Sanjay BK Rath, U/Adh VIII 10 KV Island Ground Chennai RHQ

Kumar Rath (A&N)

3 Himanshi Sukhvir Singh, Adh VIII 9.8 C.F. Andrews School Agra RHQ(A&N)

Burman

4 Vincky Nagar VN Nagar, Adh VIII 9.8 NCS Goa RHQ(A&N)

5 M Varshinee P Murali, U/Adh VIII 9.6 KV No. 2 Port Blair RHQ(A&N)

6 Rinku S Singh, U/Adh VIII 9.5 KV No. 2 Port Blair RHQ(A&N)

7 Hitesh H Sing, Adh VIII 9.3 KV No. 2 Port Blair RHQ(A&N)

Kumar

Panwar

8 Abhishek OP Singh, P/Nvk VIII 9.1 KV Mandapam RHQ(A&N)

Singh

9 Dhanish Comdt DH Dhavgaye VIII 9.1 KV No. 2 Port Blair RHQ(A&N)

Dhavgaye

10 Ayush Kumar AK Srivastava, Adh VIII 9.0 KV Okha Port Gujarat RHQ(A&N)

11 Shweta MS Dubey, Adh VIII 9.0 KV No. 2 Port Blair RHQ(A&N)

Dubey

12 Shivani Singh SK Singh, USE IX 9.8 KV No. 2 Port Blair RHQ(A&N)

13 Simran DIG AK Harbola IX 9.8 NCS Port Blair RHQ(A&N)

Harbola

14 K Madhu Shri R Kannan, Adh X 96.4 S.B.O.A. Matric Higher RHQ(A&N)

Secondary School, Chennai

15 Manish Indal Subash Chand, Adh X 10 KV No. 2 Port Blair RHQ(A&N)

16 Shrey Sanjay SS Ware, Adh X 10 KV No. 2 Port Blair RHQ(A&N)

Ware
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17 Yogendra R Singh, Adh X 10 KV No. 1 Port Blair RHQ(A&N)

Singh

Panchal

18 Priyanaka L Prasad, Adh X 10 KV No.2 Port Blair RHQ(A&N)

Mathura

19 Rahul Raje Mani Ram, P/Nvk X 9.8 KV-1, New Mangalore RHQ(A&N)

Pal

20 Anjali Dixit H Sharma, Adh X 9.6 KV No. 1 Port Blair RHQ(A&N)

21 S Arul Mozhi Comdt N X 89.8 St. Joseph RHQ(A&N)

Somasundaram GHSS Punduchery

22 Kshitji MP Yadav, U/Adh X 9.4 KV Kolkata RHQ(A&N)

23 Prince Gupta Tulis Ram, Adh X 9.2 KV Chennai RHQ(A&N)

24 Vivek Singh Sukhvir Singh, Adh X 9.2 Delhi Public School, Agra RHQ(A&N)

Burman

25 Awanish Raj AK Srivastava, U/Adh XII 95.2 Modern Sr. Sec. School RHQ(A&N)

Chennai

26 Preetam FC Sharma, U/Adh XII 93.6 KV Anna Nagar Chennai RHQ(A&N)

Sharma

27 Lovepreet J Singh, Adh XII 87.8 KV No. 2 Port Blair RHQ(A&N)

28 Adil Warsi DIG MA Warsi XII 87.2 KV, Powai, Mumbai RHQ(A&N)

Sl. Name Daughter/Son of STD % School Present Unit





With Best Compliments From :

M/s  TARUN  TRADERS

Stationers, Printers & General Order Supplier

69/17, Chawri Bazar

 (Opp. Punjab National Bank)

Delhi - 110 006

Phone (O)  23289399

Phone (R)  22434366

Mobile : 9213251954

With Best Compliments

From :

M/S SANTOSHI TENT HOUSE

A-62-B, Joshi Colony

New Delhi -110092

Tel : 9868929200

9968068439

With Best Compliments

From :

M/S YOUTH REFRIGERATION

274/9, Joshi Road,

Karol Bagh,

New Delhi-110005

9811344283

With best compliments From :

Kamal Nayan Marketing

Associates (P) Ltd.

(Govt Contractor & General Order Suppliers)

126, Municipal Market

Super Bazar Compound

Connaught Place

New Delhi - 110 001 (India)

Tel. : 2341 8672



With Best Compliments

From :

M/S KAPUR ELECTRIC PRESS

684 Gali Kundewalan

Ajmeri Gate

New Delhi-110006

Tel : 9811110016

011-23237114



With Best Compliments

 From :

M/S SAKET INDUSTRIES

76, Hauz Rani, Malviya Nagar

New Delhi – 110 017

011-2667 5439

With Best Compliments From :

M/s Meetu Enterprises

72, Sadar Apartment,

Mayur Vihar, Phase-I,

New Delhi - 110 091

9810127592
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